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FOREWORD
The Internaticn_l Sy-_posiu_on Ground-Based Studies of the l%iddle
Atmolpl_re yam held •t Schverin, Get'_an O_ocratic Republic, fro_ Hay SO to 13,
1983. It vas organized by the At•deny of Sciences of the German Democratic
, Republic, and i_osted by its Central Institute of Solar-Terrestrial Physica
(lleinrzch llertz Institute) under the direction of Prof. Dr. W. Eundt.
The aim of this sy_poaiun yam to Point out the valuaUle contribution vhich
ground-based investigations, vith their particular capabilities for lon_-ter_
continuous _onitorin_ of at=ospheric processes and patterer variations on
various ti_e scale,, can render to the scope of the Hiddle Atmosphere ProRr_.
_e believe that the s)_posi_ has yell served its function to provide • usefu!
foru_ for the exchange of ideas, result€, and experiences, and tc aid the nutual
stimulatlon between '_eteorologxc•l' _nd 'aerono_ical' approaches to the
problems of t|,e _iddle atnosphere.
_e vish to thank the GDR _ational CO_mittee on Geodesy _nd Geophysics and
the international organiz•tiona that co-sponsor the sy_posiur._: The Scientific
Co_ittee on Solar-Terrestrial Physics (SCOSTEP), the International Association
_ of Geo_agnetis_ and Aeronomy (IAGA), and the Conmittee on Space Research
' (COSPAR).
The volu=e contains the extended abstracts of almost all of the 16 invited
' and 28 contributed papers presented at Schverin. _e vould like to thank the PAP
Publications Co.hitter vith its chairman, Prof. C. F. Sechrist, Jr., for
providing the possibility to publish this report as a volume of the Handbook for
}_P. The assistance of Belva Edvardsj Penny Roth, and Edvard Loveka_p in the
production of this volune is gratefully acknowledged.
J. Taubenhel= ,;
• Chairman, Progrw_ Co_ttee _nd Editor :
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J. Taubenheim
Acad_y of Sciences of the GDR
. Central Institute of $olar-Terrestrlal Phyrics(t]einrich Hertz Institute)
DDR-II99 Berlin-Adler,ha f, GDR
A rather large number of papers of this symposi,_ is devoted to the iono-
spheric D region, which is situated near the upper boundary o£ the middle t
atmosphere. This has a historical root. as it was the phenouenon of D region
'winter nno._aly', first discovered by Sir Edward Appleton more than forty years
ago, which gave the firqt impulse to look for seasonal meteorological
peculiarities o[ the middle atmosphere. Up to now, however, the number of
various manifestations of _eteorological control of the D region ionization
(see, e.g., TAUB_IiEIM (1983)),as well as the arsenal of experimental
techniques, including very efficient ground-based ones, for its measurement have
. steadily grown. This is a permanent challenge both for neronomers and for
meteorologists to test their insight into middle atmosphere processes with the
[ physical interpretation and evaluation of the phenomena of the D layer.
For investigating the meteorological control of D region ionization, the
height re_ion between 75 and 85 k_ is particularly appropriate. At these
altitudes, ion production is almost exclusively due to photoionizstion of the
._ minor atmospheric constituent nitric oxide (NO) by quasi-monochromatic solar
• _ Lyman-alpha (La) radiation, so that the equilibrit_nformula for the electron
_.._. density, N, in this case takes the simple form
N2 . -I 0 exp(-x), (l)neff °i nNO ILa
• where.. agff is the effective recombination coefficient, o i and ann are the O
; tonzzat_on cross section and number density of nitric oxide, respeetively$ ILa
i is the extraterrestrial La photo flux, and z is the opti:al depth for L_ st the
_. altit.de in question.
Absorption of Lo in the Earth's atmosphere is virtually exerted by mole-
cular oxygen only, which is a major constituent. Therefore, in the homosphcre
its opticol depth is proportional to the neutral air pressure, p,
_ p see X, (2)
where × is the zenith angle of the incident solar radiation. On the other
hand, the effective recombination coefficient is determined by the relative
composition of positive from molecular (EO+,+O_+, represented below by the sub-
script mS) and cluster ions (like I;O+.H_O, H .[H20). , etc., represented by the
subscript ci), the recombination coefficients of which being remarkably
different in magnitude,
acf f = _[(Nm/N)ami + (Ncl/N)acl] (3)
where the st_ has to be extended over all species of positive ions. Since the
rate of conversion of _olecular ions into cluster ions strongly depends on
temperature, the resulting ion composition will vary with t_nperature and,
consequently, aeff (after eq. (3)) and_ (after eq. (1)) will be sensibly
modulated by neutral sir temperature variations (DANILOV and SI_3NOV, 1982;
DANILOV and TAUE_iIIEIM, 1983). The molecular-to-cluster ion conversion rate
_ varies with T-n, where the value of n depends on the details of the ion-
chemical reaction scheme adopted by the respective authors. BRE_r_Retal.
},
ji J
- . ........ , _ _%, -e .e_<. ..: - ._
2I
•, (1981) claim a value n - 7.2, which leads to a temperature dependence of the ion
percentage distribution and of arff as shown in Figure 1 (for mid-latitudes at80 km height),
Figure I. Upper part: Ratio (per cent) of clustered
_0_ _ _Z _ too_ ions to total electron density near 80 km in mid-
_L_rt_/_] latitude winter, for different tem_ratures. -
Lower part: T_npenature dependence of effective
_, recombination coefficient, neff, derived from the
/ cu_es shotrn above.
! r[K1_!
_- Finally, according to eq. (1), the electron density depends on thP nitric
oxide concentration. At this altitude level, n,,O is mainly controlled by down-
ward trans_rt of neutral NO (or N) from the thermosphere, partly by eddy
diffusion but probably ev_a more efficiently by a bulk trans_rt with the
vertical com_nent st the wind circulation, since the photochemical lifetime of
!, neutral NO _olecules at medium and high latitudes is of the order of one day or
i _ore.
? The oniy 'non--meteorologlcal' factor in eq. (1) is the La irradiation, _ I l
which can be either taken from direct satellite measur_enta (e.g., HINTEREGGER
(1981)), or psrmetarized as a function of solar activity parameters (e.g.,
.... VIDAL-YADJAR (1977), BOSSY and NICOLEI (1981), LEAN and SKU_I_I (1983)). It
turns out, however_ that at least in the mid-latitude winter variability of D
region electron densities, the La control is by far overshadowed by the
meteorological influences (TAUB_HEIH, 1983).
In subsequent papers of the symposi_nn (COSSART and PA_iOMOV, 1983; LAUTER_
1983) a ground-based measuring technique of low-frequency radio reflection
(phase) heights will be presented which is capably for a d_y-by-day monitoring
of the al_itude at which a pre-selected fixed value of electron density, Nr,
is attained. This technique is in use since many years continuously at
Kuehlungsborn. An example given in Figure 2 shows how well these l.f.
reflection heights follow the variations of the height of the 0.01 _bar isobaric
surface, thus indicating a dominant pressure control through the optical depth
of the La radiation. Further, from these measurements we can easily derive a
daily characteristic, f = In sec XSO (specified in more detail in LAJJTERet al.
(198_)), which describes the day-to-day variations of the state of ionizationat
80 km height. Its deviations, dr, from a certain reference state (tO be chosen
from the observed data time series), can be interpreted in terms of the
t corresponding devlatio_s of pressure, oeff, and )(Odensity at the 80 kn level:
from eqs. (l) and (2) follows
• " ""4 •. _ . _ • - - -. * _.
' i
!
f Af " -Aln p + Aln In [oilL/Nr2)(nNo/aeff)]_ (4) .,L
t In this fo_ula, the domi_nt role of pressure variations is o_ious, however
_ modifiedtemperature)to acontrol.lesserdegree by a nNO (i.e., circulation) and an oef f (i.e.,
83 _
#Z LFRCFL._/sHr_
, #,J--._....O_oJ'--{ •
W 31 07 14 21 _ 4
. ' Figure 2. Heights of the 0.0I mbar surface at a grid-
I point 60"N, lO°g taken from LABITZKE et al. (1978),
compared with LF radio wave reflection heights ob-
vexed at Kuehl_gsborn. in winter 1975/76.
I . Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the analysis of meteorological control in
' individual winter data series of this type. The variations of a 'relative
., electron density index* at 80 km, defined by I + 0.8 x_, are presented for the
late winter periods of 1980/81 (Figure 3) and 1981/82 (Figure 4). The step
cu_es show the _arch of the $-day (pentade) =e_ values of the obse_ed data of I
Kuehl_gsborn, where in both cases the second pentade of Dec_ber was adopted as
t the reference level (A£ = 0). The dashed cu_e gives the Iong-te.-_naverage (25
years) of these obse_ed data. They are characterized by the midwinter
I ionization at 80 Innbeing generally higher th_ in spring (and s=er), thus
}. representing the well-_own 'average winter _omaly' of the D region. From both
diagr_s it can be noted (as well as from other years, not sho_rnhere) that
major stratospheric va_ings lead to a sudden decrease ('breakdown*) of winter- "'"
"" anomalous electron densities near 80 k= (LAUTER and _TZI_, 1982). Further,
Figure 3 shows evidence that the extr_ely cold 6tratospheric t_peratures in
Dec_ber 1980/January 1981 "(cf.'LABITZKE and GORETZKI, 1982) were associarsd
with an exceptio_l cnhanc_ent of D region ionization (LAUTER and _ITZIAN,
1982),
. f& , . ......,
L
' r2- "
i _ Figure 3. Electron density variations near 80 _ init- winter 1980/gi, derived fro_ ground-based radio
1- o • observations (curves), and from r_odel calculationse
_ O_- " "_," , (crosses. circles) as described in the text.
" _ o,,.
_[_ J_,V fEB' '
• 2
t
IJ-
• f2- " " •
O8Q7
DEC JAN FEB N_R
t
Figure 4. S_e as Figure 3 but for winter 1981182.
L
p
. An approach to the interpretation of these ground-based radio data is
represented by the crosses and open circles in Figures 3 and 4, which are values
_ calculated by means of eq. (4), _aking use of rocket data of pressure and
i t_nperature measured near 80 km altitude over Volgograd (published in CAOBULLETI_), at latitude comparab e o th s of the io path observed at
,--__ Kuehlungsborn. The crosses are the first-order epproximation by taking into
_" account the pressure variation only (first right-hand term of eq. (4)), the open
i - circles are the second-order approx£_tion computed with both the pressure
; variation and the t_perature-induced aef f variation (a_ in Figure I). -- -
?
! The agreement of the crosses and circles with the step curves in Figures 3
and 4 is only partly satisfactory, obviously, the general seasonal variation
between Dec_ber and }_archcan be well understood in terms of the pressure and
temperature variations. Also, the sudden increase of ionization in the _econd
half of December 1980, as well as the 'breakdown' with the stratwarm event in
"" late January 1982 ere clearly explainable by the combined effect of pressure and "--
temperature near 80 km. The duration of the ionization excess in January 1981,
and its sudden breakdown in the last _ntade of January, however, are not well •
reproduced by the Volgograd rocket data of pressure and temperature. This may
partly be due to the fact that Volgograd is not near enough to the Kuehlungsborn
observation paths to expect a good point-to-point correlation. On the other
hand, however, there is no doubt that sudden changes of neutral NO content, for
which no data are available, will also sensibly influence the D region ioniza-
tion through the second term of equation (4). A plausible scenario (TAUB_HEIH,
1983) predicts that variations of pressure, temperature, and NO advection _ear
80 l_nare jointly contrclled by the circ,_polar vortex of the strato-mesospheric
circulation systc_u in tnz_ way. that with intensification of cyclonic vortex
motion the mesospheric pressure is enhanced lowered, temperature enhanced, and
do_rnwardNO transport ia errengthcned, _hich altogether act 'cooperatively' in
enhancing the D regio_ el:tctrondensity (cf. eq. (4))_ and vice versa.
Therefore we may c_nclude that D region electron density variations, which
can be readily monitored by ground-based techniques, can provide an efficient
diagnostic tool for the detection of perturbations of the circulation state of
the middle atmosphere, i
The author is indebted to Prof. E. A. Lauter and to Dr. G. v. Consart for
@
providing the results of phase-height measurements at Kuehlungsborn. I
!
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VARIATION OF DERIVED HESOSPHFRICIIITRIC OXIDE lN I(LLATION
TO ffD;D _2;D TEHI'ERA'P.'REIN NI_;TER
It. Friedrich
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Technical University Graz
Inifeldgasse 12, h-8010 (;ra_, Austria
K. H. Torkar
• Space Research Institute of the Austrian Academy of Sciences
clo Technical University Graz
Austria
As a good approxirxation changes of the NO-denEity are solely responsible
for c|,anges of the non-auroral D-region. Under the assumption that other ion
production processes are either known or negligible, one can hence derive (I;0)
from electron densities using a suitable effective electron loss rate. Ill the
Ninter Anomaly C_paign 1975/75 nineteen rocket payloads carried electron den-
|ity measurements on fifteen days. On two of these dsy_ (NO) was measured
in-situ by photometers. For these days one can establish the production not due
to Ly_an-a and t(O. This rest production can then be applied to all (1_O)
derivations based on electron density _easur_ents.
In addition, in this c_paign winds and t(_peratures were _easured from the
ground to approxir_ately the base of the thermosphere. The derived field of NO
densities between December 1975 and February 1976 [ro_ 70 to 100 kn is coupared
to corresponding fields of winds (zo_l and mcridior_l), temperatures, pressure
Y -- and Richardson nu_bers. 7he derivation of the latter is dependent on a number
o£ assumptions and should sti=ulate discussion rather than being a result
per-se.
INTRODUCTION
D-region electron densities are almost exclusively the reason for radio
wave absorption. In order to explain the large excursions of absorption in
winter ('winter anomaly'), the folloving cause-and-effect scheme may help to
identify or reject various causes (Figure 1).
. • • , Absorption at the frequencies and altitudes in question (>1 _z, 70 to 10C
_) is proportional to electron density and collision frequency v_! (because
f >> vH). The _ollision frequency is -- according to laboratory _easure=ent$ --
to a very good approxiraation proportional to neutral pressure. The latter is
fairly well known from empirical _odels (better than _IOZ) and the
proportionality factor varies only slightly with temperature (_SZ between 200
and 300 KD AGCARNALand SETTY, 1980). Hence variations of the _o[lision
frequency can only contribute to the regular, seasonal behaviour of absorption,
but not to the day-to-day variations by factors of two or _ore.
It is therefore the electron density N,, which muff undergo large
variations. For steady state (appr. at noon) Nr is balanced by the square root
of the ion-pair production q divided by the ef£ective electrons loss rate _.
The latter is an inverse function of temperature; however, even the large
variations observed in winter ('vannings') can -- according to _odel calcula-
tions -- only account for changes of W by as much as perhaps rSOZ. The con-
centrntion of atomic oxygen has great influence on the nature of the poeitive
ions (_olecular or cluster) _hich have widely di£ferent recombination rates; O
also drastically alters the relative distribution between electrons and negative
\7
1_ -/_ "_'__.
I
*l**, ,ll_<*_ vL,,.t* • ._.'Tr.'_l|f t I |_.
Figure I, Sh_plified cause-and-effect scheme for variations of ionospheric ra-
dio rave absorption. Par_eters measured in the t_inter Anomaly Ca:_paign
197_/76 are _derscored by full, derived quantities by broken lines.
_, ions. llonetheless, the concentration of 0 has it_ _-_in influence at heights
; ' belov 80 k_ uhich contribute only little (ca. 30_) to the total radio v_ve
absorption. Further=ore, the variation of [0] is, even according _o diIlerent
models and _easur,aaenta, reasonably predictable (vithin a factor of 2. of. e.g.
_lOIgS and BOh_, 1972; DICglI;SO_Ietal., 19F_; SOLO_OEetal., 1982).
The ion-palr production rate qis _ function of the relevant fluxes and the
Overhead absorbing air colu-_n. The latter is -- similar to the €ollision
frequencies -- rather _ell known from pressure nodels of the lo_er thermosphere,
and certainly does not change sufficiently to explain the obserued effects in
. Also the main dsytzme ionising fluxes vary, even over a _unspot cycle.
o_ly by much less than a factor of two for Ly_an-a, of five for L)_-an-_ and of
tc-a for the less importc.n_ _edi'u_ X-rays. The often proposed Eluxes of charged
particles may contribute to q at geo_sgnetically higher latitudes in llerth
t_erica (cf. the argumentation by fg_4L_}t, 1967), hut can safely be ruled our in
Europe (_4RANE et sl., 1979). Trapped particles, he.ever, constitute a possible
_echani_ for the observed after-effects of ge_agnetic disturbances (c£.
}L_GREAVES.1973; TORKARetal., 1980).
In the daytime D-region the do_iaant process is the ionisatien of nitric
oxide (_O) by the strong and fairly constant solar Lyman-a line. Ilence varia-
tions of the ion production must be due to variations of the concentration of
EO. _itric oxide in the D-region (t_esosphere to lo_er ther=ospherc) originates
-- according to _odel computations -- in the E-region due to a variety of
processes including ionisation by solar X-rays or charged particles. It is
subsequently transported dovnvards by eddy diffusion or vertical rinds and
destroyed by photo-dissociation during transport, llence, [HOI is the E-regiun
is larger during solar =axi=_ (or PC/k), vhereas it= concentration in the D-
region follous the production not directly, because of the likeuise increased
photo-dissociation at times of high solar activity.
i
i
I
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The _in candidates for winter anomalous absorption are therefore local
variations of It;O] by either horizontal winds (transport fro= areas of higher
concentrations, such as the polar regions), or a variation of the vertical
transport efficiency, i.e. the eddy diffusion coefficient. In the follovil.g toe
e_hasis is therefore on derived [t_O] as a ftmction of te=_erature sad
horizontal uind.
DERIVATIOI/ OF NITRIC OXID_
The Winter &no=sly C_isn 1975176, conducted at the S_artish rocket ranr.e
"El Arrnosillo". was ai=ed at identifying the causes of enhanced radio wave
absorption in winter. _ore than eleven institutes |,articipated with vario.s
taeasur,_ents aboard rockets, balloons and satellites, as well as ground based.
i'or a description of the c_ail_n and its original ai=s and the launch strategy
see OFFEPF_N (|917a) and (1979). Parz_etera of the schematic in Fi_'ure I which
Were _easured or derlved are undersc._red by full and broken lines, respectively.
On two days of that c,_paign ("sal_o days") _};O] vas _easured by a
dedicated instrt._ent, a y-band photo=eter, between _0 and II0 k_ (EE_}_ and
BA.'ICERT.1979). However. on another twelve days between Deer=her 17. 1975. and
|'ebruary 8. 1976. electron denlities were =easured (FRIEDRIQ[ etal.. 1979).
t"igure 2 shows the ti=e _nd altitude coverage of the :ensure=eats of
electron densities and neutral to_eratures.
o I
Figure 2. lleight coverage of the electron density and te=nperature _ensure-
nents during the Vinter Ano_ly Campaign. Days o£ _issing radiance data
. of the satellite /IL_bus-6 are also indicated.
TAUBI_IIEIH(1977) demonstrated a method of deducing [IdOl from electron
densities Ne. For steady state the feilouir.g relations hold:
q . _}! 2 (_ - effective electron loss rate)
e
q - [KO]-: *q (., - ionisatlon cross section, €I .... , - local
l.y-J rest l.y_n-nflux, qre_t " ion pair pr_)'_uction not
due to Lynan-_i_nd NO)
llence the llO-density _s:
'_e"_ - qre:_.tlN0l -
:Ly-t
Apart frota the measured electron densities t_., the quantities _. qrest and the
local Ly_an-_ flux have to be known.
, The electron loss rate v could in principle be cotaputed using an ion-
chemical t:odel (e.g. TO,Rg2_Ra:_d FRIEDRIOI, 1983); here. hoverer, an onpiricsl
mean derived from t_any daytime rocket flights is used. i.e. when both q and He
were available. Figure 3 sbovs these e_pirical loss rates as a function of
neutral density. The broken lines indicate the regions of the standard
deviation (on n logarith,,i¢ scale).
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Figure 3. Collection of electron loss rates vs. neutral number density
frou daytime rocket flights. Dashed lines indicate the range of the e,
standard deviation. €
The ion production qre_;t is r,ainly due to solar X-rays at higher altitudes
(>80 Ic_) and galactic co_ic rays belo_ 70 kn. On the t_o days uhen [_O1 _as
_easured one can deduce the rest production directly. For other days this q
I
I
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is applied with a suitable correction for the slightly different solar zenith
angles.
The absorption of solar L_x-mn-,t is computed using standard atmospheric
models (COLE and K/LqTOR, 1978 and }iSIS i.e., IIEDIN etal., 1979). One can thus
derive [NO] not only on the two salvo days, but for i total of fourteen days in
the period of the _inter Anomaly C_paign•
Every day the signal strength of a tranmaitter at Aranjuez on 2.83 _tt was
=easured. Two receiver sites were in operation: one at the rocket range "El
Arenosillo" and the other at Ealerma. The paths' mid-points were $o_e 250 _
fro_ the rocket trajectories• The absorption _as available as Lo (extrapolated
subsolar value at _ - 0") and the exponent n of the e_pirical relation L " Lo
(cos _)n. In the further treat=ent the two ab*or2tlon data sets which proved
to be very similar were averaged, i • L - /L--_L--and n - (n + n )/2
• " o_ ol o2 m 1 2 "
The derivation of a statistical relationship between [EO] and A_ absorption
requires reasonable par_=eterization of the BO-density. In a first order
approximation [NO] _ N 2 _ L2 if chn.nges of the ray geometry and productionr
rates other than by Lyt_an-,_ are neglected• _n altitude profile o£ it;o} which
is not too far from current model calculations _ay consist of a region witL
constant mixing ratio below approx, the meeopause and of an exponential increase
above that height. The latter ass_ption is only valid well below the known
maximum of BO in the lower thert:osphere.
[NO] on a particular day was approximated by
" a I + a2exp(a3h)
p total ataao6pheric density
where the coefficients a; are at the r_me tire functions of a normalieed
absorption L7_ for a zenith angle of 75" which is about the dean throughout the
electron density _easurements and the exponent nn in the form:
2
a i = bil+bi2L75 +blurt m
with
• Cos7_e_n
L75 is thus the absorption measured at the ti_e of the rocket flights,
corrected for the solar zenith _n_le dependence which has been derived on that
particular day.
In a _ultlple regression analysis the nine par,_eters bi_ are found which
detertalne It€o] as a function of height. LT5 , and rim. One canJnow, although
solely based on statistics, co_pute t;O-pro£iles for every day fro_ absorption
data. Figure 4 shows the variation of [tea] thus derived betwe_tx 70 and 100 k_
and Dec. 17, 1975, and Feb. 8. 1976. The profiles are net unique, are. however.
plausible and possible. The latter was tested by in_rting the irma] into an
ion-chetaical scheme (TORKAR and FRIEDRI_I, 1983) to compute electron densities
for various solar zenith _ngles. The diurnal v_riation of simulated nbsorption
agreed reasonably well with the one actually measured (Lo, n) on the particulardays.
EELATIOB TO O_{ER, RELEVA_;T}_ASURE_ITS
A scenario _uch as thorn in Figure 1 P_d been anticipated long be_ore the
Winter Anomaly C_paign (e.g. ZIY_RMAN and WARt:IS|, 1970). The choice of the
instrtn_entsfor the c_mpaign was therefore either to be able to rule out certain
explanations of enhanced absorption, such as el_argedparticles, changes in the
Lyman-a and X-ray fluxes, or to support certain concepts such as enhanced [NO]
and its transport (wind measurements). Of relevance to the concept that NO-
transport is the dominant cause for winter anomaly, are the measurements of
winds, temperature and pressure.
From the balloon and rocket-borne temperature measurements (cf. Figure 2)
one can -- with a little interpolation -- establish a temperature field up to 70
km. In addition, there are radiance data available from the PFd_(- Pressure
Hodulator Radiometer) aboard the satellite Nimbus-6. The weighting function
peaks somewhere just below 80 km and has a width of about 20 km. Temperatures
above 70 Panwere deduced by inserting the tfa_.peraturesbelow that height (from
the rocket and balloon data) into the weighting function; the t_peratures from
an atmospheric model (COLE and KANTOR, 1978) were modified until agreement
between the radiances modelled and observed by the satellite instrtm_entwas
achieved. The departures from the reference were forced to return at greater
height (>90 km) since the radiance data are no longer relevant for th_se ""
heights. The resulting temperature field is depicted in Figure 5 from the
ground to Ii0 ks. With the temperatures of that figure and the ground pressure,
altitudes of constant pressure were established using the hyd,'ostatic equation.
Figure 6 shows these levels, crosses indicate the corresponding altitudes of the
I0 pa values on World Meteorological Days as derived by LABITZKE et el. (1979).
Figure 7 shows the zonal and meridio_al winds which were measured bet_'een1500
and 1800 LT by the same rockets as indicated in Figure 2 (after REES et el.,
1979).
Many authors have sought connections between radio wave absorption and
temperature (BOSSALASCO aud ELF2_A, 1963; OFFERMANN_ 19770) or with winds (e.g.
DIEMINCER et al., 1974). None of the_e att_npts was particularly convincing,
not even if a multiple cox.relatio_wa_ applied (REES et el., 1979). Similarly,
the present data show no strikin_ .Jnnection to derived [NO] (absorption),
except perhaps increased NO-densities following the tt_aperaturesaround 80 km
with a delay of a few days. One could similarly try to associate winter anomaly
to southward winds (early Jan, 1976). although after the time of winter
anomalous absorpcion (February) winds are also directed southward. The relation -+
to the zor_al winds is even less conclusive.
/Figure 5. Ter_peraturesduring the Winter Anomaly Campaign.
From the observations, but also from theoretical considerations, it appears
unrealistic to expect a correlation to the wind velocities, their directions, or
temperatures, i.eo NO transport from the dark polar region and the tomperature
control of the electron loss rate contribute only negligibly to the observed
variations of absorption. Neither the ionising fluxes, nor the electron loss
rates showed significant variations, hence the winter anomaly observed in that ...
• , • . ' .c_paign mu_t have been of tbe truly meteorological type ('_O-anomaly"). Since
there was no evidence for horizontal transport_ downward eddy transport is
expected to have been the main cause of the absorption anomaly.
A measure of turbulence, which in turn gives rise to eddy transport, is the
Richardson number.
T (dVz/dh)2 + (dvm/dh)2
g acceleration due to gravity
T temperature
r adiabatic lapse rate (9.8 K km-I)
h height
v z zonal wind component
vm meridional wind component
Ri below 0.25 initiate turbulence, whereas below I maintains it. In Figure 8
areas are indicated where Ri is below I and 20. These values do not indicate
turbulent regions, but suggest that turbulence is likely to have occurred at
lO_
i
po_,l i_I "-
•;;°_ _ _ _'i'tl,
Figure 6. Iieightsof constant pressures built up from the t_peratures in
Figure 5. Crosses mark the corresponding heights from the analysis by
LABITZKE et al. (1979). Straight lines represent the reference atmosphere.
other times of the day (outside 1500 to 1800 LT). Unfortunately, again no
clear-cut relation can be seen, but one has to bear in mind that the wind data
are restricted to 95 k_, whereas .transport from above that height is probably
more relevant for the D-region NO-densities.
CONCLUSIONS
The daily derivation of NO-densities as d-monstrated here is an indirect
method, however, backed by two direct measurements and tested by simulating the
diurnal variation of absorption. No unique connection to temperature, wind or
Richardson number could be found, but perhaps sophisticated atmospheric theories
can explain the occurrence of large NO-densities from this unique set of iono-
spheric/atmospheric data.
_°
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;_- Figure 7. Zonal and meridion_l wind field (in m s -l)
after REES et al. (1979). N - northwards, N = west-
yard.
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Figure g. Height and time v_riation of Richardson number_ below I
and 20 deduced £ro_ [he data in Figures 5 _nd 7°
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MIDDLEATHOSI_IERETEMPERATUREAND DYNAMICSAS REVEALED
FROH D-EEGIONOSSEP.VATIONS
A. D. Danilov
Institute of Applied Geophysics
Glebovskaya20-b
' Hoscow I07253,USSR
The concept of so-called meteorological control of the ionospheric D-region
:" is presently tmdergo£ng development (see, e.g., TAUBI_qREIH, 1983; DANILOV and
TAUBr_IIEIH_ 1983). According to this concept the electron concentration in this
region is governed not only by solar and geo_agnetic par-meters (N, X, Ap,
etc.) but strongly depends on the t_nperature and dynam~cal regime of the mess-
sphere and stratosphere. The aim of this paper is to consider how the above
connection between D-region and _eteorological parameters can be used to obtain
some information about middle atmosphere temperature and dynamics. For this
purpose it is worthwhile summarizing briefly the essential points of the
= meteorological control concept,
: The best _llustration of the meteorological control presents the well-known
y phenomenon of Winter Anomaly in radio wave absorption (WA). There are two
components of the NA. Average aboorption_ L, in the SN-band iv winter is higher
, than that in summer ("normal" NA component). On so_e winter days ("anomalous"
* days of NA) L is much higher than on previous and following days. Since the
_ncrease of L is due to the enheneement of electron concentrations [el, at
altitudes 75-85 km (FRIEDRI_i etal., 1979; OFFEF.MANN, 1979), NA provides a
.,/=-- good e_ple of [e] variations in the D region, which are not d_rectly connected
with any changes in solar zenith angle X, solar or geomagnetic activity.
Using a data bank of rocket {el measurements, co_piled by DANILOV and
LEDOHSKAYA {1983a), £t was pointed out by DM_ILOV et al. (1982), that there i$
one more difference in [e] behavior in the upper D region between simmer and
winter. If we look to the electron concentration at fixed altitude in str_ner
there is nearly no day-to-day scattering of the data and the variation with X
£s yell pronounced. In wintert houever, even for undisturbed days (non-anomaly
days) there is strong day-to-day scattering of [e]. This is illustrated in
Figure I, where rocket data for E0 km height taken from the above-mentioned data
. . bank, only for quiet geomagnetic _onditions (Zp<4) and middle geomagnetic
latitudes, are presented.
To explain the effects of the meteorological control mentioned above one
should ex_mninepossible mechanisms of neutral atmosphere influence on the
electron concentration. The principal approach to the proble_ is rather simple.
The electron concentratlen in the upper D region is governed by the photo-
chemical equilibriun equation.
\ q - [e] 2 aeff (I)\
where q is the ionization rate and a ff the effective recombination• e . . .
coefficient. Thus changes in [e] can be due to variations of e_ther q, or neff
or both. To reveal the mechanisms of meteorological control it £s necessary to
look for the dependence of q and aeff on the meteorological _£tuation £n the
I strat°_me_°sphere"
It is widely known (HITPA and ROWZ, 19721HITRA, 197h; DANILOV. 1975) that
the effective recombination coefficient depends on the positive ion composition:
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_--_ Figure I. Electron concentration versus solar zenith
: angle X at 80 km (DANILOV et al., 1982) for quiet
- conditions (Kp < 4) and middle geomagnetic lati-
tudes (A ,, 30-52°).
' o.(NO+, 02+) + f+ a*(clust +)
*" aeff" 1 + f+ (2)
.... " " " " " ' ftb eing'an' ion composition par_eter, f+ = [clust+]/[NO++ O2+], and _*(NO+, ""
O_ ), n*(clust+) the dissociative recombination coefficients for normal and
crustered positive ions, respectively. Though the constants a* themselves
depend on neutral temperature as T-n, with n = 0.5 _o I, the major effect on
the meteorological control through aeff is due to f variations.
It was shown by DANILOV and SIHONOV (1981, 1982), that f+ has a well
pronounced seasop_l variation: at fixed altitude f+ is higher in summer than
; in winter, and that this change of f+ accounts for a variation of the effective
recombination coefficient, the latter being under quiet conditions in summer
1.5 to 2 times higher than in winter. This seasonal effect in Ueff explains
the existence of the nor=al co=ponent of the WA (average [e] in quiet conditions
being about a factor of 1.5 higher in win=er than in summer).
The reason of f+seasonal variation is in the strong te_nperature dependence
of the formation rate of clustered ions (DANILOV and TAUBEN!IEIH, 1983;
SMIRNOVA et al., 1983). Reactions, leading to cluster ions, first of all the
reaction
NO+ + N2 + N2 -_NO+ •N2 + N2 (3)
I
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have an inverse temperature dependence, whereas most of the reverse reactions
destroying clusters have a direct dependence on temperature. As a result, the
net effectiveness of cluster formation from NO+ ions B(NO+) has a strong
inverse t_perature dependence: Figure 2 from SHIRr;OVAet el. (1983) shows the
life time, _(NO+) = I/B(NO+), as a function of temperature according to ARNOLD
aed KRANKOUSKY's (1980) ion composition data and to calculations based on REID'S
(1977) theoretical scheme. One can see, that the experimental and the
theoretical data fit each other and lead to a very strong temperatJre dependence
of the type of B(NO+) = T-14.
/.._f" 3
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/ Figure 2. Life-time of NO+ions against clustering
, ( T(NO+) " I/B(NO+)) versus neutral tempera-
ture. Points :data from in situ ion composition
I measurements (ARNOLD et el., 1980), solid curve:
I calculations, based on theoretical scheme e_ ion
transformation with (N20) - 10-_(M), dashed
curve:same with (H20) - 5 x 10-_(M) (Smirnova
etal.. 1983).
It is'perZinent td stres_ here that such a strong temperature sensitivity
of cluster formation efficiency is a vital fact for the eziatence of a strong
temperature control of the electron concentration.
Recently, the annual variations of the efficiency B of cluster ion forma-
tion were calculated usinga theoretical scheme and temperature_ from Cll_ model
(SHIRN0VA et el., 1983). The results are shown in Figure 3 (curves) to,ether
with values of B estimated from experimental data of ion co_position. As it is
seen from Figure 3, theoretical calculations based on CIRA model well reproduce
the observed features of the annual behavior of B. Summer B values are higher
than winter ones, the _mplitude of summer-to-winter variations being larger at
high latitudes.
The arrows in Figure 3 show variations of B if T is changed by _20" from
the CIRA values. It is seen that these relatively small changes in T lead to
rather strong effects in B. Further estimates show that these B variations both
in summer and winter produce nearly equal changes of f+. But in summer the
variations in f+ virtually do not influence a_cc (and so to]) because f+ >> I
so _hat __:= = _*(clust+). In winter (when f_ _s of the order of I) the
: effective recombznat_on coeffzczent zs very sensitive to f+-ariations so that
*" changes in f+ induced by temperature variations would lead to [el variations of
: the order of factor 2 at .middle latitudes a_d factor 3 in the auroral region.
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Thus0 day-to-day variations of the electron concentration in winter _ntioned
above can be accounted for in terms of day-to-day tmperature variations in the
uesopause region_ which are _uite able to reach 15-20". " An eJsential point
should be stressed here. The difference in _t,eion composition between winter
and summer conditions leads to quite a different reaction of [el to s_all varia-
, tlons of the neutral t_nperature. So these variations would _ake nearly no
effect in st-_mer,but produce considerable day-to-day variations in wintCro
During WA events uet_lly a t_p_rature increase is observed which is responsible
for the observed decrease of £. during WA (see below),
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• Figure 3. Annual variation of the effectiveness B of
clustered ion for=arian at _0 k_ (Smirnova et al._
1983). Dots: values of B, calculated fron slr_ulta-
neous data on electron concentration and ion composi-
tion. Solid and dashed lines: annual variation of
B at middle (_ 40°) and high (_ 70") latitudes, re-
apeetivelyD calculated with detailed model of "lustered
ions formation using the t_perature fro.'_CIRA model,
Arrows show the limits of B if -'20"te=perature devia- ...
tiona fror_ClP,A values nee used in the calculations,
The role of the h_nidi_y variations on B "_aluesalso has been considered
_y SHIRNOVA et al, (1983). The curves in Figure 3 are calculated for
[II._O1= lO-6[bl]. If the H20 nixing ratio is enhnnced to 5 x lO'_',the
corresponding enhanc_ent _f B is higher in winter (about factor 4} and lover
in st_er {factor 1.5-2).
Res_'_ing,the above calculations show that the experimentally observed
seasonal v_riations of the ion composition (wi_ich.as shown above, leads to the
systt_naticsu_er-to-winter difference in the electron concentration) can be
accounted for by seasonal changes of the mesosphcric temperature, The
reasonable aesu=ption about the exlsteuce of day-to-day temperature variations
of *_20° explains the scatter of the [e] data in winter. During NA events the
observed t_pernture enhnncer_ent can _ell account for the detected decrease of f+
and thus contribute to the [e} increase. Ar_ospherlc temperature is therefore
an important patterer strongly influencin_ the upper D-region ionitation-
recombination cycle through the channel."
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It is widely known that the principal ion production process in the upper
D-region in absence of solar flares and corpuscular intrusion is pbotoionisatiou
of nitric oxide _olecules by solar Lyrmn-€, e_,ission. Since nitric oxide is not
practically produced in the midlatitude D-region. one rmy expect that the
influence of the chemical processeJ and the temperature on its concentration
. should be rather weak. But [_O] should be very sensitive to che nges in strato-
mesospheric dynamics because it is transport processes that govern the nitric
oxide distribution in the D-region. The _O influence on the D-re_ion behavior
is strongly confirmed by the fact that during WA events nitric oxide concen-
tration at 70-90 k_ has been found to be much higher than during normal days
(BEP_ and B_GERT, 1981).
Calculations, ba_ed on rocket experi_,entsin which tel and the ion
composition have been measured simultaneously (DANILOV et el., 1982), also
show that in order to account for strong increase of tel during NA events one
has to assume (in addition to the decrease of o _. due to decrease of f+) an
increase of [tJO]up to a factor of lO. The same_cstimates, on the other hand,
show no pronounced difference betwet_ average q values for quiet simmer and
winter days, which means, that for quiet conditions there is no regular seasonal
difference in [NO].
The increase of nitric oxide concentration on some winter days giving rise
to NA events is the strongest known manifestation of =eteorologieal influence on
the D region. Knowing the mechanls_s of the influence, we would be able to get
information about the dynamics of the mesosphere and lower thennosphere from D-
region observations.
There are two rmin processes which are able to supply NO to the mid-
"_ latitude D-region: downward transport from the E region due to eddy diffusion
and mean r_otion, and equatorward transport of }:O molecules from the high
latitude D-region, where those molecules are formed because of corpuscular
intrusion. Estimates show (LAUTER et el., 19761DANILOV and LEDOHSVAYA, 1982),
however, that in order to get a sufficient effect on midlatitude [gO] through
the second process one has to have rather strong latitudinal gradient of [_0] of
about a factor I0 betwcen mid- and high latitudes, which does not agree with
satellite observations• Nevertheless. so_e correlation between [el in the D-
region and equatorward horizontal circulation has been found (GELLER et el•,
1976; HESS and GELLER t 1978).
Thus, the rmin source of I_O in the midlatitude D-reglon is downward trams- "
port from the E-region, where _0 molecules are produced in the ion reactions.
Concentrations of nitric oxide at 70-90 km depend strongly on the value and the
vertical profile of the eddy diffusion coefficient, Kr. Figure 4 shows [NO}
distributions calculated by DANILOV and t,EDOMSKAYA (lg83b) with various
assumptions about the Kt profile. It is seen from Figure 4 that by varying Kt
in reasormble limits of 105-2xlO]cm2s-I one can get any nitric oxide values in
the interval 10(_107cm-3, which means that one can account for any
experimentally observed NO variations includi_.gincrease of [_;0]by a factor 3-5
in NA conditiQns. Not accounted for are only very high [_0] values of the order8 _ 3
of I0 -10 cm- reported by some authors during strong NA events. To explain
these values in terms of increased eddy diffusion one has to assuresvery nigh Kt
values above 2xl0;c_2s-I which seem to be unrealistic. Further estimates show
that enhanced mean _otions are effective in transporting It;O]molecules down-
ward to the D-region, when turbulence is weak (Kt low)j but cannot provide
essential input to I_Odo_nward flux when K is high.t
Therefore, turbulence provides the _jor dynamical mechanisms of
meteorological control, influencing nitric oxide distribution, thereby ch_ging
the ion production rate q. Thus the eddy diffusion coefficient Kr might be in
principle co_t_idered as one of the "governing" meteorological patterers for
the D-region•
/1
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Figure 4. Calculated nitric oxide profiles (D/d{ILOVand
LEDO)ISKAYA. 19B_), using various value= and vertical profiles
for eddy diffusion Coefficient K . Curves label_d 1.2.3.4._
are e_pot}en_ia| profiles with Kt_80 _) - 2 x I0 , 1,2 x 10 ,
1.8 x lO'c_'s "" , respeclively. In these calculations a con-
otant value of 0.Scm s" , respectively. Cur_es 5,1,8 o_e profiles
with _x_u_ a_ 90 kn and K.(E0 k_) - 2 x 10 , 1.2 x 10 ,
J.8 x lO'cu a'', respectively. In these calculations a
constant value of O.Sc_ a was accepted for the velocity of
the mean downward _otion.
Unfortunately our knowledge about the turbulence regir_e in the r_iddle
atmosphere, its r_ture, sources (e.g., wave dissipation, wind shears),
characteristic scsl_, seasonal variations etc., is rather scarce. Valuable
' infortnation can be found fro_ =ass-spectrometer _easur_ents of the turbopause
"<_ level h. (DANILOV otal., lqTq, 1980). I_. particular it was found that Ix ,
suppose_ to be inversely proportional to K., is decreasing _.'ith the incre._se of
the neutral teoperature ae |20 k_ (DA.'ILq%_et al., 1979). This resul| initially
obtained for high latitude r-easurt_entt, has recently been confimed for _id-
latitude fliLhts. It },asbeen interpreted by KALGI_;and PO}_llt_rKOV(1981) as
confirnation of the theoretical atatcr_entthat the value of Kt near the turbo-
pause should be inversely proportional to the tcnperature gradient between the
taesopause and the turbopause: ..
--l ="
Xt " (dt/dh)8o-120 km
If so_ we can try to connect t_.-_peraturevariations observed in NA events with
the _ugfiestcd increase of turbulence. In fact, temperatures at the r_esopause
level during _JA days are 20-50 K higher than during quiet days (e.g., OFFER_IANN,
1979; OFFERPANNet al., 1979), but there is no increase of T at turbopause
heights, sometimes even sense _ecrease is detected. That _eans that on t_A days
dT/dh at 80-120 l_ is much lo_er than on normal days, which can account for
higher Kt values and consequently for higher [NO] in the D-region. This con-
ception xs schet_aticallyillustrated in Figure _.
Now, the very it_portant question is _or the causes of the above increase of
the tPmperature, and whether this increase is the reason for the enhance=cat of
turbulence as described above, or both tt'mperature and Kt variations are due to
the same initial source. This question is still open, but there is a _trong
tem.ptation to connect both facts with the dissipation of the wave energy in the
upper mesosphere. Unfortunately we still know very little about the taechanisr_a
of wave propagation through the r_iddle atr, osphere, about the conditions of its
energy dissipation etc., so at the _o_ent it is difficult even to identify these
waves - internal gravity, or planetary waves. _ut it _ee_s w_rth _entiooing
(see e.g...DIO_lt;SON_ 1958; GEI.LER, 1981) that the penetration of planetary
/f--- ! i+
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Figure S. Schemat.ic representation of the processes of NO transport on
nor_l and NA days.
waves through the stratosphere is possible only during periods of west-to-east
zor_l circulation, which take place only in winter. I_ that is so and if
" dissipation of the planetary waves causes the above effects in T and K then
we have at leastan explanationwhy the tJi_terAnomalyis observedduringwinter
only.
Thun, all the above can be reformulated in terms of our initial task to get
inforuation about the taiddle at:aotphere fro= D-region observations. The regular
seasor_l variations o£ electron co_.centration in the upper D-region give a good
indicationon the _plitude o£ steer-to-wintervariationof neutral
t_perature. Hore detailedinformation,includingwater vapor concentration,
can be obtained if both (el and ion co_position are t_easured together. Day-to-
day variationsin [el (or L as the core widely availablepatterer) may provide
• . . . info.rmstionabout day-to-day"changesin T. Days of anc_alouswinter absorption
show that there is an increase of tmperature at t_esop_use heights and an
intensificatin_ of turbulence at 80-120 k_. as veil as an increase of nitric
oxide concentration in the r_esosphere, and presmaably an enhancement of wave
procestes. At the modern stage of our D-region studies the abo_e relations can
be used to get more information about the character of temperature variations
and the nature and _ariations of the turbulence and wave processes.
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ABSTRACT
Radio wave absorption data covering almost two years from Europe to Central
Asia are presented. They are normalised by relating them to a reference
absorp:ion. Every day these normalised data are fitted to a mathematical
function of geographical location in order to obtain a daily synopsis of radio
wave absorption. A film of these absorption charts was made which is intended
to reveal movements of absorption or absorption anomaly. In addition, radiance
(temperature) data from the lower D-region are also plotted onto these charts.
No conclusions are drawn; the new procedure to evaluate absorption data is -- at
.-_- the present stage of processing -- merely intended to stimulate discussion and
" interest.
INTRODUCTION
Radio wave absorption in the IIF range occurs predominantly in the iono-
sphere's D-reg£on, i.e. at heights s,here absorption L is proportional to both
electron _ensity and collision frequency v. Since v is very well predictable
via atmospheric pressure (cf. e.g. FRIEDRIG! and TORILkR.1983) it is the
electron density }Itwhich determines the day-to-day variations of L. At hig_
latitudes all changes of Nc are attributable to variations of the ionising _
fluxes i.e. of char£ed particles; at low or _iddle latitudes, howwer, theo . . . ....
fluxes responsible for the for_ation of the daytime D-region (solar Lymsn-a,
X-rays, etc.) do not vary drastically, not even in the course of a sunspot
cycle. The observed day-to-day variations in (mid-latitude) radio wave
absorption by factors of 2 Zo 3, notably in winter (winter anomaly), are there-
fore generally attributed to changes in the concentration of nitric oxide (NO),
the only component of the middle atmosphere (_esosphere) which can be ionised by
the relatively strong solar I1Lyr_n-_line. The following analysis is plausible
if one assumes that changes in the NO-concentratlon are the principal cause for
changes of absorption.
DATABASEANDNORKALISATION
There have been numerous attempts to study the morphology of winter
anomalous absorption (e.g. BEY_OH and WILLIA_S, 1976), in recent times notably
by SATO (1981) _ho used fmln date from atatione in Europe. the USSR and North
America. The aim was to find a connection to geOmagnetic activity, but the
analysis is severely hampered by the relatively coarse classification of fmln"
In the present treatment we use absorption, i.e. loss of signal strength
• relative to absorption-free reflection. Both the methods AI (vertical
• incidence) and A3 (oblique incidence, i.e. reception of a distant transmitter)
i are used. Table I gives the acronyms of the various data sets, path lengths,
,/
• i
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and AB vhlch use t_e same traneuitter but different _eceivers (distance of
the path mld-points ca, 120 km). Hence the observed rs_id variations must be
considered to be of ionospheric origin and no_ -- as one might be _empted to
believe -- poorly r_intained equipment or local interference.
Due to different path lengths, frequencies and the type of measurement
(daily integrated abnocption L_, noon-absorption Lr,oon etc.) the various data
sets shay necessarily d£ffcren_ seasorml trends _nd variab£1£tiea, llencethe
observed absorptions at various locations r.nybe covered up by the above
; mentioned, expected systematic effects. Therefore a procedure vas sought by !
vhich in a first approxirmtion these differeaces can be eliminated, I
i COnsequently a reference absorption for each data _et end each _onth vas ca[-
; culated. For this purpose electron densities vere computed for the
i i
"I
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Table I.
I u _u r_...m ak_arptlnn heisht
welqht
41
_ _ _2 °
)IX )) llOrby-K'_hlunqlboz_ 1.178 225 cos) =O.2 55.1_, 12.7£ 92.?2 90;1)
JR JulLusruh 2.000 - noon 1.61 0.65 cJ4.6N, I._.4U 91.24 104.C8
KN Klel-N_ust[elltz 2.775 220 cos% -0.2 0.42 O.75 53.9N, 11.6E 98.$O 99.4]
NN f_orddelCh-Neu$trelJtz 2.614 395 cos x =0.2 1.O5 53.5N, Io.I£ 91.25 89.83
NL Norddeich-Ll ndau 2.614 ;96 _ ") O.93 0.77 52.6N, 6.7F. 90.26 98.5?
DB De [lilt 1.850 noon 1.5) 0.90 52. IN, 5.2E 90.89 q6.47
[_Z ) Luxerr4_ourq°pz'4quo 6.090 f. IO r_oon 50.1N, 10. 1[ 89,O2 96. ]5
CG Cr_urq-Graz 2.6JO 502 !0 1.10 0.96 48.7N, 11.2E 87.69 95.29
+(2 (_ostoy-on- Don 2.000 - 'D 0.87 I.O7 47.2N, 39.7£ 92.7) 93.96
X4 Post ov-on-Don 4,000 - !p 0,48 0.74 47.2N, 39.7£ 83.35 83.1)
AI Al_a Ata 1.700 - noon O.97 I.o9 43.3N, 78.9E 68.$7 89.55
A2 Alma Ata 2,200 - noon 1,52 1.36 43.3N, 78.9E 90.?0 93.04
P5 Prl_tlna-S0fl_ 1.412 170 cos_ -O.2 O.71 1.26 42.7N, 22.2£ 93.37 92.29
71 Tbi list 1.7OO - L D 1.o_ 1.10 41.4N, 44.5£ 90.38 92.97
AA Aran)uez-El Arenosi l 1o 2.830 424 r,oo.I _| 0.90 1.O? 38.GN, 5.2N 87.14 09.51
•_'_ Aa Aran) ue z-Sale zl_a 2.630 )74 :D 1.13 1.17 38,4N, 3.254 88.0) 90.45
PA Pat ras )) tl ;D 0.87 1.O5 38.O:(. 23.8E 86.34 _} 88.96 s}
AS Ashkh _bad 1.8OO - noon 1.O4 1.12 37.9N, 58. OF. 68.98 89.94
_) not used In the further analysis, possibly qround wave propaqat/on
z) not used In the further analysis
,)
monitors the 31 and 49 m broadtail band! appr. linearly related to Rome-Athens on 6.080 _Izl
|ILIAS and GUPTAw 19797
*}
except March 22 to June 30, 19761 ¢os_ - 0.2 _"
_| exCept December 1975 to February "1976! L D ' '
i| a_p|lel to Rorr_-Athenm
frequencies and (path mid-'point) coordinates. Subject to the availability of
the raw data. daily integrated absorprlon (L[|, cf. ROSE and WIDDEL_ 1977)_ was
used_ otherwise values at noon or some constant solar zenith angle were
employed. Figure I shows the daily values of all stations from October 1974 to
June 1976.
The lowest curve is the stmapot n_mber, whereas _he uppermost curve
represents the average daily rlometer absorption at Enrsr_rsstmq (Greenland).
The latter is included as a measure of particle influx into the auroral zone,
since a connection of charged particle fluxes and mid-latitude absorption has
often been sought (e.g.Y._[LUH, 1967; TORKAR et al., 19_0). floweret,only the
northernmost data (JR) of February and October 1975 possibly show some direct
influence of particles. On the other hand, _ven the relatively large sunspot
numbers in August 1975 do nor show up as enhanced abserption in nny of the data.
In most darn one cno clearly observe the larger absorption in winter, however,
all show a larger variability in winter. Of special interest are the data sets
_'-.
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corresponding conditions of each station (noon, coax - 0.2 or at four typical
solar zenith angles X with equal time-spacing for LD) using the ion-chemical
model for low solar activity described elsewhere in detail (TORKAR and FRIEDRI_
1983). In this steady-state couputation the neutral atmosphere, including the
minor species, is taken frontother published models, in particular [_O] from
RUSG! etal. (1981). Absorption was then computed by a WKB ray-tracing calcul-
ation over a spherical Earth. The full SEN and NYLLER (1960) magnetoionic
formulae were employed, the magnetic field taken from CAIN ot al. (1967) and the
¢olliaion frequency set proportional to pressure from the AFGL seasonal
atmospheric model (COL£ and KA_TOR, 1978). The proportionality factor of
6.7xi05 m2 s-I N-I is the one recor_nended by FRIEDRICH and TORKAR (1983) based
on a number of rocket mensursments of u. The reference absorption thus
obtaiz_ed is indicated in Figure I as rmooth lines. Outside winter one can see
reasor_bly good agre_ent for the data KN, NL, OG, Tl. AA and AB. There is
notably an excess of the simulated absorption of HK. This _ay be due to ground
wave propagation at the fairly low frequency (I.178 _z) of the path which is
mainly over sea water. Another feature of the simulated absorption is, that at
higher latitudes in s_nmer the observed absorption ([_O]) is consistently higher
than in the model (JR, KN, _, DB, LP and also PS).
' For further evaluation the daily absorption values were divided by the
corresponding reference absorption. This new quantity (absorption enhancrment
"" AE) removes the differen_ sensitivity of the various measurements provided the
• geometry of the ray (penetration into the ionosphere) is the same.
A£ should, therefore, be proportional to an electron density ratio or the
square of the ratio of ion production rates; if one assumes that NO and Lyman-a
is the dominant production process of the absorbing D-region, AE is equal to
([NO]/[NO]ref)2*
Before combining all absorption measurements, normalized via AE in the
above manner, it was tested to what extent the various data sets measure the
same physical phcnomenon. Figure 2 shows relative contributions of the various
layers of height h to the total absorption of some of the stations using the
reference ionosphere (summer), where Ir(h) is defined as:
= .I h)lh!_ ](h). dB/_. km-1
Ir it(h)dh" ---L---'_ f--'
One can see that the height regions contributing to absorption differ greatly
.... from station to station. For want of more uniform data, all absorption measure-
ments were nevertheless treated as if they represented the same height regions.
l!encean absorption "drift" from e.g. JR to AS could just as well mean a down-
ward motion of enhanced electron (or NO) density at both stations.
CONSTRUCTIONOF ABSORPTION PATTERNS
The normalized data (absorption enhancement AE) still include variations
due to very local effects. Instead of constructing AE-patterns by interpolation j
between the individual measurcraenrs, all AE-values were fitted by analytical
functions. The number of locations, or -- more importantly -- the number of /
simultaneously available measurem.ents, restricts the order of the analytical
e;_presslonwhich can be fitted to the data. The simplest form is a plane in
general position requiring only three, preferably evenly spaced, points. A
somewhat higher _evel of complexity -- a circular paraboloid -- was chosen which
is determined by four parameters, namely location and value of the maximum, and
the curvature. This form is employed at the present stage of the an_.lysis;
higher orders have been tested, but found to lead to unrealistic excursions. In
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.,. Figure 2. Relative absorption contributions of
different heights of s_e stations together with
the average absorption profile of all data setsb (summer).
an att_pt to account for the different height coverages (cf. Figure 2) weights
,__. w were giv_ to the different data sets according to:
w = lr_dh/T2dh
: Bert _ is the average specific absorption of all _easur_ents divided by the
average integral absorption. Its height variation is also sho_ in Figure 2.
Table I contains these weights for January and July, b_t for the further
computation these weights were also established for all other months.
Furthe_ore contained in this table is the mean height of the absorption
derived fro_ the same model computations. Those data which are based on
LD [= L_(l . n)] were given additio_l daily weights according to the quality
of the fit L- Lo(cOsx)n'_hlch led to the establishment of Lo and n. For every
/ day four par_eters _,ere dete_ined by fitting a psrabolold to all log(AE)-t
/ data by a least-mean-square procedure. In the film contours of absorption
enhanc_ent of 0.8, 1.0, 1.3, 1.6 etc. are sho_. In order to avoid too rapid
/ fluctuations of the absorption (AE-)patterns, running means of the four para-
meters are used, i.e. 50Z of the day in question and 25% each of the previous
and following days.
The cu_es are fitted to the data in geographic Cartesian coordinates and
the contours of constant absorption enhanc_ent then transformed to the
projection in which the satellite t_rature data are available. In the film
only those stations which provided data on the day in question are indicated by
small circles. Figure 3 shows two ex_ples where however, all possible stations
are indicated with their acron_s. From October 1975 on radiance (temperature)
data ot the PMR (= Pressure Hodulator Radiometer) of the University of Oxford
aboard the satellite NI_US-6 are available. The weighting function of the
highest channel 3000 peaks somewhere just bel_ 80 _. The t_peratures at that
height are surely not decisive for enhanced electron densities (electron loss
rates), but may be an indication of an _stable atmosphere, turbt'lencz and -- in
_. consequence -- of trans_rt of NO into the D-region.
F-
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Figure 3. Examples of absorption patterns obtained . . .--
by fitting an analytical function to the AE values
and mesospheric temperatures. (a) typical sunnmer,
Hay 24, 1976, (b) winter anomalous day January 8,
1976. r_-k2is the quality of the fit and n the
number of available data for the day.
CONCLUSIONS _|D IHPROVD_NTS
The quality of the presently available raw data does not permit to draw
flnnl conclusions concerning the magnitude or the motions of absorption. More
careful screening of the absorption data is envisaged_ but also the reference
absorption model, which mainly hinges on the adapted [NO]-model, may have to be
revised. For the derivation of velocities of absorption patterns it may perhaps
suffice to use the running mean as a reference, thereby avoiding errors intro-
du:ed by an unrepresentative reference absorption.
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IONOSPllERIC ABSORPTION ON 1539 KHZ IN RELATION TO SOLAR IONIZING _PlATION
J, Boska
Geophysical Institute
Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences
141 31 Prague 4_ Czecboslovakia
ABSTRACT
Radio wave absorption data on 1539 kHz for the su_raer period of 1_76-1980
are considered in relation to variations of solar X-ray and L,_radiatien. It
is shown that t_der non-flare conditions La dominates in controlling absorption
and that X-ray_ contribute about 1OZ to the total absorption. Optim_r_
regression equations show that absorption is proportional to the m-th power
of ionizing flux, Fl,,m where m < I. The role of correcting La value_
measured by the AE-E satellite, is discussed.
It is generally accepted that Lyr_an-_ radiation plays the dominant role in
the formation of toe D region. But the contribution of different ioniaing
radiations in the lower ionosphere has not been established too well. In this
paper the results of a statistical analysis of A3 absorption data are presented
in relation to solar X-ray (I-8 X) and Ly_an-a fluxes. Rndlowave abs..rption
data measured on 1539 kHz at the Panska Ves Observatory. Czechoslovakia,
(reflection point 50"16'N, II'47'E, distance 390 km. equivalent frequency, 0.7
}iliA') are used. The data set consists of the strainer months (June-August) of
1918-1980, separately for the afternoon and forenoon at k " 60 ° and 70Q. SWF
events and absorption data considerably affected by geomagnetic storms have been
excluded. X-ray flux data were taken from Solar-Geophysical Data bulletins
. _ (1979-1981). In the case of Ly_,an-airradiance the question of experimental
, data is more complicated. The L)-_an-aflux values used in this paper were
:" adopted from AE-E satellite measurements (HINTEREGGER, 1981). It is very well
known that there are open questions about absolute Lyr_an-L_flux value_ measured
by the AE-E satellite. Figure 1 shows the development of monthly t_ee_values of
Zurich sunspot nu._berRz, solar flux at I0.7 cm and also L!_an-a flux for the
whole period urder study. An _mexpected enhancc_nentof Ly_an-_ flux value can
be seen at the beginning of 1979. It should also be noted that the \'alinesof
Lyrtau-_fluxobserved during cycle 21 are higher than for cycle 20. and this
increase is not _tched by corresponding increases in the sunsi_0tnu=_er or in
the solar flux at 10.7 cm. As BOSSY and NICOLET (1981) have dc_onstrated, the
.... • differ,cotes can be explained only by systematic errors and cannot be ncgl.=cted.
Ne have corrected these Lyr_n-¢_flux values in the following way. As can be
seen from Figure I, the catio of Lyman-_x to Lyman-_ fluxes also significantly
increased at the beginning of 1979. If we take into consideration that the
L)'man-_ to L)_an-._ratio decreases in a solar active region (BONNET, 19t_l),we
may claim that this ratio should not increase with increasing solar activity.
l_e can asstme that the ratio of Ly-_an-a to Lyr_.an-_ is close to its value for
average solar activity and has not changed during the whole period studied. Ne
have used this assumption to correct the Ly_an-a flux values. As can b_ seen
from Figure I the corrected Lytaan-a flux values are in better agretx_rut with
the development of solar activity. In this study both corrected and u_corrected
Lyr_u- _ data were used,
To derive the relation between absorption and ionizing fluxes, _e calculate
expressions of the type
L = A F _ BF m. C
x
where L is radio wave absorption (in decibels), and F is the flux of i_uizing
radiation, using the least-squares method for all data sets with m brtveen 0.3 -
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Figure 1. The development of taonthly mean values of Zurich €.
sunspot number R_, solar flux at 10.7 co FIe. 7, the solar
Ly_aan-t flux Fa (circles, uncorrected values; crosses, cor-
rected values) and ratio of L)-man-,t to Lyman-;, fluxes, F,_/F3,
over the period 1977-1980. ("?" indicates insufficient n_ber
of data. ) ""
2.4. _he criterion for estimating the epti_t_ equations is the value of C
{about S - lOX of the total absorption). All values of m, A, B, C for these
optin_ expressions are given in Table l for uncorrected L)_an-a data and in
Table 2 for corrected data• For soon data sets it was not possible to derive
optim_aa equations.
let us first cunsider the exponent n. Its values are distributed between
0.3 - I for the tmcorrecLed data and betweLm 0.35 - 0.8 for the corrected values
of it. A considerable part of the n values is close to the value of 0.5 to be
expected from the equilibriun equation. In all cases in _hich we _ere able to
derive m for both data sets the exponents m are Gmaller for the corrected than
for the uncorrected data.
This result differs from the results of an analogous analysis of absorption
on the frequency 2775 k}lz and 1178 kllz for the period 1969-1912 made by
LASTOVICKAand BOS.KA(1982), where the value of _ was evidently _ > 1. The
I cause of this difference is not clear yet. Ratios of X-ray and L)_an-,x con-
F°
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Table 1
60" 70"
ca A _ C !.\11., ra A E C Lx/L _
1978 a .... 0.8 1.7 10.85 3.80 0.04
1919 t 0.75 3.1 10.4 3.7 0.09 - -
1979 a 0.30 3.90 29.3 10.9 0.08 1.0 1.7 5.8 1.97 0.06
1980 f 0.45 10.4 15.3 6.2 0.36 0.65 5.1 9.3 4.6 0.22
1980 a 0.5 6.6 16.6 8.5 0.20 O.b 3.4 12.5 4.9 0.11
Table 2
80" 70"
b E C Lx/L t m A E C Lx/Lt
1975 f 0.35 13.6 19.2 5.7 0.37 ....
1978 a - - 0.55 1.7 16.5 4.2 0.04
1979 f 0.45 6.9 19.8 4.23 0.19 .....
1979 a .... 0.8 3.1 10.3 3.9 0.10
tributions to total absorption, Lx/Lt, for the equations from Table I and 2, •
have been calculated using Bean ionizin_ fluxes for all the individual data
sets The values of L /L_ lie between 0.04 - 0.37 and clearly display the
.° x ....
docatnant role of L_an-_ rad_atzon tn absorptton. The typical contribution of
X-rays to the total absorption under non-flare conditions is about lOX. For the
corrected data sets, the contribution of X-rays is slightly greater than for the
uncorrected data. Itedlan values of the correlation coefficients between radio
wave absorption and ionizing [,luxes are: _,Lt = 0.33 and cLx " 0.40, "-
respectively. For L)_An_t the correlation is slightly weaker than for X-rays
and this result was not _ignificantly influenced by correcting the L)_an-t
flux. This is probably due to the L)_,an-; variability being small co_pared to
the variability of X-rays.
It can be concluded that the correction of L)_an-t data did not change the
results of the analysis significantly. The derived values of the exponent m are
in good agreetaent with the theoretical assumptions.
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INDIRECT _IASE IIEIGlIT _ASURI._ENTS IN C_TRAL N;D EASTERH
EUROPE FOR _tlITORI_G D REGIOH PLAS_
, G.v. Cossart
Acaderay of Sciences of the GDR
Central Institute of Solar-Terrestrial Physi:s
Observatory of Ionosphere Research
DOR-2565 guhlungsborn, GDR
S. V. Pakho_ov
State Cc_-._Lttee of the USSR of
Ilydrometcorology and Environmental Control
Central. Aerological Observatory
Dolgeprudny. Hoscov RegLon, USSR
Low-frequency propagation experiments for the investigation of the lover
part of the ionospheric D region were at first used by ERACENELLetal. (1951)
a_ _bridge in the early fifties. /u_ong these was the method of indirect phase
height neasur_enta which has been further developed by tAUTER (1958) at
Kuhlungsborn for continuous monitoring of the lower ionosphere. It is based
upon field strength measurements of cot_erciaI radio transmitters in the
frequency range betwetm 50 and 200 _lz at distances fro= 500 to 1500 kn. The
_=- field strength records show characteristic diurnal variations with _xiua and
i minima, produced by interference betvee_ the ground wave and the ionospherically
reflezted sky wave, the pha_e difference between which varies in correspondence
to the diurnal variation of the reflection height. The upper part of Figure 1
gives two ex_ples of field strength records on radio frequencies of 164 klla and
155 _lz at distances of 1023 km and 1359 k=. recpectively. The variations
during forenoon and afternoon arc quasi-sy_etrical with re,pert to the real
noon at the propagation path midpoint.
From investigations in the iF-range (SHIll, 1973) it is known that the
domle_nt g:rt of downcoming sky wave is the extraordinary component. On the ..
basis of the _agneto-ionic reflection condition we can calculate the electron
density necessary for reflection of the'extraordinary component at a given ....
frequency and angle of incidence. For frequencies ranging fro_ 50 to 200 _z,
these calculated reflection electron densities are between 250 and 550 el cm . !
The diurnal height variation of the level where electron density has this given
value governs the in:erference pattern. The height difference corresponding to
two successive interference extruna ranges from 2 to 5 k=, depending on fre-
quency and propagation path length. The coordination of the individual field
strength extras to corresponding reflection heights is in principle c_biguous,
but if two or more simultaneous indirect phase height measur_ents are available -"
this a=biguity can be ranoved so that a definite absolute height can be ascribed
to each extremes. This coordination can also be achieved by comparison with
rocket-measured electron density profiles obtained in the _ame location.
In the following a very si=ple approach of interpretation is aCCepted on
the basis of ge_etric-optic consideration. The lower part of Figure 1 shays an
e x_ple of I_ight determination fro_ measur_z_enta on two frequeucie,. Tl_ ti=es
of field strength extr_a are referred to the respective solar zenith angles,
X, at the propaEatlon path =idpoint and coordinated to the corresponding geo-
metric heights. The diurnal variation of the reflection height rmages between
75 and 85 _. The relation between the reflection heights and the logarithm of
the Chapman ftmction of k is linear, forming during forenoon and afternoon two
straight lines with different _lopes. The difference between the forenoon and
afternoon branches corresponds to a distinct ti=e difference of about I0 j _
!
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Figure 1. (a) Field strength records of LF slgnals on long-
" distance trans_icsion paths at Kuehlun_sborn. (b) Diurnal
variation of apparent reflection height by coordinating
each field strength extre_u_ to its triangulation height.
minutes. /;
During daytime the normal electron density in the D-region between 70 and
85 km is vainly produced by nitric oxide ionization due to _olar Ly_an-a-
radiation. Molecular oxygen is considered as the _nin absorber for solar
Lyrmn-a-radiatlon. On the be'_isof this concept it can be shown that the J
height of a level of constant electron density in the D region indeed varies
linearly with In Ch X, just as does the reflection height in our indirect phase
height measurements. The time lag between the forenoon and afternoon values is
due to reconFination processes in the ionospheric plasma whereas the average of
the forenoon and afternoon values approximately represents equilibrit_n
conditions in the D-region. In this case the slope will represent the mean
scale height of the neutral a_noephere.
In order to check the validity of this kind of interpretation, field
strength measur_ente on two LF-_easuring paths were installed in the Soviet
Union, with their path midpoints situated very near to the rocket sounding
station Volgograd.
A series of electron density profiles measured at Volgograd by rockets up "'
•. o • . P
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to a height of 85 kn at different solar zenith Bngles well confirms the
asst_ption that the reflection height is connected with a fixed value o£
electron density. Figure 2 shays the height of this reflection electron density
obtained by rockets in comparison with the reflection height determined at the
s_e solar zenith angle from indirect phase height measur_enta. The slope of
the regression line does not show the expected 45 ° angle. The variation of the
reflection height in dependence on X is larger than the corresponding change of
the fixed electron density level. This result can be explained by variable
additional phase ch_,ges of the downco_ing signal d,_ to variations of electron
density below the reflection height. Thus, one has to be aware that the
accuracy of phase height determination is somewhat reduced by this effect.
.. ,. ., . .
,y _ _V.32
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.. Figure 2. LF reflection height (218 Idlz/1463km)
• ._- in comparison with corresponding heights derived
: from rocket-measured electron-density profiies.
An impressive der,onstration of the el.restivenessof indirect phase height .
measure_ents is the appearance of solar flare effects in the records. _he
strongest observed effects sec_ to decrease the reflection height by as much as
15 Inn. But some part of this _nount may be also doe to a flare-induced
addltior._[phase change below the reflection level.
It can be shown that the reflection height depends on the variation of the /
• • - • optical.depth for the ionizing solar Lyman-a-radiation; that means it depends on
air pressure. It has turned out that an appropriate characteristic for I
describing the day-to-day variations is the inverse Cl_p_n-function, Oh- ×,
of the solar zenith angle value at which the diurnal course of the reflection
height crosses s given height level. This quantity is mainly connected with the
pressure variation, as confirmed by comparison with the seasonal variation of
air pressure measured by rockets.
In Figure 3 the correlation is presented of daily pressure _alues obtained
by rockets at a height of 70 ha uith corresponding values of Ch-" x during the _-_'
: winter of 1974175. They are given as deviations from the mean season_l varia- .
fiSh. The result shows a weak but significant correlation. This winter had
particularly large variations of air pressure. A similar investigation for other
winters did not show such a significant correlation. Thus, it must be assumed
that other quantities also influence the ch-lx-valuea in the same order of
magnitude.
A comparison of the _lope of the mean daily variation of reflection height
with corresponding t_peratures _ensured by rockets is difficult. The slope
-.
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Figure 3. Pressure deviation from seasonal variation
in 70 k_ height in comparison with corresponding
ch'l_ values near 78 km height from December 1974
to March 1975.
results fro_ the whole diurnal variation of the reflection height; that means
that there is inevitablyan averagingover a heightrange up to I0 km where the
vertical temperatureprofilemay considerablyvary and likewisean averaging
__ over many hours where also considerable temperature changes may occur. On the
other hand_£t must be assumedthat additionalphase changescaur_dby varia-
tionsof electrondensityalso influencethe slope. Thus, onf "snnotexpecta
good correlation between scale heights derived from the slope of the diurnal
phase height variation and instantaneous local temperatures measured by rocket.
The seasonal variation, however, of the slope is very similar to the seasonal
variation of tempexature in the altitude around 80 km.
In Figure 4 different data for the winter of 1974/75 are presented in the
following manner: The upper curve gives daily values of ionospheric absorption
at constant solar zenith angle X = 78.5". The two curves below show daily
values of ch-lx. They rise when the isobaric surface near 80 k_ is rising and
vice versa. Curve (b) givesCh-2x valuesfrom Easter,Europeand cu_e (c) "-
from CentralEurope. The distancebetweenthe psth'smidpointsis about 2400
km. _oth curves showvery similarvariations,a hint to large-scalepressure
variationsin this region. The lowestcurve of the figuregives some pressure
values at 70 km heightmeasured by rocketsin Volgograd.The vresauredata show
similar large variations as those of the ch-l× values, which confirm the close
connection between both of them. as also _een in the figure before. The varia-
tion of ionospheric absorption precisely follows inversely the changes of the
Oh-l× curves,i.e. largeionosphericabsorptionis connectedwith tow pressure
and vice versa. The high variabilityin this winteris mainly causedby large-
scale chznges of pressure.
The results of co_parlson between indirect phase height measurements and
simultaneous rocket soundings in the D-region can be summarized as follows:
- The reflection height approximately varies with the height of a fixed
electron density; that _eans that a continuous patrol of one point of the
electrondensityprofileis possibleby thesemeasurements.
- The interdiurnalvariationof the value of the inverseChapmanfunction,
ch-l(x), at the moment of crossinga given reflectionheightcontains
F
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Figure 4. (a) HF-absorption measurements (cosX- 0.2) in
f-_: Central Europe" (b), (¢) Ionospheric D-region per_eter[ : J
ch-l× from LF indirect phase height measurements in
Eastern Europe and Central Europe near the 80-k_ level;
(d) Rocket data of pressure at 70 k=z height in Eastern i
Europe in winter 1974/75.
information about day-to-day changes of atmospheric characteristics, mainly
air pressure.
- Thus, indirect phase height measurements are a useful completion to rocket • .t _. '
measure=ente, because they allow continuous monitoring of the D-region also
between the rocket soundings end, therefore, support the valuation of the j
rocket results according to the respective background.
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HEASUREHENTSor PARTIAL REFLECTIONS A." 3.18 }filZ
USING TIlE CW-RADAR TECHIIIQUE
J. Prie'seand W. Singer
' Academy of Sciences of the CDR
Central Institute of Solar-Terrestrial Physics
(Heinrich Hertz Institute)
DDR-1199 Berlin, GDR
An equipment for measuring partial reflections using the FH-C_-radar
principle at 3.18 _lz, recently installed at the Ionospheric Observatory
Juliusruh of the CISTP (HHI), is described. The linear FH-chirp of 325 kHz
bandwidth is Gaussinn-weighted in amplitude and gives a height resolution of 1.5
km (chirp length is 0.6 see). Preliminary results are presented for the first
observation period in winter 1982183.
INTRODUCTION
A partial reflection experiment ras put into operation in December 1982 at
Juliusruh (geographic coordinate 54.63"H, 13.38"£, L = 2.62) and is firstly
_ applied to study different D-region parameters such as electron density, height
of reflecting layers, and fading periods. This method gives an important
enlarge=eat of the well-known groundbased methods such _s Al/A3-absorptlon
measuronents, indirect phase-height measurements and meteor-wind observations,
which are being used in our Institute for diagnostics and _onitoring of the
mesosphere mad lower thermosphere.
Ii,STRUI_NTATION
The f_ctioual scheme of the transceiver equip_,entis given in Figurr I.
The chirp signal is generated by an ultra-linear VCO, the frequency ripples of
which being smaller than 300 Hz over the whole sweep width (further parameters
are listed in Figure 2). High llnearity is obtained by matched forming of the
controlling voltage following a power series of third order in ti=e (KALASS,
1977; KALASS et at., 1981). -
The envelope of the signal amplitude is frequency weighted by Gausslan
baud-pass-filters in both directions of transmitting and of reveiving; the 3
dB-band widths being 66.4 kHz. The Gaussian filters designed by TIH_L (1979,
::: 1980) approximate the ideal Gauss-envelope with ripples smaller 0.2 dB down to
-70 dB (the ends of he truncated chirp). The filters are realized by band-
passes of 14th order.
The amplified signal is transmitted by an array consisting of 4 x 4
horizontal orthogonal pairs of _alf-wave dipoles installed approximately 18
above the dissipative ground (n_ - 30 + j 170); the dipoles of each pair being
crossed with a distance of I m. A gain of 16.5 dB (for one polarization)
referred to the isotropic radiator has beta obtained by usins the co=puled
values of the attached Sonnerfeld-problem (PRIESE and SCH)_EIDE_IEINZE, 1983)
together with the measured current distribution as well as the resulting
radiation resistance of each dipole (PRIESE, 1980, 1981). The beam-widths (27"
in the E-plane, 28.5° in l{-plane)have been measvred by _eans of a helicopter
(PRIESE, 1981). The orthogonal arrays are e.:citedin phase quadrature and
opposite polarization are obtained be reversing one of the feed systems.
The receiving array is separated about 4 wavelengths from the transmitting
antenna and consists of 2 x 2 ortho_otml pairs of resonant loops. The sum
signal will be amplified by 40 dB in an amplifier of low intermodulation
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Figure I. Functional scheme of the transceiver equiv_ent.
Figure 2. Signal diagr_n.
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distort_ (for the first observation period a half-wave dipole could be used
only), n_ter mixing of the undelayed with the reflected and therefore delayed
sigrml, the audio frequency components of the mixer spectrum contains the
information of height and amplitude of the parti&l reflection. Following the
introduction to chirp theory by KLAUDER et al. (1960) it is well known that an
unweighted chirp-process results in an audio frequency spectrum with range-
sidelobes of the sin x/x-type. A sidelobe-compressiot_ is absolutely necessary
in order to avoid confusion of the spectra of the partial reflection levels
' among one another as well as to suppress the sidelobe spectra of the strong E-
layer reflection and the mutual coupling between the antennas respectively.
Following a first idea of KLAUDER et al. (1960), Keiser introduced
Gaussian weighting as a rigorous method to reduce the sidelobes, and prepared
the basic parameters of chirp, filters and transceiver (see reports by BREMER et
al., 1973; KALASS etal., 1981). Furthermore, the chirp process results in the
important compression gain of the signal compared with a constant-frequenCy
pulse of the same envelope. Power gain N and delay resolution _ are given for
an infinite chirp by
N = _/m • AT, A_ : _ • m/K 2.
Based on the desired values of _ = I0 _s (corresponding to a height resolution
of 1.5 km) and a compression gain of N = 43 dB Lhe signal processing parameters
shown in Figure 2 have been derived. Additional efforts have been made to study
the effects of sweep truncation as well as af Ehase and amplitude distortions of
the chirp (KALASS et al., 1981).
Last not least, the _udio frequency spectrum of a detached partial
reflection level is obtained (after some omissions) in the form
T 2} _ [f____ 10:Vs]2}Aout(f) _ exp{- _ [NA_f - _] = exp{- 5.4 Hz
The 3.4 dB width of this spectrum is about 5.4 Hz, so the Fourier-analyzer must
have the same frequency resolution and is hardware realized by active low-pass
filters of 2.7 Hz bandwidth (KALASS, 1977) following the outputs of the
quadrature demod,Llators. The spectrum of each sweep is analyzed for 30 height
channels from 47.5 l_n to 91 km with a stepsize of 1.5 km. The A/D converter has
a resolution of II bits. For each sweep the mnplitude height profile is
recorded on magnetic tape. The data reduction will later be done on an all-
" " " purpose KRS 4200 computer. ""
Yhe equipment has two different modes of operation. In the continuous mode
sweeps are transmitted with a repetition frequency of 1.25 Hz, in the inter-
mitt_nt modt I0 consecutive sweeps are emitted at the beginning of each minute.
7n both modes it is possible to observe either with a fixed polarization
(ordinary or extraordinary) or with polarization switching.
PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Data have been evaluated for days with high radio wave absorption (winter
anomaly) and low absorption in Dec_ber 1982 and January 1983 to investigate the
variability of electron density in winter. For winter anomaly conditions the
data of December 24, 1982 and January 12, 1983 are presented. On these days,
A3-abso_ption values on 3 measuring paths exceeded the monthly median value by
about 4 to 8 dB and Al-absorption values in the HF-range (2 ?Oiz)by about 6 dB.
As example for conditions of low absorption the data of December 27, 1982 and
January 21, 1983 are used, when LF-absorption was about 5 dB and MF-absorption
about 3 dB below the monthly median (all data for solar zenith angle X = 78.5°).
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In Figure 3, time averaged height profiles (median values) of the
a_plitudes of the ordinary (o)- and extraordinary (x)-_ode are shetn, for the
days mentioned above. The height profiles are smoothed by running averages over
3 successive values. For low absorption the A×-height profiles exceed the
noise level above 74.5 k_ and attain a maximum at about 80 km (on Jar,. 21 the
noise level was enhanced by two times). For winter anomaly conditio.nn, signals
, exceeded the noise level already at lower heights (on Dec. 24 at 70 kin; on Jan.
12 at 67 _). In the height profiles ,naxi_a occur on Dec. 24 at 79 kin and on
Jan. 12 at 76 k_. By analysis of the autocorrelation functions for continuous
measurements with fixed polarizations, the half-zmplitude width:- of the auto-
correlation functions were found of the order of seconds, increasing with
decreasing heights.
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Figure 3. Averaged amplitude profiles of the
extraordinary and ordinary component (h'A:
day with winter anomaly in absorption).
The basic theory for the differential-absorption experiment was given by
CARDNERand PAgSEY (1953), modified by BELROSE and BURKE (1964), assuming that
observations of weak echoes of high frequency radio waves scattered from the
lover ionosphere are caused by Fresnel reflection from discontinuities in the
refractive index. Following :here papers, the height distribution of electron
density has been derived from the observed ratio A /Ao of the bnckacattered
_=aplltudesof the extraordinary and ordinary magne[o-_onic components using the
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improved quasi-longltudinal approximation to the exact Sen-l_yllerexpression of
the refractive index after FLOOD (1980), The hgight profile of r_onoenergetic
collision frequency is asst_ed as vm - 7.5 x I0 J x p, the pressure d_ta being
taken from CIRA 72 includin_ seasonal variations.
In Figure 4 the derived electron density profiles (solar zenith an!,.les
. about 78") are shown for the data of Figure 3. Noise correction has _et_
performed for the _plitude data by using the noise in the height rant.e55 to 60
km_ where no ionospheric si}',nalsare expected. At the ,Jppcrend of the derived
profiles, the electron density values are uncertain by a factor of about 1.5 due
to the low signal-to-noise ratio o_ the extraordinary component.
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Figure 4. Electron-density profiles for winter
conditions using the a_plitude data of Figure
3 (NA: day w_th winter anomaly).
A comparison between the electron density profiles evaluated tot hi8h
absorption conditions vith the profiles der£_ed [or Io_ absorptio_ sl_s a
marked increase in electron density between ?6 and 85 km in the presence of
winter anomaly.
CONCLUDING RE_IA_KS
A few examples of preliminary results have been presented, obtained by a
new partial reflection equir_cnt using the _-radar principle durins winter
4.
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1982/83. For the four days evaluated here it was possible to derive electron
density profiles in the height range 72 to 90 k_. Under rioter anomaly
conditions the electron density profiles show a _rked increase between 76 and
85 k_ by a factor of about 2 to 6 compared to days without winter anomaly.
To check the reliability of the derived profiles it will be of interest to
compare the observed sbsorptien values in the LF- and }iF-rangewith the
theoretical calculated absorption values [or these electron density profiles.
Before the forthcomin_ s_er observatLon period the prov_siottal receiving
antenna v_ll be replaced by the designed receiving array. In future it ia
planned to i_ple_ent a partial reflection drift equipment.
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ABNORFAL CIRCULATION OIANGES IN _|E NII;TER STRATOSPIIERE,
DETECTED _{ROUGll VARIATIONS OF D REGIOH IOEOSPIIERIC A_SORPTION
B. A. de la Morcna
INTA-CONIE
Iluelva,Spain
ABSTRACT
This p_per intends to introduce a method to detect stratospheric warming.
using ionospheric absorption records obtained by an Absorption Hater (Hethod
A3). The activity of the stratospheric circulation and the D region ionospheric
absorption as well as other atmospheric par_aeters during the winter anomaly
experience an abnormal variation. We have found in our observations a
simultaneity in the beginning of abnormal variation in the mentioned parameters,
using the absorption records for detecting the initiation of the stratospheric
warming. Results of this scientific experience of "forecasting" in the "El
Areas,ills" Range. are presented in this commmication.
INTRODUCTION
For the last ten years, "El Areas.ills" Range has been participating in
international progran_es dedicated to the study of winter stratospheric sudden
warnings with the latmching of =eteorological rockers, and with the analysis and
distribution of the wind and temperature data recorded, following the rules
given by the international scientific coc_unity. ..-
The exceptional advantage of a station for the study of the atmosphere with
ground-based equipment combined with a rocket launching range, has allowed the
simultaneous analysis of the behavior of different par_eters of the _iddle
_>-- atmosphere during the periods considered as winter anomalies. It confirms that.
for tl_ latitude of "El Arenosillo". the abnormal variations of the absorption
par_:neterin the ionospheric D region appear simultaneously with circulation
changes (i.e., rotation of direction) of the stratospheric wind that accompany
the sudden warnings (t_Rh_A, 1981) as ,_ellas a lack of variation of the para-
meter tcnperature in the mentioned period of winter _no_aly.
Analysing Figure Is, it can be observed that in the winter period 1975/76
the zonal circulation in the upper stratosphere which presents west component
coincides with normal values of absorption for that winter period (from 20th
Dec. to 5th Jan., 9th to 18th Jan., and 27th Jan. to 5th Feb.), and on the
. . . . €ontrn,ry,, the abnormal changes.of the zonal circulation to winds of East
component correspond to variations of the absorption which are higher than their
mean value. On the other hand, the period of winter 1976/77 which was
characterized by the absence of circulation ch_ges in the upper stratosphere,
showed a normal behavior of the par_eter absorption in the ionospheric D
region.
Figure Ib is a clear example that the tmperature in the stratosphere
virtually shows the sa_ne variations during unstable periods (as in winter 1975/
76) and in periods of circulation stability (as in winter 1976/77).
Based on this, the present experimental study, whose finhlity is to detect
the appearance of winter stratospheric circulation changes in middle latitudes
and to follow its development through the observation of the abnor=al variations
of the ionospheric absorption par-'_€:ter in D-region, was started. The practical
check-up of the mentioned prediction By.tam has been carried out for the last /
two periods of winter anomaly (1981/82 and (1982/83), using fourteen
meteorological rockets Super-Loki, the stratospheric balloons and continuous
[
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records of the A3-Absorption Meter, showing the result, given in the following.
This scudy ia part of a wide investigation program being developed in "El
Areno_illo" that pretends to develop a simple prediction syst_ of the abnormal
variations of the parameters characterizing the middle atmosphers through the
use o_ ground-baaed equipment.
ANALYSIS OF _IE DATA
The records o_ wind, temperature, and absorption obtained during the two
winter anomaly periods 1981182 and 1982183, once again confirm the aimultemeou.
f
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appearance of disturbances in the normal behavlour of these atmospheric para-
meters (Figures 2 and 3). Figure 2 presents a typical winter anomaly with two
notable stratospheric changes represented in their meridional and zunal
components, being evident in the irregular behavior of the ionospheric absorp-
tion in the D-region, with values which are higher than the mean value
registered from 1976 to 1982. (Ne consider the mean value of absorption
obtained during the solar cycle, represented by the continuous line, as more
significant.)
The periods o_ maximum absorption coincide with a meridional circulation of
, North component in the whole stratosphere, while the normal values of absorption .-
r
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correspond with a wind circulation of East and West component in the upper ._"
stratosphere. In this diagram, it is easily seen that the meridional circula-
/f- Lion precedes the change of zonal direction to winds of East component. The
/ stratospheric temperature could not be measured during the winter period 1981/82
due to technical problems of the reception system.
Figure 3 analyzes the winter anomaly 1982/83. This was characterized by a
period of circulation stability and of absorption, only altered by two weak
beginnings of meridional circulation changes in the upper stratosphere) which
coincided with sudden increases of ionospheric absorption that were easing off
as the zonal circulation was being re-established. Similar as in the winter
period of 1981/82) meridional winds of North component preceded the changes of ....
zonal circulation in the upper stratosphere. As expected, the temperature did
• , . . not experience any notable changes and its behavior was similar to that observed
during the winter periods of 1975/76 and 1976/77.
Figure 4 gives a synoptic representation of the direction and intensity of
.... the stratospheric wind during the analyzed periods of winter anomaly 1981/82 and
1982/83, offering a more intuitive image of the base used in this possib[e
prediction system.
It can be observed that when the absorption is higher than the established
mean value, a change of meridional direction in the wind circulation of tile
upper stratosphere begins simultaneously (15th to 19th January _982) let to )th
February 1982) 28th of January to [st February 1983 and 15th to 17th February i
1983). On the contrary, periods of normal absorption indicate that the circula- t
tion has been established dominantly in East or West zonal compo.%€:nts, ;
/
It is important to bring out the processes initiating the circulation
change observed during the 28th and 30th of January and Ist of February 1983 by
its possible application to the formation theory of the '_#armings"through geo-
potential fluxes, as well as the sudden and big increase of the ionospheric
absorption in these days, which reached the highest values recorded in El
Arenosillo for the lest ten years.
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CONCLUSIONS
- An evident corre_aCiou, betveeu the behaviour o£ the absorption parameter in
the D-region_ and the wind circulation in the upper stratosphere during the
periods of winter anomaly i_ observed°
- Significant increases of absorption indicate the beginning of a circulation
instability (turn-round of the _ind direction) and the establishment of a
meridional component of the wind in the upper stratosphere.
- Normal values of absorption indicate that the circulation is established
dominantly in zonal components. /"
- The mean value of the absorption increases during those winter periods which
are characterized by circulation instability.
- Winds of meridional component precede the abnormal change of the zonal
circulation.
- Since the stratospheric temperature does not experience any notable variations
during the periods of winter anomaly, the system of alert and p=ediction of
sudden warminge (stratalert par_s) has great limitations to be used in the . :!
middle latitude of El Arenosillo.
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INTRODUCTION
It is a well-known fact that in winter the midlatitude lower ionosphere
differs considerably from that in summer. This was first discovered as a result
of the analysis of _round-based measurements of radio wave absorption in England
(APPLETON, 1937). The phenomenon was named the radio wave ionospheric absorp-
tion winter anomaly. Later on, we began to speak about winter anomaly of the
lower ionosphere, having in mind that a number of parameters of ionized-and
neutral components of the medium behaves anomalously in winter.
The winter anomaly at midlatitudes shows itself distinctly in }_ and HF
radio wave ranges. On a long-time averagej the maximum value of absorption for
a constant solar zenith angle is observed during the winter solstice; it
decreases almost to summer values symmetrically towards the equinoctial periods,
Another distinctive feature of the winter anomaly is the enhanced day-to-day
variability of the absorption in winter compared with other seasons of the year,
Beside the general increase of absorption level, called normal winter anomaly
(SOIWENTEK, 1971), there are days and groups of days with excessively high
absorption. The zone where the anomaly is observed has a low-latitude boundary
below which the anomaly vanishes (see, e.g. LAUTER and SOL_.NING,1970; ELLI_b
etal., 1974). It should be also noticed that the magnitude of the effect and
o_ the duration of its occurrence decrease with latitude (e.g. RAPOPORT, 1974),
that the anomalous region has a cloudy or spotted structure (e.g. SHRESTIiA,
1971). The winter anomaly occurs also at high latitudes in the auroral zone in
any case but here the effects caused by sporadic energetic particle fluxes are
superimposed on those of the winter anomaly (RAPOPORT, 1979).
There have been many attempts to explain the winter anomaly. Ne should not
like to dwell upon all hypotheses suggested. We only want to Point out that
some scientists regard direct precipitation of energetic particles as the unique
cause of the anomaly at all latitudes where it is observed (e.g. SATO, 1981). _.
Other authors ass,_,e that the winter anomaly may have also the causes completely .
independent of particle precipitation, i.e., changes of t_nperature and gas
composition, mainly an increase of nitric oxide density ionized by Ly_an-
radiation (e.g. OFFERHANN et el., 1982). It se_ms to us that these opposite
stand points do not exclude each other, that they rmy operate simultaneously,
and their relative contribution is different in different cases, as it depends
considerably on the latitude of observation (e.g. THO_S, 1971; BRE}_R and
LAUTER, 1982). We think, next, that the intensity of energetic particle fluxes
in the auroral zone and the dynamical structure of the whole middle atmosphere
on the levels of the lower thermosphere and mesosphere are definitive for the
midlatitude mesosphere conditions. We also think that a correct interpretation
of the midlatitude winter radio wave absorption changes is possible only if the
whole spatial-time pattern of the event is taken into account. Our analysis is
based on data obtained during an integrated experimental program carried out in
the USSR in January 1981 and partially in January 1982.
INTEGRATED EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM RESULTS
Integrated ground-based and rocket experiments were performed in the USSR
in January 1981 and 1982 as a part of the International Middle Atmosphere
Progrmn. The rockets H-100B launched in Volgograd (_ = 48.7"N; _ = 44.3°E;
5_
€ = 43.1") provided height profiles of electron density, wind and t_nperature.
Radio wave absorption data obtained by AI method in Volgograd and f . pars-
. , . mlnmeter values obtained at a number of oovzet lonosonde statzons were used to
determine the situation in the lower ionosphere. The results of these
integrated experiments have been presented at the COSPAR Sympositm in Ottawa
(PA_IOHOV et al., 1982) and in A_a-Ata (PAKIIOIIOVet al., 1983). The ground-
based data showed that absorption in Januarj 1981 was typical for winter
' conditions. The geomagnetic field during the whole month was rather quiet.
Excessive absorption was observed on January 12-16.
Figure I shows electron density altitude profiles (Ne(h)) obtained by using
the coherent frequency technique on rockets H-100B on the anu_alous day of
January 14 and on normal days of January 21 and 28 in the morning (Figurp Is)
and in the afternoon (Figure Ib), the solar zenith angle being X = 78°. These
profiles may be compared with that obtained on January 29, 1980, a day con-
sidered as free from the influence of winter _omaly. One may see that Ne
values on quiet winter days (Figure In) exceed Neva. es for the day free fro_
anomaly in a considerable altitude r_ge (= 75 te 90 km), whereas t[evalues are
higher on the day of the enhanced absorption than on a day with regular absorp-
tion (h = 70 to 95 km).
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Figure I. Electron density altitude profiles cotained
by coherent frequency technique in Volgograd; solar
zenith angle × _ 78°. (a) forenoon profiles. (b)
afternoon profiles. 14 January is the day of exces-
give absorption; 21 and 28 January are days of normal
winter absorption. The profile obtained on 29 Febru-
ary 1980 at X = 80" is shown for comparison.
Figure 2a shows temperature profiles obtained on January 14, 21 and 28 as
well as the ClRA-72 standard profile. The lower part of the figure (b), shows
the measured tenperature deviations from the corresponding standard profile.
The characteristic shape of these AT (h) curves shows explicitly the influence
of atmospheric wave processes on rc_nperaturedistribution, not only during the
excessive absorption but on norms, days, too. It should be also noted that the
temperature was lower than the standard one on the day of excessive absorption
as well as on days of no_aal winter absorption in the region of enhanced
electron density (above "70 km). The temperature height distribLtion on the day
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Figure 2. (a) Temperature altitude profiles above
Volgograd obtained on 14, 21 and 28 J_uary 1981.
The dashed llne shows the standard profile ¢IRA
1972. (b) Altitude profiles of temperature dif-
ferences _T = T meas.- TClRA.
with excessive absorption does not show any peculiarities. We should like to
call attention to this result, since a rise of the temperature is often con-
sidered as one of the most important causes of the winter anomaly because it
must reduce the ion clustering rate which, in its turn, must cause a decrease of
loss ratL and, hence, an increase of electron concentration (see, e.g. SECtiRIST, ..
1967).. • • .
The density of hydrated cluster ions which decisively affects the effective
recombination effective coefficient in D-region is to a considerable extent
dependent on the water vapour content of the medium (_ee, e.g. $E_iRIST, 1970).
Figure 3 (FEDYNSKI and YUSIIKOV,1979) displays water vapour density profiles
obtained above Volgograd on January I0 and on February 2, 1978. The day of
January I0 may be considered as an anomalous one (according to data from Hoscow,
mean of five near-noon values f • _ 2.5 M_Iz)while the day of February 2 is a
m_n
normal one (f • _ 1.3 F01z). One may see that the water vapour density on an
anom=lous day _s Considerably lower than on a normal one: at 60 km altitude it
is 6 times lower while it is 3.5 times lower at the altitude of 80 km. In this
way, it se_s that this result confiz_s the idea that the water vapour is one of
the _ost important factors determining the elect.on density increase and
excessive absorption in D-region. Uater vapour density was also measured in
January 1982 (Figure 4) -- the profiles ;_avebeen obtained on 13 and 19 January
1982 at nigi_tat × " 145_ and 144°, respectively. _ithin the measurement
accuracy these profiles coincide with that obtained in quiet winter conditions
on 2nd February 1978 also shown in Figure 4. Yet, the absorption was rather
high on the_e days in Volgograd (at 2.2 _Iz about 50 and 40 dB). _his suggests
that it was not water but other factors that determined the lowcr ionosphere
conditions during thi_ period.
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Figure 3. Nater vapor density altitude profiles above
Volgograd on anomalous (10 January 1978) and auroral
(2 February 1978_ days.
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Thus the experiments in Volgograd in January 1981 and January 1932 show
that both the temperature of the mesosphere and the water vapour density _my
serve only as additional factors and not as decisive factors which determine
excessive anomalous winter absorption occurrence at midlatitudes.
DISCUSSION .....
First of all it should be borne in mind that whatever hypothesis we accept,
it should explain all above mentioned peculiarities of the phenomenon. In
agreement with other authors (OFFERMANN etal., 1982; BREMER AND LAUTER, 1982)
we think that the enhancement of nitric oxide density is the main cause of
electron density enhancement in the midlatitude lower ionosphere. We believe
that nitric oxide is produced mainly at the ionospheric E region level, with
highest rates at high latitudes and particularly in the auroral zone _u_derthe
influence of precipitating particle (electro:_)fluxes.
Nore or less intense particle precipitation occurs pe:manently in the
auroral zone, so that the density of NO caused by this precipitation has all
features of the fluxes themselves, namely a very high time variability and
spatial inhomogeneity (these features are to a certain extent smoothed out
during the air transport). The auroral zone air being rich in NO is trat_sported
towards midlatitudes due to a stable winter cyclonic citer=polar vortex, As it
moves the nitric oxide produced at high latitudes at an altitude of 90-I00 km
may be transported by turbulence and vertical motions towards lower altitudes
(70-80 km) and it may produce there the above mentioned effects.
As there any experimental facts which might prove this asstm_ption?
First of all let us consider the data on air circulation, ..
/_ Constant pressure maps for the North lh_isphere plotted with a one week
time resolution for every 5 km in the altitude range 35 km to 60 km are
regularly issued by the Central Aerological Observatory (ATLAS, 1982). Figure 5
displays the maps of 60 km altitude for three weeks of January 1981, using geo-
magnetic coordinates. The dashed circle at a latitude of _ = 67 ° gi_os a
visualization of the auroral zone Position. Points at this figure show
positions of the observational stations. The wind at these altitudes may be
considered as cyclo-geostrophic, so that air is transported along the isobars.
One may presume that the circulation picture in general outlines the same at
greater altitudes, "'"
%
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Figure 5. Constant pressure maps (the Northern Ilemisphere) for the
level of 60 km on 4-10 January and on 18-24 January 1981 (in geo-
magnetic coordinates). The dashed circte drawn at s_= 67 Q indi-
cates the auroral zone. Each isobar is labelled by its pressure
(in millibars).
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There is some basis for this assumption. Figure 6 sho,'s velocity and
direction of the zonal wind _easured by meteor radar in _uhLungsborn (GDR) (see
also t:OS_RT et el., 1982), at an altitude of about 95 tan, One clay see that the
wind rer, ait_ed westward throughout the vhole January which is natural if it
follows the cyclonic vortex. Figure 5 sho_,s that the isobars of the week
preceding the disturbed days (4-10 January 1981) follow r._inly the latitudea
._ below tilt, auroral zone. During the week of 11-17 January including the
' excessive absorption period they cross the auroral zo,e almost at halfway. The
next _eek (18-24 January) they pass tile auroral zone northward at a considerable
portion of their path. It should be especially t_nphasized that the ionospl,eric
disturbance on 12-16 January was preceded by a solar flare of it_portance 2,'i on 9
January with a subsequent weak magnetic storm with a gradual €omut.ncement
(CO5HI¢ I_\TA, 1981) followed by an increase of energetic particle precipitation
into the lower ionosphere and by an equatorward shift of the aurora! zone low
latitude boundary. If our hypothesis is valid this should _how i_self through
the time of the disturbance onsets at different stations as well as through the
magnitude of the effects itself.
Figure 7a shows f . (cos X" 0.2) values for a number of Soviet iono-
._%n
spheric stations (gahnxngrad, Moscowt Roster-on-Don, Arkhangelsk, Gorky,
Sverdlovsk, Salekhard, Alma-AtOp Novosibirsk, Yakutsk) during the event of the
winter anomalous absorption in January 1981. The character of fmln.
variability is different at different stations, nevertheless there xs an obvious
tendency: the increase of absorption begins earlier at western stations th_n at
eastern one_. This must he so if the disturbance source gores together with the
air in the cyclonic vortex, i.e. from west to east.
The quantity :'fmin which is the maximt_ difference of fmin values
observed on two successive disturbed days has been taken as a _casure of the
effect'v magnitude. This difference versus the longitude of the stations is
_hown in gigureTb.One may see that effect decreasesas the longitudeincreases
from west to east, following the air moving in the cyclonic vortex. If one
takes into consideration a certain space inhemogeneity of the winter _nomalous
absorption zone, the plot looks rather significant. The stations Hoscow and
Roatov-on-Don do not fit the general distribution of _f_in" This may be
/'- i
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part_:lly explained by a more sensitive equipment o£ the t:oscowstation, while
Roster-on-Day is the lowest latitude station el all European stations of the
Soviet Union. Besides, the growth of f :_ values at these two stations is
slower than at other ones, taking more '_'_nor_eday. ""
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Figure 7. (a) fmln (cos X " 0.2) values at a number of Soviet stations .+
• • • . on _I-17 January 1981. The thick hori=ontal lines show the position
of the month by medians. K - Kaliningrad, H - /_oscow.R - Rector-on-
Don, A - Arkhangetsk, G - Gorkyo Sv - Sverdlovsk, Sa - Salekhard,
A-A Alma-Ata. N - Novosibirsk, Y - Yakutsko
(b) Afmin, the maximum difference of fmin values for two seccessive
days during the period II through 17 january 1981 for the stations
shown in Figure 7a.
Midlatltude absorption changes (of f . values) compared with constant
pressure _nps for January 1982 during a n_al winter period free of excessive
absorption occurrence also reveals a close relation between the two phenomena:
f • values are greater when the path along the isobars fro_ the auroral zone
t_X_he observation station is short than ia a case when this path is long
(PA_IOHOV et al., 1983).
So, our hypothesis explains all the peculiarities of the phenomenon -- both
the normal winter anomaly and the excessive one. In order to verify and to con-
firm the suggested hypothesis it is necessary to specify the character of
circulation on levels of the mesosphere and of the lover thermosphere. Nitric \
) . ® ....
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oxide, _ater vapour and ozone densities in different geo-heliophysical
conditions for dif[erent latitudes should be known _ore precisely, too.
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AUTU_ AMDWINTER ANOmaLIES IN ]ONOSPtIERIC ABSORPTION
AS D_ASURED BY RIO_TERS
II, Ranta
Geophysical Observatory
' SF-99600 Sodankyla
Finland
Seasonal variations of ionospheric absorption have been studied usin_
riometer (A2) measurements over a wide latitude range (Figure I). In agret_ent
with the results of earlier studies of Al radiovave absorption, equinoctial
maxir_a of approximately equal amplitude are observed in the auroral zone and
near the equator. However_ at intermediate latitudes riometer absorption
maximizes during the fall season, whereas the AI data show a semi-annual varia-
tion with maxima occuring in summer and winter (Figure 2), The autumn anomaly
in r£o=eter absorption is observed at much higher geographic latitude in the
southern hemisphere_ but at comparable geomagnetic latitudes in both hemi-
spheres, The winter anomaly was seen only in absorption values calculated at
constant _olar zenith angle (Figure 3),
_
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Figure 1. Location of the rio_eter stations.
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WINTER _O_iALY 1982/83 IN COMPARISONWITlt EARLIER WINTERS (1960-82)
J. l,astovicka
Geophysical Institute
, Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences
141 31Praha 4p Czechoslovakia
The winter anomaly in the winter of 1982/83 is compared with the winter
anomalies of earlier winters (1960-82) from tilepoint of view of _plitude and
timing of tilewinter anomaly, and georaagnetie and dynamic activity influences.
Some evidence of a negative influence of sudden stratospheric wannings on the
winter anomaly is given.
Ionospheric absorption of radio waves has been measured continuously since
1960 at the Pnnska Ves Obsprvatory (Czechoslovakia) by the A3 method. The
measur_'_ents have been per,ormed on four A3 paths situated in Central Europe
(see Table 1).
Figure 1 shows the year-to-year variability of the magnitude of the normal
(background) winter anomaly (L /L - wlnter/summer ratio of absorption) overW S
the period 1960-83. The Lw/L s ratio is calculated as the ratio of the
absorption in the month of maximtm winter anomaly to the mean abzorption for the
summers (June. July) before and after the winter in question. The 1539 kllz data
are computed from values measured at _ - ?5 ° , other data are mid-day (noon
±2.5h) mean values derived from monthly half-hour median values of absorption
.."_ reduced to the January solar zenith an31e.
/ /
The winter anomaly phenomenon occurs every year (Figure l), but its
magnitude displays a pronounced year-to-year variability. The magnitud_ of the
winter anomaly in the last winter (1982/83) appears to be very low and is
expected to remain low even after the expected increase of Lw/Ls when
including the forthcoming sunu_er 1983 values.
Figure 2 shows the development of radio-wave absorption at 6090 kllzand
1539 kllz,measured at Panska Yes at k = 75°, and the development of georaagnetic
activity in the winter of 1982/83. Unfortunately, the 6090 kltz data were less
reliable during this winter due to technical problems. Geomagnetic activity was .-.
• " " " " very liighthis Winter, the highest being observed in February. The monthly
/ medians of absorption (short bold horizontal lines in Figure 2) display a
maximum in February as a response to the highest geomagnetic activity. The
winter anomaly mzximu_, in February is rather exceptional. It has only been
observed in 3 winters of the 23 winters studied, always in relation to high .
magnetic activity. In spite of high magnetic activity, the tmin period of the
stratospheric warming related reversal of the prevailing zonal wind observed in
Central Europe (Collm Observatory - SCHHINDER, 1983) is reflected well in the
1539 kltz absorption in the form of a deep decrease of absorption, as expected.
Su_arlzing, it can be said that the wintcr 1982/83 is not suitable for
studying a "pure meteorological" winter anomaly because of very high magnetic
activity, but it supports my recent conclusion (e.g. LASTOVICKA. 1983) about the
negative influence of stratospheric wnrmings and associated reversals in zonel
winds in the upper mesopause region on radio-wave absorption.
There is further evidence of the negative influence of stratospheric
warmings on absorption. In winters with major stratospheric warmings (Table 2),
the winter anomaly maximum has been observed in n month other than the strato-
spheric warming maxlmumg There is only one significant exception -- the most
untypical winter of 1979/80 -- when both maxima were observed in February due to
F _
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Table I.
TRANSMITTER f(_lz) f (_f'_z) REFLECTIONPOINT PERIODOF
eq _(N) _(E) RELIABLEWORK
Kiel 2.775 1.0 52"27' 12"27' 1960-1973
Norddeich 2.614 0.8 52°08 . II'00' 1960-1973
' Luxemburg 6.090 2.1 50°04 . 10018. since1971
eutschlandfunk 1.539 0.65 50"16' II°47' since 1978
Table 2. _inrer anomaly n_xir_a in winters with major stratospheric warmings.
Dates of stratwarm maxima after FINGER et al. (1979), LABITZKE et
al. (1981) and LABITZKE (1981). x - specific distribution of
magnetic and stratospheric activity.
NINTER STRAXZCARII 2775 kHz 2614 Idlz 6090 kllz 1539 _Iz
VAXI}_M _XI_M _XI_M _XI_H BAXI_H
62/63 27 Jan Dec Dec - -
65166 31 Jan Dec Dec - -
67/68 I Jan Dec Dec-Jan - -
69170 2 Jan Dec Jan - -
70171 7 Jan Dec Dec - -
72/73 6 Feb Jan Dec Jan -
, 73174 3 Mar - - Jan-Dec -
74/75 2 Mar - - Jan -
76/77 4 Jan - - Dec -
78179 25 Feb - - Jan Jan-Dec i
79180 29 Feb - - Feb x Feb x '
80181 6 Feb - - Jan Jan
[' [
4
r, i
/ ', .,', 2775k#! 60901#z "_
,,.
"""'\ j
I$1'V t#t
O.t O.Ib
6016! 6]1_1 k&/k? 691_0 7_1_) 7$/;6 _1[/79 |111_
i Figure I. Long-term variability of the magnitude
of winter anomaly, 1960-83. L_ILs, win_erlsummer
ratio of absorption, reduced to the same level _-
of the "no-ano=aly" absorption ratio (horizontal
line at the bottom). Vertical _rrow, the 1982183
value is expected to increase a Ittle after in-
cluding the summer 1983 values.
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Figure 2. Development of radio-wave absorption at
X = 75 ° and of geomagnetic activity (only A_ > 10
is shown) in the winter of 1982/83. The periods
of stratwarm-associated reversals of the pre-
vailing zonal wind in the upper mesopause region
(observations at Col lm - SCI_INDER, 1983) are
/_-_ shown, too.
specific distribution o£ geomagnetic activity and manor stratwarms during this
winter. The '_utual incompatibility" of the winter anomaly and major strato-
spheric warming maxima is still more important for winters with the major
stratwarm maximt_n in January. The winter anomaly maxim-u=,in winters without a
major stratwarm (10 winters) has been observed in January, while in winters with
the major stratwarm maximm_ in January, the winter anomaly maxlm_ has bet_ "-"
observed in December (Table 2). Consequently, the occurrence of a rmjor sitars- _-
spheric warming appears tb be followed by a decrease, not an increase, of • "
absorption (i.e. of winter anomaly). This agrees with LASTOVICKA and TRISKA
(1982) and LASTOVIC_A (1983).
In conclusion it can be said that major stratospheric warmings and related
changes in the prevailing zor_l wind in the upper mesopause region decrease the
magnitude of radio wave absorption and winter anomaly. The winter of 1982/83
supports this conclusion, even if this winter is not suitable for studying a
"pure meteorological" winter anomaly due to the very high geomagnetic activity
in this winter.
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A HODEL OF TIlE I_FI._EE OF HF.UYRALAIR I_A._IICS O_l Tile
SEASONAL V&RIATION IN Tl!E LON IONOSFIIERE
G. [_ostorov, P. Vellnov and Y, Pancheva
Bulgarian AcadL_y of Sciences
GL_physica I ln_titute
Ill] SofiaD _ulgaria
INTRODUCTION
Recently it has become clear that the phenomena in the ionospberic D-reglon
are determined to a great extent by dynamical processes in the strato-vesosphere
and lower ther_msphere. It is these processes that sit-nificantlyinfluence the
distribution of the minor neutral constituents and the whole ionic ceraposition
of the r_iddle atmosphere, re_:ulating the ioni=ation-neutralization cycle of the
D-re,flea. In this respect _:uch attention is paid to the study of the winter
ano_.aly (I_A) phenomenon on taediura -',,_d short radiowaves, in which the
meteorological character of the lower ionosphere is most prominent. Significant
experimental data about the variations of the electron concentration, l_j ion
coratx_sition, temperature and dyn.._aic regir, e during NA permit a better under-
standing of the character of the physical processes in the middle atmosphere.
NA is recorded as an abrupt increase of absorption L of the _iddle and short
radiowaver, on different winter days caused by a significant growth of N
predominantly in the 75-90 km region with a steep t:radientin the 80-85 "km
interval. PA is usually observed at middle latitudes of both the Northern and
Southern II_nispheres, and is best recorded in the frequency range f. - f cost =
• , _ . •
1-2 _Iz, where fi is the equivalent frequency of the incident radtowave with a
frequency f at angle i. This is confirmed by Fir,urn I where we have presented
-. the results of the absorption _easure_ents in the Sofia ionospheric observatory. _.
along the paths
Pristina-Sofia (1412 kHz/170 kn; fi = 1.1 _z)
Greece-Sofia (4050 kltz/320 k_l '_fi = 2 _lz)All measurem nts refer to a solar zenith angle 78.5° (cos_ = 0.2).
.°
The seasonal variation shown in Figure I allows a quantitative estimation
of NA magnitude by calculating the excess of the winter absorption value, LwD
over the stringer one, L In this way the LJl., ratio, obtained in
exrertr_ental and theoretxcal ways, will sere -_s a criterion for comparing
the different physical models of the middle at=osphere.
• " " ' " 'The purp6se of the present report is to evaluate the influence of the
neutral wind on the seasonal variation of the electron concentration N for :he
altitude interval 90 <_z <_120 k_, where the ratio '.in/.i, of the ion-
neutral collision frequency_ "in and the ion gyrofrequency, i decreases , ,
frota 40 to 1. ClRA-72 is used as a model of the zonal wind. -"
/
.
THEORETICAL HODEL / "-
The distribution of the electron concentration N in ionospheric regions D- -'"
and E- is described by the balance equation:
•"N 9 =
_t-= q - ,N" - div(N We) (I)
where q is the electron production rate_ , the recombination coefficit_t, and
the mean electron velocity. Due to the neutrality of electrical charge the@ . •
following equatxon holds:
div(E _e) = div(F vi) (2)
,t
!,. ..-.
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Figure la. Figure lb.
i,e. ion velocity should be investigated instead of electron velocity. Then, if
"-" we assume the three-component model of the ionosphere (neutrals_ heavy positive .
ions and electrons) it becomes necessary to determine the ion drift velocity as
a function of the neutral wind, geomagnetic field and r. = V.n/_"i. If
seasonal variations of the neutral wind for different a_titu_es are known and if
the preliminary model for q and ,_ is determined and conditioned by lone- _
spheric chemistry in different _.onths, then it is easy to find the seasonal
distribution of the electron concentration°
_"_, ...
If we neglect the pressure gradient and electric field forces_ the macro-
scopic motion of heavy positive ions in a collisional ionosphere with
geomagnetic field is described by
d_ildt = Vin(_ - _i ) + (e/mi)[_ i x I_] (3)
where e and _i are the charge end raassof the ions. v. the ion drift vole-• 1 . .
city, _ the neutral gas velocity, and B the local geomagnetxc field. Under
quasi-steady conditions the ion velocity is determined from (3) as follows:
°..
';i " cl , ri2)-l.. (.ri? '; ". tin x ';l * (; • ;h') 0_)
where _ = S ." and _ • ," = 1. From (4) it follows that v: is strongly
xnfluenced not only by the different neutral winds at different altitudes, but
also by the strong altitude dependence of r. Nhen r. >> I there is a full
drng of ions by the neutrals, and _. _. v. This holds between 60 and 90 kin. "\...
In the height range from 90-100 to f40 km. ri is of the order of l, and this
region is kno_at as tht_ transition re._;lou (,\XFORD, 1963). There l'
= 2 --l '
\;i (I * ri ) (ri2 _ + ri[v x _'1). (5)
Finally, _.hen r i << 1. then vl " (_; " _')_'"
The quantity of the ion flow is measured by the convergence of the ion
velocity. If _i is given by (5), then
div vi = (1 . ri2) -1 (ri2div q + ri(_'.rot v)) +
2
+ (1 + ri2)-2 (2ri_ + (l - r i )iv x :_'}) Vr. (b)
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Experiments indicate that the horizontal neutral wind components usually are an
order of r_gnitude or so greater than the vertical component, while the vertical
scales appear to be the sa_e for the three components. Hence we can take
q - (Vx, vv, 0). Ne use the standard coordinate _ystcm it_which the x-axis
points to _eomagnetlc east, the y-azis to geomagnetic north, and the z-axis
vertically upward. A horizontally stratified ionosphere is assumed. For
altitudes 90-I00 "km, from (5) and (6) follows
Viz " [ri/(l + rl2)] ,yVx (7)
_i;_/,z = [ri/(l + ri2)],v :.Vx/:.z + [(l -ri2)/(l + ri2)2l.,v vx.rJ.z
As we are interested in the seasonal course of N for the respe:tive altitudes,
we have to solve the quasi-stationary equation (1):
2
._ _ Á-r.
---_ v ri/z + r _ - q - 0 (S)
._N"+ ['_\.I(I+ ri')] ri VxlZ'"+ l+r.i x iPVxl
where the altitude profile of _ is taken in the form N(z) * NoeXp(pz)
(VELINOV et al., 1974).
In the height range I15-120 km, the full ion velocity or the equation (5)
is used. Then the redistribution of electron concentration is influenced not
only by the zonal but also by the meridional wind. Then:
Viz " [yy/(l + ri2)](riVx + _yVy) (9)
"_._x_lA= ._b: ._ _Vx %'v dr
• I i
{ri-:_.-_ + ' -_ . '--7-_ dr- [(l-ri*)Vx - 3ritz v 1_
r-_ _z i+rt. l+ri _ _ . y '
From (9) it follows that the influence of the meridlonal wind increases with
increasing altitude.
NUF_RICAL RESULTS
Ne are interested in the influence of the neutral wind on the seasonal
course of absorption of short radiowaves, where the NA is clearly felt. Our
attention is drawn by the courses_ shown on Figure 1. As some of the radlowaves ..
are reflected below 100 k_, other between 100 D_ and llO km, it becomes
: necessary to consider the alti.tude remge from 90 km to 110 k_a, and to determine . .
mainly the influence of the zonal winds on the seasonal course of N. Assuming
that I. ' N, we can compare theoretical and e:,erimental results. From CIRA-72
we obtain a monthly value of the zonal wind and wind shear for altitudes 90, 95,
lO0 and 110 kza, for € - 40°N. We xnelude them in equation (8) and solve it.
For altitudes 100 km and 110 _t we used data for the meridiotx_l wind from }_NSON
et al. (1981), for January, February and Harch only. Their influence on N is
slight. As the absorption is an integral characteristic, in order to be able to , -
cot,pare the seasonal course of L1412 with the course of _ it is necessary to '\add the seasonal courses of t_, influenced by the zoral wind for the altitudes
90, 95 and lO0 km (Figure 2). The influence of the zon. l ,$ind on NA is obvious,
conditioned by the model of t and q. If the latter increases the winter values
of N over the st_,.mer values by 16Z, then if we add th¢. wind this increase is
augmented up to 25Z. The experimental results show an increase by 301.
Theoretically obtained seasonal course of N in Figure 2 clearly shows the
experimentally obtained secondary ruaximtmain Hay and mlnimtwt in July, as well as
the sharp increases of N from October to November, known as "October-effect". i "
F "
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Figure 2. Figure 3.
The same is done for the secot_d radio path, L4n_n , and tLe influence of N °
by the altitude 110 Pan is added. Figure 3 shows the Vff_asonal course of the
average N. The increases of the winter values are about 3EZ, but considerably
lower than experimentally observed. This may be due to the above mentioned
model of q and a. The neglect of the influence of the electric field makes
itself felt stronger at these altitudcs. Figure 3 shows well the simmer
maximum, which is clearly seen on Figure lb.
' The theoretical results compared with experimental results are encouraging
and clearly 3how the influence of the neutrat atmosphere dynamics on the
seasonal variation of the electron concentration, N. _
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EXPLANATIONOF THE NO_L WINTER ANOmaLY FRO!.!_lE
SEASONAL Vb_RIATION OF SIIORT-WAVEABSORPTION
P. J. Velinov
Bulgarian Academy of Sciences
Geophysical Institute
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N. V. Smlrnova and V. Am Vlaskov
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INTRODUCTION
The frequency dependence of the winter anomaly (WA) of radio wave absorp-
tion (LAUTER et al., 1976; FRIEDRICIIet al., 1979; VELINOV, 1975; SOlWSNTEK et
al., 1978; and NESTOROV, 1965) indicates the altitude range where the considered
seasonal variation of absorption, L, takes place: 75-95 km. In this height
region considerable seasonal variations of ionic composition and effective
recombination coefficient, a^, exist, which can cause seasonal variations of
electron concentration, N, a_d absorption, L. In this paper we shall attt_pt to
render a qualitative estimation of the normal Wh, i.e. the increased ratio of
"_ winter over summer absorption, L./Ls, at =editnn latitudes 40 ° and 50", for
solar zenith angles X _ 60° and _5°, and compare this with existing experi-
mental data.
IONIZATION RATE PROFILES
As it is well known, non-deviative radio wave absorption is determined both
by the electron density profile, N(h), and by the collision frequenoy. Existing
data prove (e.g., SMITH et al., 1978) that the seasonal variation of collision
frequency at meditnn latitudes is insignificant. Therefore the observed increase
of L /Ls must appear as a result of enhanced N under winter conditions.
Profiles of ionization rate, q(b), needed tor the calculatioa of N(h), are shown ...
in Figure I for January and July (40°N, X = 60°) at low solar activity
(F.0 . = 90). They are composed of'(A) ionization by Ly_an-a radiation, . .
ealcGiated by
qNO = ILa °NO [NO] exp{-Ch(x,h)No (h)co2)
where '_NO 2 x lO -18 cm2 and o - 10-20 cm_, and
" 02
IL_ = 4.3 + 1.5 x 10-2 (FIo.7 - 80) erg/cm2s
ionization of O2(15g) , obtained from PAULSEN et al. (1972),(E)
[o,(I_ )l -_0+ = x (0.54 x 10-9 exp[-2.406 x I0 _ N (h)Ch(x,h)]qo2 " °2
+ 2.615 x lO-9exp[-8.508 x 10-1ON (h)Ch( ,h)]}
02
(_) ionization by X-rays (A<IO _), found from
q(h) - _ I': kx _fni(h)_i, x exp[-ZiNi(b)oi,_ Ch(x,h)]
i
z
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where i = I, 2 stands for 07 and N2, kI is the ionization coefficient,_ i
and °i are the ionization a_d abso£ption cross sections, respectively.
HODELING OF THE IONIZATION-RECOHBINATION CYCLE
After determining the q(h) profiles we proceed to determine c_(h)in
/- " order to construct N(h) profiles. Presently, theoretical models o_ the D region
are developed in two directions: Simple models (HITRA and ROWE, 1972) and
detailed models (FERCUSON, 1974; REID, 1977). The latter are of great
scientific value b_t a number of processes are still insufficiently known. The
main shortcoming of these schemes, however, is in that they require much
computer time so that they are unfit for practical use. In view of this it
se_ns necessary to develop a model of ionization-recombination cycle which
includes the advantages of the two kinds of models, i.e., relative simplicity
under physical suitability (SHIRNOVA, 1982). "'"
• . • . Th9 proposed hybrid scheme of ion chemistry is shown in Figure 2. Xt con-
. , . + + .
si_tS of four zons: O? p NO , ClI , and El? I where El means•
cluster ions. The 6i_pler clust@r ions, CY.-, are formed irom the primary
• • 1+ •
ions, 02. and NO , w_th formatlon rates B(O2 ) and B(NO ),
respectively. These rates appear to be effective par_eters expressed by the
rate constants in the detailed scheme (REID, 1977) and by the concentration of
the neutral components involved. The more complex cluster ions, C12", are
then formed from Ell-. The formation rates are calculated from the
formulae:
B(NO+) -rlIH20][N2] + C-Ir2[N2J2r4[H2O] +
+ r6lH20](rr[CO2J[N 2] + C-I r2[N2]~r3[CO2])/(r_5[N2 ] + r5[H20])
with C = r_2|N2] + r3|CO2] + r4[ff20],and
B(O2+) - k1[0212 + Vl[N2]2.
{k2[O] + k3[O2(1Ag)] + k_l[O2]ik4[l120]} + l
F.
°/_. '. !
t_
72
Figure 2.
All the coefficients, r., k., and v., are temperature-defendant The1 1. . . "
tt_npe_aturedependence of t_e zstes xs es_entxally different (cf. the next
section): B(BO.) is proportions! to T-_'_ D whereas B(O..) is pro-
portio._al to T-14.
The advantage of this hybrid quadri-ionlc scheme consists in the simplicity
of its calculations. The effective recombination coefficient, ae, resulting
./ from the ion composition calculated by this scheme, includes both a dependence
: on T and on [H_O]. In Figure 3, calculated a (h) profiles are shown for
winter (full curve) and summer (dashed curve)_
! TEHPERATURE DEPENDEBCE
The temperature dependence of the lifetime of I;0+' _ . = l/_:O+_ inNO
the temperature range 120-230 K, has already been shown here (DANILOV_ this
volun.e, Figure 2 on page 19). It was calculated by the formula derived from
REID's (1977) model. In that figure, the curve labelled I is for [I_201"
lxl0-°[H], curve _ is for [1t_O] - 5x10-6[M] with a fixed [tl] " 2xlO 14 ""
c_"3. The full dots are val_es of lw)+ determined from simultaneous
measurements of positive ion concent_htion_ electron density, and t_perature
(ARNOLD, 1980). The theoretlcal temperature dependence of _(_;0 +) well
reprbduces ARNOLD's (1980) experimental data, From these data zt follovs that
B(NO+_oi _ approximately proportio_ml to T-IJ'9 in the range 120-230 K, and
to T- " in the rsnge 180-230 K. Comparison of curves 1 and 2 shows that the
_,hm
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xnfluence of htn_xdxtyon B(NO ) xs constderabl$ only xn the range of high
temperatures. The seasonal variations of B(NO ) at medimt (40°N) and high
latitudes, calculated for tc_nperaturesand densities taken fro=tthe CIRA-72
model have also been presented here (DANILOV, this volume, Figure 3 on page 2(_
together with B values experimentally determined fro_ i_n composition measure=
ments (DANILOV and SI_NOV,1981). The theoretical B(NO ) curves are in good
' agreement with the data obtained in stammermidlatitude experi=ents. Low B "'"
values under winter anomaly conditions are caused by an _ncrease of T, which has
been measured during tile Nest European Ninter Anomaly Campaign and other experi-
ments. Large values of B in stnn_erhigh-latitude experir_entsconducted under
disturbed conditions can be explained by a large conversion rate of O2 . ions
into CI* under low summer temperatures. Larger values of B at the occurrence
of noctilucent clouds result from a co=bination of low temperatures and high
hemidity.
ELECTRON DENSITY AND LJL s
N(h) profiles have been calculated with q(h) as described above, and with
a from the hybrid ion composition scht_e, taking temperatures an_ density
p_ofiles from [he CIRA-?2 model, two.variants of the water vapor concentration
([II.O]- IxlO-_[tl]and [li_O]= 5xlO;b[M]), and with recombination0
coefficients _INO+ = 2.3xl_-I(300/T) °) and aO + = 1.9xlO-t(3OO/T) ")
after _L and _CGONAN (1977)o The results ar_ presented in Figure 4. N(h)
profiles obtained in this way were used in the calculation of absorption L of
radiowaves at an equivalent frequency of I _lz. The results of these calcula-
tions are given as winter-to-summer ratio, L [L , in Table I, for _N_S '_
and qn_+ after _L and HCGONbtN (1977), and _or another =odel with %.^+ = i
4xlO-_300/T) and uo_= 2xlO-'(300/T) after LEU et al. (1973)o Tabl_U2 _'
gives experimental fl_taof seasonal absorption variations on radio paths with
-- comparable equivalent frequencies. It is remarkable that the higher-latitude
; paths have a greater degree of manifesting the normal WA than the midlatitude
paths. A greater seasonal L variation of the northern paths may be expected
from larger seasonal variations in T, [NO], and air density.
DISCUSSION
Regardless of the fact that the calculated Lw/L s ratios cannot be
exactly compared with the experimental data because of the differences in
latitude, f , and X, yet allowing for the tendencies of L [L with × and
• eq .... w alatitude the results obtained _n thxs paper can be considered as fully ...
reasonable. From the fact that the excess of Lw over L s is obtained already
with very close q(h) profiles (qw :'qs) it can be concluded that in order to
explain the normal component of the NA, it is not necessary to assu_e an " " /
enhanced ionization rate, q, but only a decrease of ae as a result of a lower
_o_.2.1H:).s_'I_.l::// /| .,.,_/
,o ,,:://I
._ Figure 4.
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Table 1
a(NO'), =(O._ +) Leu, Biondi a. Johnson Hul and HcCowan
, {H_O] Ix10-6[M] IxlO-6{H] IxlO-6[Hl IxlO-G[Hl
[H20] Ixl0-6[tl] 5xlO-6[M] IxlO-6[H] 5xl0-6[M]
40°N, X 60° 1.5 1.77 1.67 1.96( ) 5 × : 78.5" 2 0 2 12 2 2 2 42
Table 2
I cos X LJL s[,klIzRadiopath/Distance _refl' N° fe
4050 Greece-Sofia/320 km 41.3 2 0.2 1.9
2831 Coburg-Graz/502 49.1 l 0.26 2
2775 Kiel-Neustrelitz1395 53.6 1.9 0.2 1.7
2775 Kiel-Panska Ves/520 52.5 I 0.2;0 1.5; 1.4
2614 Norddeich-_eustr./320 53.9 1.2 0.2;0 2.2; 1.I
1554 Nice-Roburent/80 44 1.5 0.2 1.5
1412 Prlstina-Sofia/170 42.7 I.I 0.2 1.4
1223 St, Zagora-So£ia/200 42.5 0.8 0.26 1.2
1178 l[orby-Kuhlungsb./218 54.9 0.8 0.2;0 1.7; 1.2
1730 Lindau AI 52.6 1.7 I 0.2 1.6
/"-_ Ushuaia AI -55 1.7 J 0.2l 2.2 j
CI+ £ormatiou rate in winter when t_peratures are higher and air densities
lower than in sLm_ner.
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SEASONAL CIIARACTERISTICS OF A_SOSPHERIC PLASMAAND _{EIR TRANSITIONS
E. A, Lauter
' Academy of Sciences of the GDR
Central Institute of Solar-Terrestrial Physics
Observatory of Ionospheric Research
DDR-2565 Kuhlungsborn, GDR
The main seasonal features of the middle atmosphere are arising from the
different dynamical basic states in winter and summer. The development of the
,: two controversial circulation syst,_s and the also different peculiarities of
transition between tht_a in spring and autumn create the completely dominant
seasonal variations in strato- and mesosphere. Even in the plasma structures of
the mesospheric D-region the seasonal variation is towering above the amplitudes
of extraterrestrial influences. Therefore, the conventional monitoring of the
D-reglon by radio wave propagation methods is still important for the explora- /
lion of atmospheric processes in mesosphere and lower thermosphere and the modes ,,
of action in the stratosphere. Due to the activities of the IGY and IQSY there ,'
are now available long series of such data for fliddleEurope (50"-60"N) in Iono-
spheric Bulletins of the ItPILindau (FRG), ZISTP-OIF Kuhlungsborn (GDR), de Bill
(Netherlands) and Uppsala (Sweden). From standard ionospheric soundin_, from AI
and A3 absorption measurements and from winds in the meteor region we known the
existence of significant seasonal D- and E-region effects, adhering to equally
significant structure changes in the neutral gas'in the height region from 20 to
IO0 ha.
/ _,_e have stz_arized results about such typical seasonal features in Figures
I and 2. Following at first the sectors of representation in Figure I we may
give.the following statements:
.;
1
/ (I) In raid-latitudes a pronounced increase of the occurrence probability of the ..
sporadic E-layer .exists in summer, lasting from the beginning of }layup to the
end of August (SPR_GER, 1981) (typical duration time (TDT) of the phenomenon .'"
130 days). . ..
(2) In the meteor-wind region there exists a regime, which can be described by
four seasonal periods (_PR_IGER et al..,1974; GREGORY etal., 1982): _wo wdst _
'wind periddscorrespond to the main development of the stratospheric circulation
systems. Representing the upper boundary of the _miform circulation from tropo- _ . .
sphere to mesosphere in.winter, rather stable we_t winds e_ist in the 90
.. ... region from late October towards March, culminating in intensity around winter .........
solstice (TDT 140 days). A second west wind period from flayto September
belongs to a fluctuating thermospheric circulation, existing Within and above
the cold summer mesopause, Two rather significant transition periods a_e
separating these two wind regimes. The moat pronounced oneis the wind reversal ....
in spring, i.e. east winds from flarch15 till Hay I0, with a maximum around
April IO. The second transition period occurs in autumn between early September
and late October with disappearing westerlies and calms in the zonal circula-
tion. Both transition periods are reacting, with significant phase changes in
the tidal wind components, on the d,.cresseor reversal of the zonal circulation
in the mesospheric wind system below.
(3) The most remarkable seasonal feature of the D-region is the ionization
enhancement in the height region from 80-100 kmj the winter anomaly, lasting in
our latitude from very late October up to the first days of }_rch (TDT 130
"" days). It is beat observed on frequencies around 1.8 _Iz (Figure Ic and Figure
2)_ which penetrate the whole D-region, when they are reflected at the bottom of
the E-layer. An incre=sed electron density gradient at the bottom of the D-
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_ Figure 1. a) Lower thermosphere: probability of E
occurrence; b) _eteor winds; c) Upper mesosphere
(86 k_), high frequency absorption (full line),
variation of EO content in respect to Autumn (dots);
d) Pressure at 80 km from rockets (full line) and
from VLF phase height (dots); e) Circt_npolar zonal
circulation at 30 mb; f) Planetary wave _mplitude
at 30 mb.
region accompanies this phenomenon, which is thought to be produced by an "'
enhanced content of nitric oxide in and above the winter-time cyclonic polar
, ...... • vortex. From low. frequency •phase beight..analysis we can find an.estimation for" ....
the seasonal trend of gO increase in 86 I_, relative to normal autt=n conditions
(LAUTER et al., 1983). .The dotted trend tn Figure le informs us that a NO . ...... ._
increase by a factor of 2.5 in this height-may describe-the anomalous ionization i.
around winter solstice. This extr_e ionization enhancement in winter is .... _i
" """ followed by an ionization deficit in spring, when on all frequencies (Figure 2) """ "'.""
an absorption minimum occurs. " .:f
• . . (4) In mid-latitudes the pressure at 80 k= undergoes n rather continuous varia-
tion as to be seen from rhe'Volgograd rocket results (Figure Id)." The winter
minim'_ of pressure corresponds to the maximu_ of the mesospheric circulation.
There is a rather fast transltion.towards a pressure maxi.r_u_-inspring(April),. ." =- • -. -.- - • •
shifLing to late }_arch with greater heights. Analyzed for the same height from \
VLF reflection height observations, the relative pressure variation (dotted \
trend in Figure Id) is in renarkable coincidence with the rocket results,
demonstrating also the spring maximum and the small but rather steady pressure
decrease over the whole summer up to October, when the drop towards winter level :_
becomes sharper, t
(5) The change of the basic states of the middle atmosphere is, of course, seen _-
\
best in the circumpolar zonal circulation, expressed in Figure le in terms of
the gradient of the 30 mb level between 50°N and the pole (geopotential meters
per degree of latitude). It is easily seen that the westerlies in winter are
rather steeply decreasing towards spring, defining a mean reversal date to
easterlies of April 2 for the last 25 years. Contrarily, the autumn reversal is
much smoother and more precisely at the very end of August. That means that the
winter status of the stratosphere has a typical duration time of 215 days in
comparison with the stnnmerstatus of 150 days. The latter is caused mainly by
the radiation transfer of the atmospheric ozone layer and defines the decoupling
of meso- and stratospheric energetics from the lower atmosphere. The wind
reversal dates in spring are widely fluctuating from year to year obviously in
- .connectionwith the quasi-biennia ! wave and preceding major stratospheric . . .= .
warmings, which generally retard the spring reversal (_ITZlt_ and LAUTER, 1982).
(6) As a further important parameter of the middle atmospheric dynamics we show
in Figure If for the 30 mb-level the mean annual trend of the planetary wave
amplitude (wave number I and 2) relative to its spring and autumn values. It
can be seen that the duration of strongly enhanced pl_netary wave ==nplitudes
(amounting to three times the equinox amplitude) is from the beginning of
November to the end of February (TDT : 120), comparable with the duration of
the winter anomaly. This par_neter normally increases rather steadily up to
mid-winter, but often fluctuates rather heavily afterwards, especially in
connection with stratospheric wannings.
._ Summarizing the results from Figure I we may say, that the annual trends of
'_ middle atmosphere parameters do inform us about significant seasonal variations
i '_ from the stratosphere upwards to the lower thermosphere, but the coupling
_': between the presented paraneters is not yet wel| explored. For example, we
expect indeed that the occurrence of sporadic E-layer is connected with wind
shears, but we have not yet detected a connection between E -layer and the
meteor winds. In the same way we have no clear connection _etween the tidal
structure of the meteor winds and the thermal regime of the mesosphere. On the
/ f:- other hand we know that a significant coupling exists from middle stratosphere
to the mesopause region in winter and spring. The development and intensity of
the ionospheric winter anomaly is dependent on the development and intensity of
the stratospheric-'mesospheric circumpolar cyclonic vortex. The winter anomaly,
i.e. the enhanced NO-content, disappears rather suddenly when the reversal of
the stratospheric wind syst_n occurs, during a major stratospheric warming event
as well as in spring. The coupling of the zonal winds in winter is also well
detectable up to the meteor region in winter.
Beside the dominating winter features in the middle otmosphere par_eters, ""
the significant transitions from winter to s,_mer state in this height region
have to be considered. We call these remarkable features the "spring
singularity" of the middle atmosphere, which includes:
- The final break-down of the cyclonic stratospheric vortex, i.e. the wind
reversal to strato- and mesospheric east winds.
- The disappearance of the upward propagation of plJnetary waves in the middle
stratosphere.
- The pressure maxim_n in lower and mlddle mesosphere.
- The total disappearance of the winter NO accumuli_tion in the D-region, a
significant minimum of ionospheric absorption.
- The well developed temporal reversal of zonal win_s in the meteor zone.
.\ _hese features of the spring singularity are repeated every year between
f
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aiddle of t~r~h anj ~~d of Apr.;. announcln~ Ih. deeouplinl of Ihe lay.ra froa
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fr-'1"rnclf'" Ih~ A) (210~ liLt> 1,·t.ll~tlIl·... 1 varUtH'" I. prurnl ""h ur.i.·. in
"inlrr ~~ ••r~rr L~d Dinl~ in .pr,r.~ and aulunn. On lOll flr~urnelr. (f • 200
,l,:&) a ·, .. 11 <! .. v.. I,,~rd .=M'r l"~t.I"'= of ablot P! Ion r~III" 1•• 1Inr. Iron K4y 10
:;q:I...,Lu (fDr • 1)0 d.ya). Thll rnhanc ..d .lr':~r Ibaorrtion 11 Clon ro""arkllbly
d ...... It'ped on 10\1 lind v("ry lov Irt''lu..nc I.... 'thi I d ( ..et of • vrry lov dectton
donuly I(r • .ltrnt at Ihe Wltl(>;\ (II tl;e {)-rr;:ioc il .Ire-arly dr-Ie-ctabl .. lit lunri ••
~ondjclo~. and i, I •• tl~t ov .. r IhC' full day. Srp.cAtrd by Ihe- l~rlnK
Oln,uhrlly. n... Hvcrul o( t". frrq"o:ney depC'nolC'c.ce of lono.phuic lIblorption
ia a Ii .. ry 'iF-nlf IClnl ir.tite'lor lor Iht> tCMtltir.iI [r01> "int .. r to .,.,.,...r I.,acon
in I .... D-re-t.ICln.
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' Berlin. fRG
The '_[iddle Atnosphere" it coupled to the troposphere durin_ winter because
planetary scale waves cnn propak•te uwards if the l,revailing winds are fro= the
west. It is during this ti_e of the year that the veil-known '_i_vinter
disturb_nceb" •re observed vhich ultl_.ately affect the vt:nle of the t:iddl_
Atnosphere. The _echant_ of these disturbances is not coDpletely understood
and it viii be one key probl_ to be studied within the t_P (t:iddle Atmosphere
_ro_rm).
The lard, e-scale circulation features up to the upper _._sos_here viii be
si_o_,-n in this paper to d_onstrate the synoptic-scale behsviour o£ the hi,winter
disturbances. 6round-based and satellite observations viii be €onbined.
The interannual vJriability of the disturbances will be discussed briefly
and it will be shotm that the QBO (Quasi _i(.nnial oscillation) of the equatorial
stratosphere appears to nodulate the p_anetary waves durin_ the northern
winterl, in the troposphere as well as in the i|iddle Atmosphere.
tribute I st_vs the course of the stratoayhetic te_.ratures or radiances
over the t:orth Pole during the |ass winter. 19B_/83. and three varying pulses
can be clearly distini:ui_hed. The_e var_in;; pulses _re also yell doc.-ented by
the rocketsondes l•_mched fens lieiss laI_nd/USSR. Figure 2. t_hile the data i
given in Figure I cover only the stratosphere, the rocketlonde data also show
the t_per•ture changes in the up_er stratosphere, if one considers the
s_tuation at the sa=e location and •t the _an_ ti=e.
.. The uidvinter disturbances •re caused by the _plification of the large
planetary-scale waves which propagate u_:rds fro_ the tro_o,-phere through the
stratos|_her_ into the upper r.esosphero. Tt,e horizontal patterns of these waves ..
are shown in Figures 3-6 for • gev selected days between 13 and 27 February.
1983, covering the last var=ing pulse, c£. Figure I.
_.q_ile the 30-_bar hei_.ht fields are based on radiosondes, t_e upper levels
are constructed using t ht_esses derived fron the _AHS e_eri_ent (_trato-
..... - • spheric "aud Hesospheric Sounder. onboard tli_bus 7). _he l.-_har heiKht
• " fields _re based on the SSU ex_eri=ent (Stratospheric Sounding L_nit. onboard the
_OAA satellites).
On February 13. 1983. Figure 3. the circulation was relatively u_disturbed
in the stratosphere _nd lower =esosphere, i.e., up to the 0.1--_bar level. _ut a
_inor var_in_ was present over Eastern Europe. •s indicated by the high radiance
values of Ch. 27 of the S_U. And consequently, an _nticyclone developed, cf.
the O.Ol'_har chart in Fi_.ure 3, which accounts for a period with winds fron the
east in the 90-100 _ retina over Central Europe. am indicated by the low
_ frequency ion drift _easur_ents of the CoIL_ Observatory. cf. Fir.ure 7. then
t co._paring the Col_-dsta vith the O.Ol-_bar charts, one has to keep in hind that
the ptsnetary-_cale vave_ usually are sloping westwards with height and that the
Coll,-data belong to a re_ion about 1._ k_ aUove the O.Ol-_bar level.
i At the e_e tire the winds were frot_ the vest in the v_lo. layer between
58-E_. _ over Canada. as re_orted by the partial reflection radar of
_askatchevan. of. Figure 7.
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/-- On 25 February, Figure 4, the third warming pulse of the winter developed,
of. Figures I and 2, and its influence is clearly noticeable in the mesosphere.
Winds fro_ the east were observed again over Central Europe at about 95 km, and
also over Canada at about 60 _nd 70 k_, of. Figure 7. llerethe wind speed had
decreased considerably since 13 February, well in agreement with the nov_nent
and weakening of the polar vortex.
On 27 February the stratospheric warming reached its peak, Figure 6, wlth
the reversal of the temperature gradient in the stratosphere, concurrently with _-
a cooling in the mesosphere. T_ resulting height fields, Figure 5, also dis-
play a reversal of the circulation in the upper stratosphere over the polar !
. . . • • • region. The circulation over Ct_trat Europe was do.Snared by a _eparate _nti-
cyclone and the very strong winds fron the north reported by the Col L_ i"
Observatory (not aho_) azree with the slope of the anticyclone, Figure 5. The
varying winds over Canada (of. Figure 7) agree with the rather comptex circula-
tion syat_=_s, Figure 5.
Attempts have been r_ade to show that the large-scale circulation in the
nesosphere is sinilar to the well-known circulation in the stratosphere and that
it is possible to study these chrmgez synoptically. For such studies ground-
based observations of winds and tc'=peraturescan give an i_portant input to the
analyses, in addition to the satellite data. llowever, for the synoptic _nalyse8
vhich concentrate on the large-scale circulation, it is necessary that the
prevailin_ winds (or t_nperatures) are tradeavailable, after the tides have
bee_ rcz_oved.
The inter_nnual variabil[_y o£ the _[d_inter disturbances _l very larBe.
Figure 8, particularly in the capability of the disturbances to develop in:o so-
: c_lled "F!ajor warmings" (* in Figure 9), i.e., to penetrate into the middle
Figure 6. Ct_rts o£ r_per_tures (K) retrieved fro=
_easure_ents of the SAI_5 aboard t!I}'_US 7 (courtesy
Clarendon Laboratory, University of Oxford, UK)
(fro= KAUJOI_A'£et at, 1983).
u I u
,.o
I
!
o
_iSu_'e7. a) Preva_lin_ zor_l rinds (= s-l) around 95 km over :iddle (51_,13£)
and vestern (53N,2N) Europe measured by lay frequency ion drift (courtesy Geo-
physical Observatory Coll_, GDR) and by raeteor radar (courtesy Physic_1 Dept., ".
Univ. of Sheffield, UK), respectively; b) Zonal rinds (m s-i)over Canada (52ti.
107W) at three layers (58-66 k_nlayer daily means, 76-84 k_ layer tidally . "'
corrected) measured by partlal re£1ecCien radar (courtesy University of. ....
Saskatchevan, Saskatoon, Ce.nada) (from NAUJOF..ATet al., 1983). . :.,.o . •
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Figure 9. _intern of Figure 8 are grouped accordiu_
I:o the case of the zonal rinds at. the 50-_bar
level over the equator (update, LABITZKE, 1982).
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' stratosphere _nd to lead to a breakdown of the polar vortex. It is not under-
i._ stood why the winters do develop so differently. One possible explanation
appears to be connected with the qBO of the stratospheric winds over the
tropics. If one groups the winters according to the equatorial 50--_bar winds in
llovember/December, one can find "Hajor warnings" (*) during 57Z of the winters
• belongin_ to the easterly category, but only during 24Z of the winters belonging
. to the westerly category. Figure 9. And these 24Z are winters very close to the
solar _xintm. (Of course, not _nough cases are yet available to put any
significance to this result.) But the _hole pheno_enon is very interesting asi it sngRests that the _tratospheric QBO over the tropics modulates the polar
;.. winters, probably through a =adulation of the planetary-scale waves of the whole
middle atmosphere. This will surely be one i_portant subject to be studied
within the }_P.
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SPRING GIANGEOVEROF THE HIDDLE ATMOS_IERE CIRCULATION
COMPAREDWI_I ROCKET WIND DATA UP TO 80 KM
G. EntzianI, D. A. Tarasenko2, and E. A. Lauter !
• I - Academy of Sciences of the GDR
, Central Institute of Solar-Terrestrial Physics
Observatory of Ionosphere Research
BDR-2565 Kuhlungsborn. CDR
2 - USSR State Committee of Nydrology and Control of Natural Environment
Central Aerological Observatory
Dolgoprudny, lloscowRegion. USSR
The middle atmosphere circulation is governed by two seasonal basic states
in winter and sus=ner,t_ice a year separated by relatively shortlived reversal
periods. In this paper we will deal with these seasonal basic states of
circulation and the spring changeover period between them.
Figure l gives the height profile of the mean zonal wind in winter
(December/January) and su=mer (June/July) as measured by rockets at Volgograd
(USSR) completed by ionospheric wind measurements in about 95 Ionheight
(Kuhl_cgsborn and Collm. GDR; SPRENGER et al., 1974). In winter a uniform west-
wind system exists from the stratosphere up to the lower thermosphere. Yhe
msximu_ wind velocity of 70 m/s is attained at the height of 50 Pan. In st_mmer
there is an eastwind system from the stratosphere up to the upper mesosphere. A
maxim,_ of wind velocity of 55 m/s is attained in 70 km. but above 85 km again
westwind is established. For comparison, Figure 1 shows also results of CIRA 72
for 50_N. In this reference atmosphere the the winter wind maximtra is indeed
placed at the correct height, but with I00 m/s it is much too intense. Because
CIRA for ,Jintermonths uses only values of Europe and western Asia a longitude
effect should be negligible. Nevertheless, in order to estimate a possible
longitude effect the single values at 40 and 50 kra height indicate the menn
zorml wind (circles) and the mean zor_l wind plus the contribution of planetary
waves (k=l end 2; stars) to the zonal wind _t the longitude of Vol_ograd,
derived from a harmonic analysis of US-satellite data (NASA) for December/
• January 1974/75 and 1975/76. From the mean of these two winters only, the
actually measurod zonal wind is already well represented. Also this result
emphasizes that these CILIAvalues are too high.
During su:=ner,the stratospheric zon_l wind is well reflected by CIRA, but
the mesospheric wind maximnm after ClRA is too low by about 7 km and too weak by
about 15 m/s. The lower thermospheric wind values are again relatively well
represented by ClRA.
The basic states of geopotential height =t 30 mb and their change from one
into the other can be seen in Figure 2 for 50°N (latitude mean) and the North
Pole. Lo_er heights at the North Pole than in medium latitudes, as in winter,
indicate westwind, higher heights, as in st=nmer,indicate eastwind. The change-
over from one state to the other is defined by the crossover of both curves.
Its time is determinebl_ with an accuracy of one day, not only in the case o[
this 13-year mean (_57-i_79) but in general also for actual single years.
Figure 3 sho_s the reversal dates defined in this way of the 30 _b level since
195Bo The mean reversal date of these 25 years is April 7 with a relatively
high variability of _!_.5 days.
An effect of the quasi biennial oscillation can obviously be seen from the
alternation of early and late reversals between 1958 and 1967 and again after
I
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Figure I. Heau zonal wind from Volgograd rocket
data (48.7°N; 44.4 °E) during the seasonal basic
states:+winter (Dec., Jan.), x summer (june, July)
in co=parison with CIRA 72 values (c) and US satel-
lite data (o Dean zonal wind; * mean zonal wind
: plus contribution by planetary waves to zonal wind;
and during the spring changeover period ('). The
experir.ental data at 95 km are from ionospheric
drift measurements at the obsertatories Kuhlungs-
born (54.1° •N, II.8°E) and Coll_ (51.3°N; 13.0°E).
/
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Figure 2. Seasonal variation of the heiqht of the
30 mb level at 50°N zonal average and at the
North Pole. Monthly mean values from 13 years
(1967-1979). The dashed parts are extrapolations
of the autu=n and spring branches of the cu_es,
as an estimated behaviour without stratospheric
warming effects.
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1977. The difference of reversal dates of consecutive years can attain more
than one month! Since 1958 a secular trend to earlier reversal dares D (- day-
number)
D = -0•52 Y * 132.8
' (Y = the last two digits of the year) can be observed. Of course this trend can
only be the expressien of a long-time climatic variation, and at some time the
trend will end o_ even change the direction. Between 1958 _ad 1980 the above
-regression is statistically significant by more than 95 per cent, but when
including the late reversals of 1981 and 1982 the trend is no ]onger algnifi_.ant
The small rectangles in Figure 3 indicate periods of late-winter zonal wind
reversals. It can be recognized, that in general a late winter Ronal wind
reversal is followed by a delayed final reversal. For 13 winters wi_.houtwind
reversals, the r_ean final reversal date is Hatch 29, whereas for 12 winters with
wind reversals, the mean fir_alreversal dare is April 15. That meane the
occurrence of a late-winter zonal wind reversal tends to delay the final spring
changeover by an average of 17 days in the 30 mb level•
Al_ri!
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Figure 3. Spring reversal dates of the 30 mb level (.)
and the occurrence times of the spring ionization _.
minimum in the lower ionosphere (o). The rectangles
indicate periods-of late winter zonal wind reversals.
Figure I also shows the mean zonal wind height profiles for the laet Harch
decade and the three April decades (centered at 25th March. 5th. 15th and 25th
April). At the end of Harch the seasonal changeover begins in the =esopause
region and within the next 20-30 days it comes dowa ro the middle stratcsphere.
With the position of the observing points mentioned above, this result refers to
the longitude sector of central and east Europe nnd to a latitude of about 50"N.
Around the middle of April the lower thermospheric east wind attains its most
intense value. After that time it breaks dotraand changes again to westwind,
which is then maintained during sumner.
Figure 4 investigates if the ciassificatlon of "early" or "late" spring
changeover in the 30 mb level is valid for the whole height p_ofile. For this
purpose the mean of zonal wind profiles were eva]nated for 4 "_arly" years • •
t1974, 75, 78, 80) and for 4 "late" years (1967, 68, 69, 70). In the 4 years of
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Fi£ure 4. Hun 10M 1 wind \lroHht (~&:l of 20 day I
in rach y~ar c~n~er~d to the givtft dat~) over
Volr.or.rld. conplettd by ionolpheric drift ~alure­
emu at 9~ \..., frOQ ':uhlu:lg,born and Colta, in
the cuu of 4 yeaTa with lat~ A.",d 4 yUTI witb
early Ipricg char.p;eovorr in the lOllAl ltVua,e of
the )0 =~ leval (aee ri&ur~ ).
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Nearly" ca.e the celn chanreover date of the )0 ob level (I. ~iven in Fi!ure J)
il ~~rch 11, and in the ~late~ ca'e it i. April 21. i.e. a difference of a~ut
one conth. After Vol~o&rad rocket datI thr,. rever'll. It the height of 2) ~
(about 30 ",b) take plac" on Avul 11 and ....\y 2. re'I"'ctivll'ly, Le. a diUennce
of only 15 d.y •• Thi, ~ller di!f~renc~ cay be In effect of the 10n6itude of
\'oh;o~rad, but in Ipite of thi. ~l1er effect 1n tli., dlta of Volgograd the
"elrly" and "late" CaGel CM bl!' recovered in a1l:0.t all heilthtl up to the lover
theroo.phftre and C&n be identified alrl!'ldy .l~ut one nonth before the actual
rl"Yuul froa wrat- to rast ... ir.d in tbe atratol\,here by ...eSlvind velocitiel being
'nailer 'in' the ellrly cue than in the late cue.
~ecau.e th~ Ipriog rrveraal proce.lel Ire r~16tiYely uniforQ froD the
.trato'phcre up to the heightl of the lover iOOQ.phpre ~ influence on the i~co­
.pheric \,1.6eA .hould be e~~cted. froa ~round-ba.ed ab.orption and ~h••e
heitht cealur.~eot' it i. ~~ova that the electron denlity va ••el throu&h a
di.tulct giniDIn auring .vuog (UCtER and UlTZ1}JI, In). the occurance tice
of thi. Dinio,"" 'I.'f:&t!lt. cODparilon vith the rt'vernl datu. The rc.uttl can
be aern in Figure 3. f~th p.r~elera arc .i~nific.ntly () 99.9 per cent)
correlAted vith a corrdation cod(icieot of r • 0.6. like in tht cue of final
wind ~ever.al. the occurrrnce ti~e. of the ionil.tion Dinir~ are al.o delayed in
cln' of preceding late vinter ... ind rcveruh: 10 tlle r:.o.:\ of the 13 cailt'.
without vin.! rcveruh the i"ni~.tion ",ini."", occurl at I'~rch 24, in th" toelll of
the 12 ca.el vith vind revertala it occur. at April 5, i.e. 12 dlya lIter.
TI,,, rtoult. conti ..... th .. Irlt ..... "nt cad" earlier (UCTrP pt Ill., 1916) that
durinr. wintt'r II dy=ical couplio& lIetv",,,n dilferent layerl eltiul in the .. iddle
ateoapllerc fro~ the Itrlto'\,h"rc up to tl,e lover then:oaphere, dnd that thie
couplinC continuel till the final .prin& rever'"l. ,
I.
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L&RGE-SCALEWINTER-TIHZ DIST_RIt.A._CESIN I_'_EOI WINDS O"?E_
CI:_TZAL At,tOEAsrrJ_ EUROPE
K. H. Creisiger
Central Institute of Solar-Terrestrial Physics
Observatory of Ionosphere Research
, DDR-2565, Kuhlungsborn. GD_
¥u. I. Portnyagln and I. A. Lysenko
USSR State Comittee of liydro=eteoroloRy and Envlrot_ental Control
Institute of Experir_ental Meteorology
Obninsk, USSR
As it is well known, in winter a predominant vesterly circulation exists in
middle and high latitudes from the stratosphere up to the mesopause region _80-
100 km), driven by the stratospheric polar west wind vortex. Sudden strato-
spheric wamtngs lead to disturbances or even to a breakdown of this vortex with
- occurrence of easterly winds (LABITZEE. 1981). Such large-scale circulation
disturbances can be 0sen in pressure maps up to metospheric heights (IIAUJOKAT et
al.. 1983). }_reover, in the mesopsuse region similar circulation disturbances
in periods with stratospheric warnings are also knotra for a long tim from
taeteor wind and ionospheric drift results (PORTNYAGII! and SPRII_GER. 1978). In
the present report we investigate daily zonal wind data of the four Pre-FAP-
winters 1978179 to 1981182 obtained over Central Europe (station Kuhlungsboro,
54.1*N/II.B'E) and Eastern Europe (state Obninsk. 55"NI38"E) by the radar meteor
method (D2). Available t(nperature end satellite radiance data of the middle 4
and upper stratosphere are used for cooparison, an yell as wind &its from Canada
.... (SHITH et al., 1982). The existence or non-existence of coupling betwee'a the
• "'° observed large-scale zonal wind disturbances in the upper mesopause region (90-
100 Inn) and corresponding events in the stratosphere it discussed.
i " An anslysis of wind disturbances in khe 90-100 Inn level above Central
Europe in the first Pre-HAP--vinter 1978179 has been already published on the
basis of 02 wind results of the station Kuhiungsborn and ionospheric drift (Ol)
l results of the station Colin (GREISIGER et al., 1979). These results will be
• st.-.-_=arized here only with inclusion of D2 wind data frota the station OLminsk in
Eastern Europe. An sb.o_m in Figure I in January and February 1979 three
i distinct large scale reversals of the xonaI prevailing wind (V) in 90-100 I_ "--took place as t_entured bY the D2-_ethod at guhitmgsborn nnd Obn°insk as well as
• " " " ' " ' by the Dl--t=ethod at ColLm (3-days running means are used for smoothing, applied
to all winters). In the stratosphere an intense warming of the polar regionstarted after 21 January, proceeding in three pulses and leading to a total
breakdown of the circLtnpolar vortex ('Major stratospheric wsr_ing") on 23
February (LABITZKE. 1979). The three wind reversals st 95 k:= occurred so._e days
in advance of the peaks of tile wnrvi__._ pulses at the 4 mbar level (S_J Ch 26
data), which in turn occur a l':ttle earlier than the peaks in lO -.bar tempera-
ture above the l_orth Pole (of. Figure 1). Xhe period of strongest East wind in
the 90-100 kta level around 25 February coincided rather well with the breskdotrn
of the Polar vortex in the stratosphere, suggesting a strong coupling between
the stratosphere and the =esopause region during this t_ajor stratospheric
warming event.
€
As reported by SHITI1 et al. (1982), the zonal circulation in the ,-esosphere
L and menopause region in this winter above Canada, observed at Ssskatoon (52"N,
104*W) by the Dl-_ethod (partial reflection), did not show a close coupling.
There was no reversal near 25 February. Such different beh_viour on large
scale, however, can be understood throut:h the longitudinal as)aazaetry in the
I
,,/
'
vertical propagation of planetary raves, _hich very probably are the prltutry
cause of th_ coupling.
/ In rinser 19791g0 several circulation disturbances took place again as seen
in the zonal prevailing rind data V° of Obnins_ and Euhlungsborn (Figure 2).
f For comparison the situation in the stratosphere is characterized in Figure 2 by
the tmperature of the IO nbar level end satellite IR radiance data of 4 and 1.7
mbar ver the llorth Pole (LAEITZKE et l., 1980). Fro_ 10 January up to 20
[_ February 1980 in the upper stratosphere (4 and 1.7 =bar level) several '_inOr
_armings" occurred, vhereaa in the _iddle stratosphere (lO =bar) the t_perature
. above the l_orth Pole vas nearly equal or lover than the long-tens _e_ values
(Figure 2). A_ 9_ P_ rind reversals _erc observed above Central and Eastern
Europe around 12 and 24 January folloved by a recovery of the Nest rind circula-
tion sod a nov veskening after 10 Fehruary. Sianultaneous Dl-_aind _easurc_ents
t Sasks:oon also shov sever l.rind disturbanc s but not uith such s clot_
| to_t_ral connection as for the European region. The =esopause region above
Europe setnasfavorable to indicate large scale _inter-time disturbances of the
pressure field and corresponding _ind tield, as already sho_n lor the major
stratvsrm effect in the first Pre-HAP-vinter. At the end of February a '_sjor
varming" of the vhole stratosphere took places as seen in Figure 2 by sharp
i peaks of the radiances _nd the t_perature above the Pole. The zonal rind in
the =esopau_e region nov _ertas to be disturbed simultaneously over the vhole
Northern Itemitphere vlth East rinds over Europe (Obninsk, Figure 2) and also
above Canada around 29 February.
z _ In the third Pre-_P-uinter 1980/81, the stratosphere showed an extreme
behsviour (LABITZKE et al., 1981). _eglnning vith the end of I;ov_ber, strong
cooling took place in the polar middle _tratosphere, reaching temperatures in
Decmber end in the first half of January substantially below the long-ten_ =e_n
; values, as shams in Figure 3 for the IO mbar level. By the end of January a
, sudden and very etrong running began first in the upper polar stratosphere and s
few days later in the 10 mbar loyal (of. Figure 3). $o the rinser 19E0181 in
the _tratosphere can be clearly divided into tvo psrt_, viz., a quiet period up
to 20 January _nd a highly disturbed period after 20 January. In the uesopause
t
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region, as could be expected fro= earlier wiuter_, the tonal vi_d in this second I
. past of the winter vas alto very disturbed.
During the v.azimu: of the stratospheric warming at the end of Jmauary/
' beginning of February 1981 the strong zonal westerlies at 9.$ k_ decreased
rapidly and reversed to East wind, practically simultaneously above Central and
; Eastern Europe (Figure 3), and also above Canada. This confirms the large-scale
character of the disturbance cod the close coupling with the stratospheric _-
i vat:Sag ev(mt. The fir.t part of the winter 19_O181. though rather quiet with . •
extremely low tt_per'atures iu the polar stratosphere _hoved several disturbances
o£ the zorml wind in the t_escpause region, not lets intense as during the _tjor
stratospheric war=Sag. As skown in Figure 3, ait_ulttmenus reversals to East
wind above Central and Eastern Europe occur in l;ove_aber _nd Decrtaber, sad a
rapid weakening o£ the _est wind shortly before 20 J_nuary. £ven stronger
di=turbances with revereals were observed at Saskatoon at 93 k_ at about the
sa._e periods. That t:esaa that in the first part of the winter 1980181 the zonal
circulation in the t_enopau_e region is highly disturbed in a large-scale t:anner,
though the polar stratosphere was rather quiet. One csa conclude that the_e
disturbances are probably connected with processes in the t_esosphere or in the
_egopause region itself. Soce indication we hgve fro= the radiance data (Figure
, 3), which show trot: Itove_',*r to January to_e little warming peaks which are
higher at 1.7 tabar (44 k_) than at 4 tabar (38 k=).
In January and beginning of February 1981. re=arknble vnve-llke variations
! o1 the zorml wind at 9_ k_ with large e_plitudes, very similar at both vtationa,
, Yarn observed. Xhey ,era to be connected with corresponding variations o£ the
"'" I "
dominant stationary planetary temperature wave TI in the stratosphere at 60*N
(cf. Figure 3). In this respect the stratospherxc temperature field was
disturbed already before the major warning event (_._plification o_ wave I as a
precondition of a major stratospheric war_ing, LABITZKE (1981), and an influence _.
• _ . . ,up to, t_e 95 km level at medi_ latitudes se_a to exist.
The fourth Pre-HAP--_inter 1981/82 is in some respecte similar to the second
on_. In mid-December a wa_ing in the upper stratosphere (4 and 1.7 mbar) with
' simultaneous cooling in the middle end lower stratosphere was observed (NAUJOKAT
et al., 1982) (cf. Figure 4). The zonal wind at 95 k= over Europe is strongly
! disturbed in December with values below the long-term mean values and some short
periods of East winds. In Jnnuary in the polar stratosphere a strong '_inor
warming" occurred (NAUJOKAT et al.. 1982) with two pulses in the radiances (1.7
and 4 mbar) and 10 mbsr t_pcrature around I0 and 25 January (Figure 4). In
coincidence with the stronger second pulse we observe an almost simultaneous
revereal of the zon_l wind above Central and Eastern Europe with _n East wind
period up to the beginning of February. At Saskatoon at the _me time a
reversal down to 62 _ was recorded which shows the large-scale character of
thie wind disturbance in connection with the strong '_inor warming". !
[
• . SN--m_ri_in_ our r._ult$ one c_n say that in winter during '_ajor warmings"
owzousty a c_o.e couptzng exists betwe_m the stratoepnere and the _esopanse
region. The temporal and spatial relation betvecn the event_ in both
atmospheric layers can be understood only with informations about the vertical i
_ propagation of the pertinent planetary waves as a primary cause of the coupling. ;.
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Figure 4.
l_ot much less in_ense large-scale zonal wind disturbances in the r-enopause
region were obnerved during l,_riods of relatively quiet or even extremely "
; typical winter condition_ in the vtratosphere. The cause of these disturbances
io not clear; it has probably to be sought in the mesosphere or in the mesopause
region itself.i
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VIIF-RADAR OBSERVATIOI_SIN THE STPATOSI_ERE _D HESOSHIERE
DURINGA _ATOSHIERIC _ARHING
R. Ruster, P. Czechovsky and G. Sch=idt
Max Planck Inf.titute of AeronorQy
3411 Katlenburg-Lindau, FRG
K. Labitzke
Her eorological Institute
Free University
IN00 _erlin 33, FRG
The SOUSY-VHF-Radar (Int. 51"N, long. 10*E) was used to carry out measure-
merits during minor and a major _tratospberic varmlng in February and Karch
1980, respectively. Echoes have been received from the stratosphere up to an
7 altitude of about 30 k_ continuously during day and night, whereas echoes fro_
the =esosphere were restricted to the daytime and occurred sporadically at
different heights within the altitude range from 60 k_ to 90 km. The three-
di=ensior_l velocity vector has be_ derived fro= Doppler measure_ents nude in
three different antenna beeza directions with a height resolution o_ 1.5 km. In
particular the results obtained during disturbed condition, show the change of
the zonal winds at _esospheric heights fro= westerly to easterly. A spectral
analysis reveals a diurnal and a weaker se=idiarnal tide of the zonal wind
co_ponent.
This paper has been published in full in: J. Atmoa. Terr. Phys., _.__, 161,
1198_).
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GIAI_CES Ilq Tile OZONE C_|TI_T O_ER £_NT_.L EUROPEDURING REVERSALS
OF STP,ATOSHIERIC CIRCULATION IN LATE WINTER
C. Entzian
,. Academy of Sciences of the GDR
Central Institute of Solar-Terrestrial Physics
Observatory of Ionosrhere Research
DDR-2565 Kuhlungsborn. GDR
K. H. Grasnick
Meteorological Service of the GDR
Nain Heteorological Observatory
DDR-1500 Potad_. CDR
A euperposed-epoeh analysis during late winter zonal wind reversals was
carried out from /g-year observation series (1963-1980) of the meridional gas-
: potential height gradient in the 30 mb level (latitude me_n) and of the ozone
content over central Europe.
Figure In gives the mean seasonal variation of the meridional geopotential
height gradient be.*veen 50°N and the North Pole. This parameter is positive
during winter, indicating vest wind, whereas it is negative during str-mer.
!_ indicating east vie_. In ro_e late winters the meridioval grndient breaks down
to low. sometimes even to negative, values, as for 1977 (dotted curve). Such
break-downs are connected with stratospheric warnings. The beginning of these
i decreases of the meridional gradient, exactly the first day of decreasing
" ' : during a period which later attains negative values, was taken as key day of the ,
subsequent supe.rposed-epoch analysis. Figure Ib gives the variance of the
geopotential height along the 50°N latitude circle. Zt represents in an
integral form the deviation of the wind from a circle_polarzonal flea _
(with _ = the r_plitude of the k-th planetary wave) i.e._ a measure which we
may cal_ planetary wave activity. BecauSe the _nplitudes of waves k > 5 can be
neglected_ o describes mainly the activity of the first 3 modes of planetary
waves.
: Figure 2a shov_ the result of the superposed epoch-analysis o£ 8 cases as
given in Table I.
Table I. Key days of the superposed epoch analysis.
January 14. 1963 January 5. 1971
February 12, 1966 January 19, 1973
January 2. 1968 January 3, 1977
December 26, 1969 February 14. 1979
The curve throuzh the dots represents the deviation of the meridional
height gradient between 50*N and the _orth Pole fro_ its mean seasonal
variation. The gradient decreases and about 12 or 13 days after the key day it
attains a minimum of 20 zeopoteutlal metres per degree latitude belov the normal
mean value. The curve of open circles represents the same par_eter but between
40" and 60"N, it attains 11 gpm/deg, lat. below normal, about 20 days after the
key day. If we fornslly convert the meridiousl gradient iuto zor._l rind. ve get
a reduction of the west wind by 13 m/s and IC m/a for the mean latitudes of 70"N
and 50°H_ respectively. After a recovery phase normal values are obtained
',_ •
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Figure I. Hean _easonal variation at the 30 mb level
(1967 - 1979) of
a) the meridional geopotential height gradient be-
tween 50 o N and the North Pole;
b) the variance of the geopot_ntial height along
_ the 50° N latitude circle.
_ 10
a_
_ f._P_]o.
_ t Figure 2. Superposed-eroch analysis of" 8 caseE of late wint zon l wind
il reversals between 1963-1980.a) deviation of the _eridional height
_" gradient at 30 mb betwe_ 50°N and
the North Pole from the mean
. . ." .... " " '_#m] "0 seasonal variation (dots) andbetween 40 ° and 60°N (open circles);
b) deviation of the variance (plane-
-50. tary wave activity) fron _he mean
seasonal variation;
c) deviation of the ozone content over
-I00. Central Europe from the mean season-
30' al variatio, (curve); deviation
of the _onthly mean of the 8 cases
from the long time monthly mean of
_0 20" the ozone content over the tropics
U] (Kodalkanal: dashed horizontal bar,
'" _ _' c: _uancayo: full horizontal bar).
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between the _0-th and 60-th day after the key day. Figure 2b shows the
behavlour of planetary wave activity. About ten days before the peak of the
zonal wind reduction, o attains a relative maximtm and then decreases till the
30-th day, reducing the normal planetary wave activity by almost I00 gee-
potential retres. Figure 2c gives the deviation of the ozone content over
Central Europe from its mean seasonal variation (Beau latitude of the 8 stations
used: 50°N). _t increases and attains a maximum of 27 D.U. (i.e. about 8 per
cent) above the nor=el valre, about one month after the key day. This ozone
maxim_n occurs 10 days after the zonal wind minim,-- and almost simultaneously
with the minimtm of the planetary wave activity. Because the key days concen-
trate between the end of January and the middle of February, the ozone effect
must be detectable in the seasonal variation, too. Figure 3 gives the seasonal
variation of the ozone content over Central Europe with and without zonal wind
reversals. In the mean of January to April the ozone content is indeed higher
by 18.6 D.U. if:years with zonal wind reversals than in the years witho.,t.
According to the t-test this difference is significant by more than 99.9
percent,
#50 'i' ' _ l _ J _ , .... J ' J _ J
fl _ _€inter_€//hMra:rmrm
#:" :. 7_.60
;./i ,?50
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Figure 3. Seasonal variation of the ozone content
! over Central Europe with and without late winter
zonal wind reversals;
In Figure 2c the deviation of the monthly mean from the long tim_ monthly
I mean of the ozone content over the tropics (stations Kodaikanal 12°N and
Huancayo lO°S) is given for the month before and for the month with the wind
reversal at medium latitudes. In the month before the wind reversal, there is
no significant difference to the norma_ value, but in the month wit_,wind
_eversals the ozone content is significantly (on the 95% level) reduced at both
stations by 5 D.U. in the mean, i.e., 2.1 per cent below normal. This result
can be interpreted as an increase of meridional ozone transport from the tropics
to middle latitudes during late win er zonal wind revers ls. We have already
found such opposite behaviour of the ozone content between the tropics andI.
middle latitudes in the long-time ozone tr_nd of the sixties and seventies, in
I , the solar cycle and in the quasi-biennial-oscillation (ENTZIAN and GRASNICK,
1981). /lowit is shown also in periods of some weeks, and in all these cases the
L meridional transport seems to be the connecting link.
I" :. After a theoretical investigation by ROOD (1982) the meridional ozonei transport by diabetic circulation is supported by planetary wave transport
t during stratospheric warmings. In the case of a strong stratospheric warming,
I Rood expects a decrease of the tropic ozone content by more t_m 15 per cent,
"figure 4. K.v.hir.'. throreti,.l relult.
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wbich i. qualitAtively in Q&r ..~ent vith our experiLeotnl re.ult. Generally in
coct~rorAry theorie. the 010~~ inere••e io Diddle latitude. duric~ .tr.lO-
apheric v.reicr.a il explained by .nh~n~ed efficirncy of rlanetary VAve trAn'-
rort, •• ~., r.A~MII~' (1982). figure 4 Ihova ~o.ahiru'. th ..oretic~l re.ult.
converted IDto a fOrD co~~,r.ble with our re.ultl. After a dlcturbanee at the
lero d.y. pl.~et.ry wav.~ k • 1 and 2 at 22.5 lc (near ~h" ~O ~b l~el u.ed by
ut) nduce the lonal •• ioo1 1'7 eote tlU:I 30 c/., lhe r.i:.lillll.D of 10Ml ... ind brine
reached at the 30th day. i.e •• about 10 dlly. hter thAo", ('ur 'Irt"ril:'~ntal rCiult
for ~O·". CDe week belore the zor~1 ... icJ Dinic.~. ~Mvahir~'. placetary ...ave_
activity at 22.5 b (VIl'I.. k • I linel 2) eneinl 4 l:al<i",lI:, .nd Hirtultenel'ualy the
010~ contmt attaine l.leD A Co1kica. of aoout 70 0.1'. ,1-0"(0 nt'n:l4l. A. to the
tice of DIone ~l<i:~, kavll~ira'. f ...ult. are in go~d a~re~.. nt vilh ourl.
thouth hie ~xi..~ ill t"ice or thru' ti.,.... lar~er. Our rxp.. ri:;(,:3tal dela on
pl"netary ....ve activity, howHer, lea:! to a theoretil:lIlly l'!.''')Crect.cd r"lult,
beeaul.. \Ie hnd, that the clone !'1l1li."c i. attain..d durinI'll .. illir>IL- of that
parnc"t~r. Therefore it ~y ~.. &u~r.el\e~ that. if plen .. tary v.Vel are
rc.I'On •• bl~ for th~ ad:litiOn3l ~rldior~l o:one traneporl during Itratoaphrric
varminkl, thi. trAnlport hal to take pl~ce at t~i&h~1 oth .. r than thOle up to the
o::one ~.•ui~<n in the Diddle latitull....
Fotli,n, C. an~ ~. n. Crll~Dick (1981). Z. f. ~eteorol., 31, 322.
fovahir4, ~. (1982), J. Heeeorol. £oc. Japan, 60, 831.
Rocd. P.. B. (1982). The ef!e:t of ttraloe,heric vareing. on the zonal ~&n
oron.. ci~ztril;uLion, Paper no. srr IV, 3.7, pr.aented at XXI\' cosrAll Plenary
~ ...etiog. Ottava.
The 30 cb data vere td,..u frolD Hetrorologiache Abhandll4"1gen, Ta&liche
U"h:Durtl'tl der 30 cb fI.ch", IDltitut fur II ..teorologie der helm Vniv .. raitct. _
8e:rI i n.
The clone data wtor .. taken fro1:1 OZOfif' d.st. for the "orld, publ. by the
Ateoll'heric F.nviro[!:lI'nt Service. Dept. ot tl:e lnvironr.rnt. in co-operaci"n with
the \.~. Dovnlview. Ontario. C.1nllda.
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SO_ ASF£CT$OF G_IERALCIROJLATIOH/d_DTID£S [_ _1£ RIDDLEATMOSFIIER£
A. I. lvanovsky
State Ce.-mittee of llydro_eteorolosy and
Control of the Natural £nvirora:ent
, Hoscov. USSR
7r_ 80 L_ altitude upwards, a change in the character of moan zonal
' circulation co=pared with stratospheric _ad _esospheric circulation has been
c_serve_ by t_any investigators. Firstly, in radio .eteor sounding data (rum an
gver_gc level near 95 k_ in niddle latitudes, a _ai-annusl wind variation yam
tound, hrhile in the _ain mvasons (su_er and winter) a westerly wind ia
ub._r_ed here, in the interteasor_l periods the wind weakens sharply or even
rever_ts into easterly ui_d. T_ circulation gestures of the _eteor sane have
been discussed in detail in the uonograph by POETNYJ_GI)!sad SP_IG£R (1978).
The recently available possibilities to obtain vertical pzofilem of the wind
frc_ radio _eteor data in the altitude range 80-110 k= have shorn that the
features of annual variation at 95 _ reflect a sign reversal of the circulation
near 100 t_a. _ile below £0 k= a westerly circulation is found in wi_ter, and;
, an easterly circulation in steer, above 100 k= _he circulation is easterly in
l winter and westerly in sL_--.er This can be clearly seen in Figure I. taken (r_
, the monograph by gO_IH and CAIG£ROV(1981). The fact o( this circulation
, _ reversal in itmelf vas not surprising, mince it had been _entioned in _any
papers and monographs. IIouever, it is surprising inam=uch as in none of thetheoretical =oriels (e.g., S_IOE_EgL and STgOEEL, 1978; CLUSt_OV et al., 1979;
j DIO_I_SO_ etal., 1977) this cirealation reversal was obtained.
_ Analysis of _e_ daily winds at altitudes above 200 _, determined fro=
• radiovave incoherent scatter data, again shoved a normal monsoon circulation, am
seen in Figure 2 (D_g¥, 1978). Thus, roe e_ayco_e to the conclusion that
, between 100 and _00 k_, pomsibly nearer to 100 k_a, a layer st anc_aalous circula- '
; t_ou must be situated, at least in oiddle latitudes. )
The tmderst_ding of nech_mis_s which are responsible for the circulation
? "ano_aly" in this l_ight re_ion appears to be of extraordinary interest and
importance. Obviously, one had to take into account _ech&nis=s which are
usually not considered in hydrodynamics. Let us write the equation of _otion
taking into account the presence of a charged component of the at:ospheric gas,
the presence o£ the £arthtm nagnetic field, end tho exivt_ce of the electric
potential field (_OKUG_£V, 1959; C_USI_KOV, 1975):
i , _i (I)
_;1_;I - - ":p-_ • _l_. , .
The appearance of a quantity which is nev for hydrodyna_icm_ vir._ the current
density, j, requires additiotml (quations to clo_e the syst_ of hydrodyna=ic
equationm. Usually this c_m be done by writing j in Ol_'s law under conditions
of anisotropfc conductivity due go the Earth's _aghetic field:
_'- _) * _ [_._1 _ - conductivity tensor
€ iSlthe electric field potc_tial'the nature of which viii be discussed below,
and _[_x_] is the electric induction. For large-scale and rather slow
processes (_ • 1 hour), space charge _.ay be considered ms quasi-stationary,
I 50
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Figure 2. Annual variation of prevailing viod at 300 km altitude over Hills_-oue
! llill frot_ incoherent scatter data
|
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This equation appears to clo_ the systeta DOKUOtAEV (1959), neglectin_ thel " l ,"
: electric potential field, has shown that the electrodynamic force. _[jxB]. can
be divided into thg ion friction, in the form of dry (Raylelgh) friction vith
coefficients _ for zonal _-nd ----_-- for =eridiov-sl compouents, and the
• : c c
magnetic rotary force, coinciding in its tense uith the Coriolis force, to that
the effective rotation of the Earth _y be vritten in:0
f
o 2 B,_Ez
v _, ,)
f" _. i C _ CO,',€)
!
..
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_re, o I im Pedersen conductivity, a2 is Ilall conductivity, and
_o2 - Bs2 • B02
i The a_ value has a distinct _axi=_ at 110-120 k_ altitude, and a consider-
able _inrnal variation. In daytime, accordin_ to sc_e data, the sign of J
in the 110-130 1_ re_ion can become opposite to the _ign of _. If this reversal
_ of the sign u' took place both in day and night, then. according to the gas-• strophic relation for lords-scale elou processes, with the sign of pressure
gradient r_ainiu_ unchanged, the _ind sign uould reverse in this altitude
region. This ia the simplest hypothesis to explain the circulation "anomaly".
_ut, unfortunately, what is most possible, the Coriolis force compensation takes
place far from alvays, and the %no=._ly" level of II0-130 km ia too high to
correspond to experimental facts.
Another hypothesis is connected uith peculiarities of the solar UV heating
rate altitude profile (see Figure 3). As seen fro_ this fi£ure, the volu_e
_. heating source decreases vith altitude everywhere except for the 90-105 k_
• altitude region uhere it increases. This anc_aly in the heating source profile
draws one's attention to Ln attempt to explain the circulation "an_sly".
t
Figure 3. Vertical variation of UV heating rate in the ,
at,-osphere for st_-_aer solstice condition_ at diifer-
eat latitudes.
I
flayingvrlttenthe sTste_of hydrodynamicequationsfor a zonal case (vlth-
out longitudinaldependence)and representedviscosityand heat conductionterms
in the formof Rayleighfrictionand He_toniancooling,by means of sub-
stitutionsone can obtain the equationfor pressurelatitudinalvariationsa_ a
ft_ctionof height
dx2 dx _X dx
dz
_ere dx - _-. and q is a volt_e UV radiation heating source.
' x a2_ 2 _ (_ + r)
o
. q is the Rayleighfrictioncoefficient,X is the ti_atoniancoolingcoefficient,
t
.o.,
o,, • • . •
' • ' ,, . •
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By aubstit.tion of p - Pe-x/2,
_" t o - 2 , ,;'.her symbols are the standard oneS.
equatior, (4) is obtained in the form:
bi:,. _ x/2 _I b2 l
dx 2 " _X e dx ; " _ + I
!q the _implified case of absence of the Earth's influence. Green's function of
the left-hand side operator is equal to:
1 exp(-bix-r.[)
Then the solute.onis vritten in the form:
r(x)- _ f -bl_-r.I. _/2: _d_
_tko _,. d_.
rot sufficiently large values of b, the integral kernel assumes the
character of a delta function, and P(x) will alter its sign together with the
alteration of the alga of d_. The _ign alteration of the latter quantity, as0 eLK . . . .
mentloned above, takes place tnth,., 90-105 k_ altxtude reglon. Together with
this, the circulation sign viii tmturally chan_e. In the hypothesis suggested
the question of the value of b is very important. In order that this value is
adequately large, it i_ necessary that the Rayleigh friction coefficient should
be tauch greater than the I{c_tonian cooling coefficient. The high level of
thermal stability alto contributes to an increase of b. It is possible that :he
large value of b is a specific quality of the mesospheze and thermosphere.
Obviously, the mechanism suggested at least partly explains the appearance of
_ the "anomaly" circulation near I00 k_.
Xowever, one does not _anage to explain the "anomaly" up to the 120-130 km
altitude by means of this mechr-ni_=, and be will address again the equation
(I), into the electric field.taking account potential
:- Strange as taay _eem, complex case
it the of self-consistent calculation of
i hydrodynamic characteristics jointly with the electric field for tidal raves has• already been done by CLUSItAKOVet el. (1979. 1980. 1981). but the simpler case
of zonal stationary flow has not be_n exanined. Let us fill the gap by
- presenting the results in this paper, in a simplified form only. _'"
; Integrating (3) o_'er z in inf{nite litaits (in fact. in a thin ionospheric
i layer) supposing that j"vanishes outside the ionospheric layer, we obtain the!
i expression
t
I 3 sinO Jr J0 dz " 0 (6)! a sinO ;_0
] It follows from this that sin0 L_.i,_da c, but the integral current must
; nor flow over the Pole, becau_ this would mean non-zonality. Therefore, ¢
must be zero. i.e..
I'° j_} dr O.
m
ExpreSsing Jr, in terms of Ohn's la_. taking into account tonality of the
problem, and making some simplifications conditioned by numerical estimates for
altitudes less than 130 k_m.one can obtain
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B
E0 = "P---It cosO
Ur " _/ _ OlUrdZl ZI " r OldZ (7)
-oJ
t
Eere geostrophic wind is determined by
Ur = ca _ a0
For Ur = 30 r_/iand Bp = 0.5
- 1.5 cosO 17!Eo
This electric field is adequate to influence strongly the wind. Noncomplex, but
expanded calculations yield the expressions
_ 2 t.Z _ (8)
0 = Ur _ "o r
I v#
o _ _r )
V -- 2 2 + v2 (Ur (I + ,_Ii1o o €I+3p _
llere, I ° = 2w' (w' - the Earth's effective rotation),
/.._i_. oI go2 o2 8 2o
= 2 ; b.1 - 2 ; l_ "cosO
ii pc pc
Assume that U I c s s _ he h tr "n rea e w'th ig r. Ur is the resul of averaging Ur
over height, with Cl(g.) as a weighting function having a pronounced maximura
near 140 Inn;eo that U_ _ U.(z " 140 ks). Apparently, below this level, as
seen from (6), the sigfiof U and V may reverse with respect to Ur.
" Let us now discuss the current state of tidal theory. Historically it has
develcped in a way that investigations were tusdeindependently in two altitude
regions: k_. where dissipative forces are negligible and above 100 ----
belay 100
• " " _. k_.,wher these force are essential.
By 1970 the theory for the region below 100 kn was sta_arized in the mono-graph of QIAPFAI|and LINDZI_I (1970). All calculations were based on tidal
energy sources connected with the solar LW radiation absorption computed by
BUTLER and St'_LL (1963). Though explaining many experimental factsp the theory
appeared to be incompetent to explain facts connected with se_idiurnal tide
seasonal variations in mid-latitudes.
In the last decade, theory of tidal seasonal variation has been greatly
developed. IVAZ:OVSKYand SEI_=NOVSKY (1971) pointed out that for the mean zonal
circulation, different from the air shell rotation as a whole0 the so-called
"equivalent depth" in the classic tidal theory depends in a complex way on the
, seasoM1 variation of the circulation index. It is it_portant to emphasize that
; the circulation character in the stratopause region (50 km) influences the tidal
i seasonal variations in the _eteor zone.
t
, Further development of the theory was aimed at improv_ents of the
.o.
; ( ;
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numerical technique of solving linear equations, taking into account high-
latitude profiles of the background zonal wind a_d temperature by means of the
perturbation method (LINDZ_I. 1974; WALTERSQIEID et al., lQ79p 1980). These
calculations qualitatively confirmed the results of Ivanovsky and S,_enovsky.
but did not address solving the tidal seaconal variation probl_.
A revision of calculations of t.dal energy sources and their seasonal
variations appeared to be extremely important in the theory (FORBES and GKRRETT.
1978, 1979). The maximt_ of the source appeared to be greater than that of
EUTLER and SHALL (1963). end the altitude region of maximum values was narrower.
_hile in BUTLER and S_ALL's (1963) sources the Hough _ode (2.2) prevailed for
• the new sources, in certain seasons, the _odes (2.4) and (2.5) are essential.
_ALTER3OIEID et al. (1980) nude tidal calculations for a new source
already. So it see_ed that all the necessary work had been done to coDplete the
tidal seasonal veriatlon theory in the altitude region up to I00 km.
A paper by KAZDALOV(1979) disproved this opinion. Kaidalov drew attention
to the fact that the perturbation method used by LI_;DZ_; (1974) _nd WALTERSO|EID
et al. (1979, 1980) is good for tidal modes which do not change their character
when propagating upward or being trapped. In contrast, the main _odes of the
memidlurnal tide are on the beundary between propagating and trapped ones, being
trapped in one altitude region but propagating in others, the boundaries between
these regions being dependent just on the height-latitude distribution of mean
zonal wind and temperature. Zero-order approxir_ationin the perturbation
theory, not taking into account effects of background wind and temperature for
all approxir.ations, defines the tidal waves character as trapped or propagating
and leads to inadmissibly large errors in the tide calculation. _%IDALOV (1979)
developed a nunerical technique to solve the tidal model, taking into account
seasonal variations of background wind and temperature without the short-co_ings
-: of the perturbation method.
Considering tides above I00 Inn,we will limit ourselves to a few problems
arlsln_ here. In most complete form, modelling of
its tidal variations in the
thermosphere is based on the equation of motion (I), Obm's law (2), the equation
of quasistationary space charge (3), together with the equations of energy and
continuity. Usually, all variations are exmnined in linear approximation.
Dissipative forces are molecular and turbulent heat conductivity, and ion
friction. The contribution of molecular nnd turbulent friction is estimated to
be insignificant, at least, up to the 200-250 k_ height. ..
In a rmjority of theoretical investigations the electric potential field is
excluded and, as a ruie, a torsional effect by the nngnetic rotary force compen-
sating the Coriolis force is neglected. This means that. instead of self-
' consistent examination, combining hydrodynamic equations with electrodynamic
equations, a purely hydrodynamic approach is used (e.g., GA.RRETTand FORBES
(197s)).
Taking into account the electric field and maEnetlc rotary force generates
a series of new effects. Estimation of conclusions with regard to these
effects, using experimental data, permits one to evaluate more reasonably their
contribution to the tide formation in the thermosphere.
Partial or even complete compensation of the Coriolis force by the r-_gnetic
rotary force at 110-130 km altitudes would result in the formation of sharp wind
; _axima at these altitudes. In numerical experiments this maximum is well; 6
pronounced, as ig can be seen in Figure 4, taken from theoretical papers by
f GLUSRAKOV et al., (1979_ 1981). After excluding the magnetic rotary force the
r effect vanishes. These _ind maxima are also well observed in luminous trail '
[ experiments (AI_DREEVAet al., 1931). "'
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Figure 4. lleight-latitude cross-section of the _plitude of zonal (a) and
Z" meridional (b) tidal wind diurnal tom.neut. In the 120 - 130 k= alti-
_ rude region at high latitudes tidal wind ,_plitude _axi_a are clearlyi_ seen,
It is of interest to _nnect the sporadic layer E a-_ar-nce with this
:_ wind maxima. This is especially interesting as. accruing to the calculation.
the height of wind maxi_t_n increases from lower towards higher latitudes, as it
is observed for the height of the layer Es.
Calculations show that taking into account the electric field _ay appear to
be essential in the tidal wind pattern at altitudes above 130-140 k=. This can
be seen from Figure 5. It should_ however, be mentioned that the electric field
contribution in the tidal wind formation essentially depends on the electron
concentration model assumed. The increase of electric field contribution to the
tidal wind formation is caused by the fast increase with height of the electric
o | ° -" o o
forces term rnT [ExB]. A sharp growth of the oi/o value wxtb hexght begins
near 125-130 _, and this quantity reaches approximately a covstnnt value near
160-1B0 _, On the other hand, the forces term connected quasi-linearly with _.
the pressure gradient al_o increases with height, prevailing over the electric
force below 140 fan,but being inferior to it at altitudes above 140 Icm.
Calculatlons by GLUSt_KOV et at. (1979, 1981) show that in the formation of
semidiurnal tidal winds in the region from I00 to 200 Ion.tidal oscillations
propagating from the mesosphere prevail. These propagating oscillations
influence also the rather considerable variations of relative temperature at the
altitude near II0 P_ both for diurnal and, especially, for sc_idiurnal tides.
: Estimations of the electric field contribution may be considered to be valid
: only. if not only the thermodynamic par_etera, but also the calculated electric
field eorres_nds to direct weasur_vaents. Estimations of the electric field
connected with the dynamo-effect have been made from drift velocities of ions in
the ionospheric F9 layer. [n Figure 6 a cos,parison of the electric fields
t calculated theoreEically and derived from drifts c,easure_ents according to data
of incoherent radiouave scatter data (RTOIHOND etal., 1980) is presented. It
shows qualitative similarity of these fields.i
Calculations made and their comparison with experiment remove a shadow of
doubt about the considerable contribution of the electric field in the formation!
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Figure 5. Vertical profile of tidal wind diurnal component omplitude (.)
and phase (b):
________ without electric field accounted for
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Figure 6. Time-latitude variation of electric field. At the top: theory.
at the bottom: empiricai model of li.ICI\ll:iND et ale (1980).
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_;_ of tidal oscillations of thermospheric par,_,eters. HoweVer, only first s_eps
_ have been made in the investigatiou of these new effects, and further efforts
li are needed in this direction.?. REFER_CES
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ASPECTS OF PLANETARYWAVEYP_NSPORTS IN _llE MIDDLE ATMOSPHERE
G. Schmitz
, Academy of Sciences of the GDR
, Central Institute of Solar-Terrestrial Physics
Observatory of Ionosphere Research
_ DDR-2565_ Kuhlungaborn, GDR
_.. ABSZ_ACr
The heat and momentum flux due to standing planetary waves in the strato-
sphere has been calculated on the basis of satellite data. The convergence of
these fluxes has been investigated and show an apparent heating and acceleration
of the mean zonal state. The Eliassen-Palm flux divergence calculation shows
that the mean zonal state is effectively decelerated. Furthermore the inter-
action between ultra-loog waves and waves k = 4 - 15 in the troposphere has been
investigated for a winter period and has been discussed in connection with the
geopotential wave one amplitude, which increases before _ stratospheric warming
i!:- " event occurs.
_, The inve_.igation of processes which determine the deviation of the zonally
_ averaged temperature and wind _[ieldfrom radiation equilibri_n is a central
question in stratospheric dynamics. LEOVY (1964), ll0LTON and NEIIRBEIN (1980) in
_ their model calculations take into consideration a linear drag that produces a
i.: deceleration proportional to the mean zonal wind, while SC210EBEPJ_and STROBEL
(1978), DETHLOFF and SO[HITZ (1982) additionally consider the mc_nentum transport
_ by planetary waves. On the basis of a stationary model. Dethloff and ScbmiZz
.J _ showed that the planetary wave influences on the mean state are am,all above the
stratopause. In the following at first the standing momentum and heat flux a_d
t',e divergence of the Eliassen-Palm flux is investigated, Furthermore the wave
k - 4 - 15 projection on the ultra-long waves in the troposphere preceding the
occurrence of a stratospheric warming has b_en calculated.
The data basis is the monthly mean standard 500, 200 mb topographies of the
i European l_eteorological Bulletin, the 100, 50, 30, I0 mb topographies from" Obninsk, the synoptical bulletin and the 5, 2, 0.4 mb data source are the NOAA
NHC maps fo_ the winter 1974175 where meteorological rocketsonde and _:tellite
- radiance data are used for .analyses. The high topographies are given once a
• • " • wedk'only. The mo_nentumand heat fluxes are calculated from the planetary wave
• i _mplitudes and phases. In the following the mean December values for the two
years will be discussed. In Figure I the _nplitude of pla:etary wave one is
shown. The maximum of wave one appears at 70°N at a height of about 35 km with
800 gpm. Figure 2 shows the meridional standing momentum transport due to the
sum of waves k - I - 3. The momentum transport has high values in the jet
region of the upper troposphere and at a height of 50 km in middle latitudes.
The meridional heat transport of the waves k = I - 3, given in Figure 3. also
haslargestvaluesin thestratosphere,thetwofluxesbeingessentiallydeter-
mined by the wave one contribution.
These shortly discussed fluxes are the basis for a determination of the
interaction between ultra-long waves and mean zonal circulation, according to
the Euleri.n zonally-averaged momentt_ and thermodynamic equation. The inter-
. action of the zonally averaged state with the planetary waves is explained
through the convergence of momentum and heat fluxes. The effective acceleration
and heating rates, resulting from these terms, have been calculated for the
monthly mean December of the years 1974_ 19_5. The largest acceleration appear_
in high latitudes at 35 Lm with about 12 ms- /day. The convergence of the
meridional heat flux se_s to give strong heating rates of about 4_K/day at high
latitudes and at a height of 40 tan,but cooling in middle latitudes. These
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. values are lover than those given by GELLER(1982). because here ve discuss the
I standing part of fluxes onlyo The calculateO ells'clive dynamical _atiu_ tales
l in the stratosphere are approxil_tely equal to the dish•tic heating _ate, Frota
the non•cooler•lion theor_ of O!J_,_;E¥and DF.J_ZI_(1961) and A}_DR_S and
if-. HCIN_YR,E (1976) is knovn that one obtains _isXeading physical information rhea
discussing the iefluences of the planetary rave _ooentu_ or heat fluxes alone,
becau_ steady planetary raves _ithout dissipation or internal forcing do not
force the zonal _ean state, E_ON _t al, (19_0) propose the u6e o£ residual
eean equations for a discussion of the net _ffect of planetary waves fluxes on
the =eaa flay, _he _avea are intzoduced into this _yst_ only through the
divergence of tho _liassen-Pal_ flux in the residual zonal _o_entu_ equation,
Figure 6 shays the £tiasseu-Pal_ flux divergence lor the standing _ves as a
mean value of Decc_.ber 1974119_5, The EPg divergence has negative values at •
latitude of _0"-60"N of the stratosphere, vhereas the divergence ter¢_ of the
_ulerian tonal :o_ent_-_ equation is positive so that the uean zonal state is
.... • • effectively decelerated, in contrast to an acceleration in the Eulerian picture,
GELLEg(1982) discussed this relation /or the data of January 1979 _hete he
found • zo_al _ean state acceleration vhich is reduced by a factor _ _heu cal-
culated fro= the EPF divergence, If _e discuss the December t_ean cot, visting of
only 8 veekly values at 5, 2, 0.6 mb as a stationary solution, then the residual
_etidional flay is induced to bal'..nce the £PF diveegence,
Furthe_ore ve have investigated the connection betveen standing an_
transient fluxes and their spectral characteristics on the data basis of the
vaster period 1970/71, The results suggest a relation between the _onal r_e_n
ultra-long k - 1 - 3 and th_ k - _ - IS _a_e transport, One I_s_ibility for
such a relation is that this process is conducted via the =eaa zo_l state, the
other ia the nonlinear interaction between ultra-long raves and naves k - _ - 15.
We shortly discu,s the latter conception farther, because i_ see_s that the ti_e
variability of ultra-long _aves in the stratosphere is also couueeted vith this
process, Further_.cre the question arises _hether the high increase o1 the
mplitudes of geopotential _ave one or t_o in the troposphere before a strato-
spheric _anaing is related to the interaction betvern ultra-long and _;ves k =
- 15, This question has been investigated by c_lculatin_ the ;.rojecticn of
ll_
_onlir.ear interaction of barocliuic waves with waven,_bera 4 - 15 on the ultra-
lon_ waves at. 200 _b.
/-_ The wave transport ter1_a "_v "i, V-*:v'_, u*-u_ have been investigated, These
transports a[.pear in the _o_cnt_ equations and excite or dzsaipate ultra-long
waves, The aye.be! ( .... ) steads for the waves 1, 2, 3 and ( )* for the bare-
clinic wave k " 4 - l_ contributions, _o we discuss ior r_aple ('v';v-*) I asthe interactioa between the waves k " 15 and the wave k " I. Figuze _ gives
the standing plus tr_n._ie.,t wave k - :, - I_ projection on z_e wsVenu=bera k - I,
2 for the trar. sport v'v*. The interactin_ _ith wave I appears Ducit stronger _.
than that for wave k = 2. It will be _nteresti_._ to deter_ine the i_portance o_
this source for an interpretation of standing ultra-long wa_es in _odels,
Figure 6 shows the _eopotrntlal wave one e---plitude in the period _ron
Dece_brr 1970 to January 1971 at 200 _b, Around 5-Sth December at 55"_, 201h _.
Dec_ber a_ 50"-70,'[_, and abou_ ISth J_nuary at ?5"t; we observed an acceleration
of wave-one _plitude, For the winter 1970171 the war_ing was observed aroucd
lO_h January and it _e(_a that this warning was sti_ulated by the ,_plitude
acceleration a_ about 25th December, This acceleration is _ necessary
prerequisite for the develop=ent of a stratospheric watering, Figure 7 shows the
baroclinic wave Frojection (v*v*_) on the waver.u=ber k - I at 200 mb, The
thickened isoli=ea for the wave projectio, ter_s are larger than the =onthly
nean total value by a factor of two. Comparison of the curves thowu that in
==iddle or high latitudes perieda of atro.g baroclinic wave i_teractieus with
wave I correspond with periods of large wave _plitude accelera_'_ons. Further-
more the _et acceleration of geopote_tial v.ave --_pl.itud_ea wam esti=ated on the
• basis of the divergence of the transports u'v* and v'v* in the eeridion41
_o_entt_ equation, For the _entiont-d ti_e l-eriods one ohtains at _O'B an
acceleration o( about 50-100 t._=p/day which is a reasor_ble value _n _echanist_¢
,_odels to describe a stratospheric war_ing,
In s_rizing, it see'_s that the ti_e variabLlity of ultra-lou_ _aves in
the stratosphere is also determined by Lnteractioa with baroclioic waves in the
upper troposphere,
II_
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COUFLING BEI"gEI_ _IE _IERHOSI_ERE AND _IE STRATOSFIIERE_THE ROLE OF NITRIC OXIDE
m
G. _rasseur
. Institut d'Aerono_ie Spatiale de Belgique3, Avenue Circulaire
B-lIB0 Brussels, _elgit_
i
I ABSTRACT
Tvo-di_ensionsl model calculations reveal that the chemical conditions at
" the atratopause are related to the state of tilethermosphere. This coupling
mechanism can be partly explained by the downward transport of nitric oxide
during the winter season and consequently depends on the dynamical conditions in
i the mesosphere and in the lower thermosphere (mean circulation and waves). In
steer, the photodissoeiation of nitric oxide plays an important role and the
I ther_-ospheric NO abundance modulates the radiation field reaching the upper
stratosphere. Perturbations in the nitric oxide concentration above the meso-
paule could therefore have an impact in the vicinity of the stratopause.
As indicated for ex_ple by DANILOV and TAUB_IIiEIH (1983), the behavior of
the D-region ia significantly different in stmnmer and in winter. During the
first of these seasons, the electron density seems fairly dependent on the solart zenith angle while, during the minter, considerable day to day variations
completely _aak any control of the ionosphere by solar or beophysical para-
meters. Furthermore. as reported already by APPLETON in 1937, anomalous
increases in absorption of high frequency radio waves occur during certain
t groups of winter days. Even outside these irregular winter anomaly events_ the
I absorption and consequently the electron concentration appears to be consider-ably higher in winter than in su_er. Since the quiet time ionization in the D-
t_ L_ region is due primarily to the action of the solar Lyr_an-a radiation on nitric
' oxide molecules, the understanding of the lower ionosphere and its probable
: control by dynamical processes requires a detailed tmderstanding of the NO
t .. distribution in the mesosphere.(
In order to achieve such a study, a two-di_ensional model with coupled
t chemical and dynamical processes has bean constructed. This model ranges from
i. from the North to the South pole. Dynamical psra-
40 to I00 altitude and
meters such as the meridional circulation and the eddy diffusion tenter are
prescribed, In particular, the two-dimensional eddy components are taken from _.
EBEL (1980) but, as indicated hereafter, rome changes have been introduced in
several model rims in,orde_ to estimate the sensitivity of the dynamical :"
activity in the lower thermosphere on the calculated concentration values. This
model _hich is in many aspects similar to the model developed by SOLOHON etal.
(1982) and which is described in detail by BRASSEUR and DE EAETS (1983).
considers the _ost important chemical and photochemical processes related to the
odd oxygen, odd nitrogen _d odd hydrogen species aa well as the positive and
neEative ions and the electrons. Thi_ paper will deal essentially with the
behavior of nitric oxide below 100 km.
Nitric oxide is produ=ed in the stratosphere by the oxidation of nitrous
ox_de (N30) in the presence of the electronically exicited atomic oxygen
O('D). ,_n additional source, essentially at high latitude, is due to the
action of the cosmic rays. In the therr,osphere, ions which are produced by
solar rUV and X rays as well as by particle precipitation, cspecially in the
auroral belts (relativistic electron precipitation, solar proton events, etc.)
lead to the formation of NO molecule_. Direct dissociation or dissociative
ionization of N2 is another source of NO. Calculations t_adeby RUSOI etal.
(1981) indicate that each ion pair formation produces 1.3 nitric oxide mole-
!
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culea. Consequently the thermospheric }10 production rate will be controlled by
the solar and geomagnetic activity. In the present paper, only quiet conditions
will be considered. Downward transport of nitric oxide from the thermosphere
t will depend on the strength of the vertical exchanges and of the chemical
i stability of NO in the _esosphere. As indicated by Figure l, the nitric oxide
flux is directed downwards in the wb_le _esosphere during the winter when the
{ , lifetime of NO i_ long and the K values are large, indicating that thermo-
i. spheric nitric oxide could reschZ_he stratosphere and interact with the ozonelayer. Comparisons of calculated and observed O_ density for different solar
activity levels (SOLO}_ONand GARCIA, 1983) give Indirect evidence for such a
HOx transport above 60"N during the winter.
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Figure I. Merldional distribution of the vertical flux component of
nitric oxide calculated with the exchange coefficients suggested !
: '_ by Ebel (19E0).
l During the st_ner season, the downward transport by eddy diffusion is weak
•i " ' and is even slowed down by the upward meridional circulation. The loss of NO by
photodiasociation And recombination is intense and is even enhanced by the fact
that the 1owerater_perature in the vicinity of the st_mer mesopause reduces the
i rare of the N(S) . 02 reaction (reformation of NO after its photo-
! dis_oclation) and thus favors the N(S) + _O reaction (destruction of odd
nitrogen). Therefore no dynamical coupling between the thermosphere and strato-
sphere appears in s_er _nd the nitric oxide flux is directed upwards during
this period of the year. However, as pointed out by FREDERICK etal. (1983),
the absorption of the UV radiation by variable thermospheric _;O could modulate
! the radiation field reaching the lower _esosphere and the upper stratosphere and
consequently modify the dissociation rate of nitric oxide in the 6 bands at
, these levels. The magnitude of this effect appears however to be probably
s_aller than the 11 year variability of t_e solar irradiance. Figure 2 shows
: the calculated distribution of the nitric oxide concentration for winter and
• stm_-_ercondition_. It can be seen that nitric oxide is present in winter and"
that the concentration _i_imu_ at the mesopause level is very weak during this
' season.
! In order to estimate the sensitivity of the _0 distribution on the strength
i
so
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Figure 2. Heridionnl distribution of the nitric oxide concentration
calculated with the exchange coefficients suggested by gbe[ (1980),
of the vertical transport, the g values have been decreased in the thermo-
sphere by a factor which is tmif_m with latitude. Three cases have been
considered: case I refers to the Ebel's values, case 2 to a very slow diffusion
/_- coefficient K . and case 3 to an intermediate value. Figure 3 shows the 3• _ln .
corresponding proflles for sum_aerand winter mid-latitude. The ;. :rofile
suggested by ALL_ et al. (1981) to explain observed atomic oxyge_ distributions
by their 1-D model is also indicated.
° [
tl The nitric oxide mixing ratio and flux at the stratopnuse for the two
• _ extreme cases (I and 2) are shown in Figure 4a and b. These figures indicato '
. again that a coupling between the thermosphere and the stratosphere is possible
I" essentially during the winter. The strength of the coupling as well as the
, k 8_
.;
f_c _,.-"
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- Figure 3. Different vertical exchange coefficients gzz adopted in •
the model calc_tlations. Vertical distributions represented at
[ 30 ° latitude for winter nnd summer conditions. The profile used '
by ALL_ et al. (1981) is also indicated.
,
_. o.,
i '
Figure 4a, Latitudinal and season_l distribution of the nitric
,-'_ : oxide mixing ratio calculated st the otratopause (_0 _ alti-/
• rude) assu_ing different conditions: _Ebol refers, to the
exchange coefficients suggested by Ebel.._'i to the small-
' eat vertical eddy diffusion depicted in fib.n3; (NO) refers
" to an upper boundary flux conditions corresponding to quiet
solar conditions (Svl_on. private communication, lggl) and
(NO) x 2 to the imposed flux which has been multiplied by 2.
Figure 4b. 5¢_e as in fig. 4a but for the nitric oxide vcertical
flux.
latitude of the border between the downward and _he upward I_0exchange regions
• varies with the adopted K profile and with the dotn_ard flux imposed at the "-"
• z . . •
upper boundary (which reflects the zntegrated i:O production above this level and
consequently the solar and geomagnetic activity). In order to eatir_te this
last effect, the nitric oxide flux st 100 k_ has been uniformly doubled. The
corresponding impact on the stratopause NO is also indicated in Fi&ures 4a and
b.
Comparisons between observed and calculated nitric oxide profiles are not
straightforward since the measured concentrations exhibit large variations.
, This variability might partly be attributed to instruzaentalerrors but it also
'i reflects the large changes _ccuring in the real world, It sec_nshowevgr that
" mo_t observations show a concentration mini=_a near 85 Danaltitude (I0 to
t 10 cm- _ but that t_is m_i_u.._ is considerably weaker during the winter
i (5 x I0_ to 5 x I0" cm- ). Observations made during winter anomaly events
i| (BERAI{and BAI_GERT,1979) _how large I;O densities and a vertical profile
indicating almost perfect mixing conditions (and consequently stroo_ vertical
" ,_I exchanges between 50 and 80 km),
;_ The comparison between available data and the calculated profiles obtained
. . / , ,,i
/ , i
i
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with the 3 different transport coefficients suggests that case 3 (intermediate
l: z) is somewhat more representative of _ost nitric oxide observations than
tl_e other eddy di£fuslon profiles. The corresponding taeridioual distribution of
t_Ois shown in Figure 5 and should be compared with the results depicted in
Figure 2. It should be remembered that these model results refer to average
seasonal and diurnal conditions. The magnitude of the diurnal variation of NO
/ ' at selected altitude and at 30 degrees latitude can be estimated from Figure 6.
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Heridion_l distribution of the nitric oxide concentra-_ /Figure 5.
tlon calculated with the inter_edlate values of Kzz (case 3)
/
and Ebel's values fer gyy and Kyz.
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l Figure 6. Diurnalvariationof nitricoxide and nitrogendioxide
calculated at 70 and 85 Lm altitude for spring conditions and
30 degrees latitudes? The total t;_x concentration is as-
suraed to be 1.2 x 10 and 1.2 x 10_ cn "# at 70 and 85
..... , kin, respectively.
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Finally, the electronic concentration which is derived frou tl:e t_O dis-
tribution _hown in Figure 5 and which is obtained from a detailed ionic model is
represented in Figure 7. It can be _een that tileconcentration of electrons is
considerably higher in winter owing to the fact that the nitric oxide density is
lapser during this season and that ti_ett._poratureend consequently the
effective electron loss are higher in the winter l.e_isphere.The model explains
, thus satisfactorily the observed higher radio wave absorption during wintertime
(which is sometimes called tileregular cooponent of the winter anomaly) but
cannot explain the causes of the irregular component_ of such anomalous events
.. since the calculations are performed with seasonal averages of temperature,
diffusion coefficients and wind components. Satellite data dight provide
indications on the relative role played by nitric oxide and by the tt_perature
in the appearance of sudden anomalous absorption events,
{t_'CI;_ONIC tO_C[tcIR_.IIGN G,m ))
I1\ \ _ • _to, -_'___
_" I_,\ _ ___.,o'=..-------- f .
/'-" "_ , , _"_'_ _ •
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_,_' Figure 7. Heridional distribution of the 24 hours averaged concentration of
;k_: of electrons calculated with the I_Odistribution shown in figure 5. ThesevaIues correspond to solar quiet conditions.
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€
During the past two decades three different projects for registration of
meteoric fireballs were put into operation using multistation photographic
technique. Thcy have yielded data on _everal hundreds of fireball trajectories,
some of them with deep atmospheric penetration down to t,eighta of 20 kilor_eters,
The itmediate results o£ multistation p_.otogr_phof a fireball ar'_the relative
distances along,.,the trajectory, loss.' and the heights, ho_s, measured at
each shutter trme-mark, t, (shutter breaks of the image)._ The precision of one
value of I _° is of the order of several tens of _eters. There are usually
many tens _°independent poiuts (breaks) available for long fireball
trajectories with independently m_-asured lobs and h_b.. We need a good
.. theoretical relation for a least-squares solution o_ _-1(t) or h=h(t), where l
is the _heoretieally given distance along the trajectory and h the height.
• Until recently there were no adequate formulae expressing theoretically the
distance along the fireball trajectory, I, as function of t. We have been able
,-'. to find such formulae and moreover to find their general form for any
atmospheric profile used.
The motion and ablation of a single non-frag_nentingmeteor body can be
expressed by the following set of dif_erentlal eqvations first presented by
IIOPPE (1937):
,/
dv /rOd-213 m-I/3 2
.. d-Y= - r o v (I)
dm ._.A -213 213 3
d-{'- 2-_ °d o m v (2)
dh (3)dt = - v cos zr
...
.... • where,v is the velocity, m the mass, h the hei_Lt of the meteoroid, _ the air
density at any tis_einst-_ntt. The parameters are: r the dra_._oefficient,
! h the heat-transfer coefficient, A the shape factor: A = S m-_13 #)213,
where S is the head cross-section and od tb.e density of the r_eteoro_d, t, is
the energy neceesary for ablation of one unit of r,nss and zp is the nngle
between :he fireball trsjectory and the vertlcal. The ablat'ion coef£icient_
is defined by
t,
o = 2€r (4)
and the _hane-dcnsity cocfficient, K, by
K = rh Od-2/3 (5)
To solve the system of equations (I) to (3), we have to nsstme a density profile
o£ the atmosphere° Until now everybody _,orl.ingin the field of physical theory
of r,eteors and its application to observations solely used the assumption of
exponential decrease of the air density with height corresponding to an iso- . .
: thermal atmosphere: i
_ = Vc exp(-bh) (6) i
L'
• .. ', . .
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{ where b, the air densit) gradient, was assumed constant as well as th_ zero-
" level air-density, Pc" Horeover, the solution of the system (I) to (3) was
known only in the form of v=v(p):
2K_mZI13e*p(_uvz)
t -- 1 ov 2) ov2).= (7)
, El(6 - El(6 b cos zR
where v_ is the initial velocity (_efore entering the atmosphere) and m is the
• . . -" _ t*X )_ll)_U . . .
znltxal =ass and E=(x) = _cxlRT-- Is the exponential integral. Thus
[ " numerical differentiation of directly observed distances along the fireball
' trajectory, I . was necessary to get v __ for application of formula (7)
, . ODa m u_ ....
to observatxons. _uch an indirect metho_ yxelded ablatxon coeffxcxents and
I initial velocities with standard deviation_ much larger than corresponding to
the accuracy of the measured distance, lo. so the accuracy of the observed
i quantities was far from being utilized fu_y,
Recently we have proposed a solution of the system (1)-(3) in a closed fo_
;: expressing l=l(v(t)):i
" 2 /:o o2,d
t - t b cos z R 2 - 1 = 1 ($)
o X [El(_ OV 2) - El(_ ox2)
- 1 - 1 2
" | = 1 ln[Ei(_ ov 2) - El( _ ov /
o cos _- : I ] (9)
Eere v , l° are the velocity and the distance ; the point t =0 from
; i where _he relative time iS counted. The integration varxable xs denoted x. The• . o . t
P equations (8) and (9) hold under the assumption (6). The obeerved values,!
lob s and h - for each independent time instant, t, can be fitted to ;
equations _ and (9) by the least-square method and the parameters lo, We, ;
v , o can be determined.
i
: In applying our formulae (8) and (9) to observations of fireballb we
I. started to suspect _uch greater importnnce of the air density profile for the
, resulting values of. the parameters than it was as6t_ed previously, when the .-
simplistic approach to the air density profile with a constant air density
T gradient was assumed as correct. Our solution of (1) to (3) for a general air
density profile has the form
1
- to = /iv-ldi (1o)
o
- 1 - 1., El( _ ov= 2) - EI(_ ov 2) dh
= -_r----- 111)
- 1 - 1
El(6 °v'2) - El(6 °We2) fh 0 dh
o
where h is the height at the tie,e instant r . Amor,L other parametur_ v0 • . 0
and ,_ can be determined _y the least-square method to fit the observations to
(I0) and (II).
' Details on both solutions (8), (9) and (I0), (II) can be found in t,*o
' recent papers (PECINA and CEPLEQiA, 1983, 19_4) together t_ith outline_ of the
'. _ numerical procedures and of the computer progrums used. The ablation
y:
_L
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coefficients and initial velocities €omputed for 10 Praitte l;etvork _nd e_e
Euto_c&n Hetwork ftreballs for the isotbes_al at_ostt_ere (iqO2) and fL,r tl,e
_" seasonal aleutian',ere (19bO) are €,3cparl_' in Table I Cral, htcal ¢onpartson o[! •
&blatton cuelticients cent:used for the iJutF, et-_al artiest'here and let the
teatc_l atmosphere are plotted tnt trots l. The lolls'wilt; Irsults are evident.
a) "lhe _o_;'uted _blation coefficient i_ str!,n;'ly del,_ndcnt _,n the at_esl,tcric
_o,t_l uJed. Pxllrr,.nces by ustnt_ a tte.plttttc isothermal ethos|here ate up
to factor el two.
b) The standard deviation8 vhrn ostn_ a seasonal atnos_l'ete are *itnificxntly
s_aller than lot tl,e .it.pie tso[helx_al t,odel.
€) _he xttittal voloctty dtfter_ also tar t, utttde the standard deviations let
the t_jority of caves and the values [ro_ the statue.st attest,here are
better. ]hit |_ts ast_on_ical ti_niltc.mce in ct3cs_uttnl_ the ort, tts.
The nain conclusion it rvi_tnt. The _rneroua ate_ption of si_pte
atuosl.heric _odel utcd up tu now for theoretical €onside:atit_ns of _eteoroid
i_enetration into the at,'ospherr and for computational ap;,lications to ftrel, alla
yields incorrect results. At least, the density I.ruf:le of "Eontl, ly
at=ospberes" should Le !iled (C]I_, 1972) l*,r _ny future tt_eoretical a:!_
expertnental applications to gel any reliable data on ablation coefftczet_tz and
; initial veloctttes of fireballs vith t_o_d dynamic data. Ar.alysin_ aUl*tt_n
coe[ficients conputed for [_ny ftleballt o_ different structure and co_t.osttion
cf their ccteorotdt, ue could better recognite differr_t tyl'e_ of _'_dtts and
:_teit avvrage charac_.eri|tl¢s. Then, usin_ the average statistical value of the
ablation coefl_cient for each separate _tructnral and €o_.l_sition.tl t_oup ,,_f
! fireS.alia, ve could determine detail* oI the instant axe drnetty I_toftle of the
* Hiddle AiDe,photo at the particular _e_ent of _y fireball wtth );ood _ynautc
i data and _oreover the local disturbance t,y large ueteuric bodies. XnJ in tl, it
directi_,n_e _ant to contribute to *tudies vf the ltiddleAt=o|vhere tn the near
i future.
¢IP,A (1972), OOSI'ARInternation_L_rf._ren(_,,_iro_rhor_ Io72_,_kadroie Vrrlal:.
_erlin.
_e .-__ecir.a, P. and .. CeI'lecl:a (1983), _tll. 8_tron. Inst. Czecl-,osl., 3", IU2.
Poring, P. and Z. _eplecba (196_,), _ull. Astron. last. ¢_.cc1_1., _, _o. l
(cr 1983. I;o.6).
U,S. Standard Atmosphere (1962), _a,hint:ton
U.S. St_adard At_osl, here St.pplt'_en_s (19bO), _amhin_ton
• - • ° . • , , . .
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Table 1. ¢c_pariJon of ablation coefficient, ,,, and initial
velocity0 v_. computed with constant air drnlity
KradienL, b, and wtth £eat_nal air density profile.
._ s'/kza" v L_/s
I llei ght
Firebal I ' Seasonal . Sessona I Int e_0al
Eu=ber . -,. exp(-bh) .Atmosphere IL. -,,.ez_'(-bh) AL_osphere Im
PH39057 0.O229 O.0195 14. ] 39 It,. 350 74
•.0009 ..0005 -".006 ..002 36
!'N39060 0.007 0.01B _.1.9_ 31.81 91
• ,003 _.002 t .00 _..04 50
I_39065 0.036_ 0.0316 17.303 17.332 68
• .0009 , .00C_5 :,00') ...00-_ 34
t_t3907B 0.0614 0.060._ 10.915 10.982 b2
...0031 ).0013 :.OIl -'.003 41
1"t139404 0.0195 I 0.0303 15,319 15.)46 79
• ,0007 _..0007 _..006 :.roY., 2E
PN3gt.05 0.0t.65 0.0t,51 It, ,t,OS 1_..385 70
_..0017 "-.0009 •,OfI ._.003 44
FN39434 0.0_ 9 0.0146 14.._89 14.317 69
• .0009 t.0007 "-.00£ -%002 27
PN]9._69A 0.0I32 0.0l76 26.39 26 ./,2 95
r :.0020 -'.0016 *.0_ .%02 55
P1139729C 0.0107 0.0109 27.$._0 27.823 72 '
- - ;.0004 -.0002 _,0.9 _*.009 43
P.;39$20A 0.0203 0.0212 24.617 24.611 E0
-'.0003 -'.0002 .*.006 t.O03 39
_290181 0.059 0.011 II.578 II.611 64
roO_ _'.004 _..Oil -+.004 33
• Different average values o( b were used €orresponding to different
height intervals for _articular fireballs atnd to the U.S. Standard
At=osphere (1962).
Seasonal at=omphere were taken from U.S, Standard Atmosphere
Supple_ents (1966).
• A
+ /
A! "!- 4"
Figure I. The average ablation coefficient, _,
,'_ co=pute_ frcu the ai=ple isothermal atmospheric
_odel (_' - .,, exp (-bh)) is plotted against
the _verage ablation coefficient computed froD
the sea6or_l atmospheric _odel. Bars are the
standard deviation,. The 45" line _rk8 equal
values of _' fro_ both con_,utations.
/
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AESI"RAffr
• Results obtained using the French (O_ET) l_eteor IJind l_adar at R_ey, Puerto
Rico (18"N, 67"_), and the Georgia Tech Radio Heteor Wind Facility in Atlanta,
U.S.A. (34"N, 84"1/) are prescnted and co_,ared. Prevailing; rind, diurnal and
se_idiurnal rind a._plitudes are considerably larger over P,_ey than over
I.tlaata. but the _ean tonal circulation over Atlanta is more characteristic of
the equatorial circulation than rinds _ea#ured by stations at higl_er _id-
latitudes. TI_ value of continuous observations, _ith a height resolution of
"..2I_za.ia again e_phaaized, as is the need for the application of several
techniques, groundbased, in-situ and satellite, if projects such as the F_P
, GLOBHETare to suc-'eed in delineating the global meteorology of the taeaopau)e.
INTRODUCTION
The Georgia Tech Radio l:eteor Nind Facility is located in Atlanta (36"8,
........ 84"_). afi'd has been tn operatzon since Adgust. 1_976. The syster_ has been
described by ROPER(1975)o and results pert_inin_ to both prevailing rinds and c_7_-_.-,tides using data frca the four )'ears 1974-1978 h_ve been published by J'.OPER(1978 a.b). SALI_Yend 14OFER(1980), bOLASand _151'£R(19_I). and At!_2D and ROPER
(19_3), 1;o data is available for the period August 20, 1978 through July 14, f_-_/,-_--_"
1980, when both transistor and receiving sites _ere reloca:ed (but ltill
-_"- re_ained _ithin a kilc'_eter of their previous positions).
The French (OIET) _eteor tlind Radar, described by GLASSetal. (1978). _as
installed'_at a szte near _guahiiia. rueito Rico, during the au_:er of 1971. The
site (18"ti. 67"_. see Figure 1, from _h_T_l_Eh'Setal., 1981) is located approxl-
: t_ately 46 kilonetera weat-north-_est of the 630 _0tz _ho_son scatter radar and
other facilitie_ at the Yational h_tronc-._y and Ionosphere Center, Areci_o
Observatory. The O'E7 radar has been described by various authors as the
Aguadilla Radar, the Punts Borinquen gadar, and, as in this paper, the Ra_ey
Radar. Only the zonal €o:_ponent of the rind at _.eteor heights is _easured.
The Areclbo Tl:oyson.scatter radar has provided aeteor zone _ind _._easure-
scents (HAT'i'I{EI;S,1916) prior to 'the tn'stallation of the Ra_ey seCeor wind radar.
Hqwever. ArecLbo is a r_ulti-use facility, and cannot be dedicated to any one
task for _ore than a fee d,'-)'s at most,
Other _.eteor radars have been operated in the tropics. In a pioneering
effort. I_ABADZILM_OVet al. (1970) reported meteor winds frot_ tlogadishu (2"N.
45"E) for the period 22-29 September. i9(_8. Tim Cniversity of the _,'est Indies
has provided useful data fro_ J---naica (l_'tl, 77"_) as reported by ALLEYNEet al.
(197_) and SCI[OLEFIELDand ALLEYI_E(1975).
Figure 2 (from }'_T_IE_,'Setal. 1981) it included to thou the excellent
agrement betvct_ the rinds _.easured _i_mltaneou_ly at Ra_ey (tl) and Arecibo
(_S) betwec_a0900 and 1600 boors. August, 197_'.
EQUA_ORIAL WIt:US
_efore the Ea_'_eyradar _aa taken ow, r by Georgia Tech in 1978. the Groupe
Radar }ieteorique of C_;FThad conducted several carapaigs_u, each of _hich lasted
WI'L(_IIIll I_ I/l _ It.ill AI Al_r_'[ Iil1(| t_lJ_ll: Ii (IK_|: I
Figure 2.
/
•' approxir_ately I0 days. Data fro_ one of thene car_paigns (August 24 - September
2, 1977) is presented here to illustrate so_e of the features of the equatorial
circulation. Figure 3 shows the results of luvpass filtering of the data, which
eliminates the tidal and gravity wave conponents, le-_ving periods of _;rtater
than one day. The _ost obvious periodicity present has a period close to 2
days. Thls is the first recording in equatorial latitudes of the 2-day wave
which has received considerable attention at middle latitudes iu both the
northern and southern hc_Lsphcres.
Figure 4 presents the results of a day-by-day analy_ia of the 24-hour
coul_nent of tt;e wind _ectrt=. Tl_ fact that the uaxi_a _plitude of this
cot:poeent is 60 msec- (considerably larger than is nor=ally t_easured at ._id-
latitudes), strongly suggests this is a _y_etric _ode diurnal tidal wind.
: . t
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, ;/ Figure 3. ". Figure 4. I
'. Figure .5illustrates the variation with tir_eof the 12-hour zonal
i component, with an apparent modul_.tion of the 12-1_ur periodicity at approxi-
i us,ely 7 days.
e
Figure 6 pre_ents the zonal prevailing, 24- and 12-hour component
-. _unplitudes for the period )larch17-24, 1979. These results, the first produced _"
under Georgia Tech operation of the syst_, are somewhat controversial, in that
• . ... . the.1orge _raplitudes in all .three components on )larch21 (which accompany a
zonal wind reversal from easterly to westerly above 90 kin)appear anomalous.
..... "_ RAFrY AND ATLA!;TA WINDS: FEBRUARY - JUNE, 1981
Figure 7 details the monthly _ean winds determined for the period February
through June 1981_ the only period for wh£ch long term means are available
simultaneously from bo_h sites. Some probl_s were encountered at both sites
during the period because of F region backscatter folding back into the re,ear
.. region (range mbiguity). This phenomenon is a probl_n only at times o£ high
s_spot act.tufty,and is not present for most of the sunspot cycle.
_'hilewinds are weaker over the '%idlatitude" station (Atlanta is 34"N),
strong winds and shears in both height and time are characteristic of the
equatorial (Rmey, 18"tl) winds, llowever, aa has been noted previously in
Atlanta data, i£ one sic,ply chracterlzes the zonal mean wind in ter_s of
"easterly" or '_esterly" circulation, it would appear that Atlanta is on the
i fringe o£ the equatorial circulation, since its "spring reversal" appears much
later than is nor_ally _he case for midlatitude stations.
,-
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Figure= 8 nnd 9 of the diurnal and ser_idiurnal mplitudes, respectively,
have not been analyzed in detail but are included to er_phasize the uuch larger
tidal mplitudes observed at _=aey compared to Atlanta.
"'_f/_ HESOPAUSECIRCULATIONVARIABILITY
, Figure 1O, which denonstrates the correlation between wind reversals over
: Atlantaend r_idwinterpolar stratosphericwarmings (discussedin detail in
' _ " _ DOt.ASand KOPER,1980) is included to mphasize the need for continuous -
monitoring of the variation of the wind with beight, which is required for a
' full understanding of the circulation at =esopause altitudes. This region does
exhibit characteristics of a synoptic _eteorology.
[_ ; Obviously, the results produced by one or two stations are not of uuch u_ein determining the global nature o£ this synoptic t_eteorology. In order to
r further this aim, _ cooperative progr_=_ has been set up tmder the auspices of
the tliddle Atmosphere Progr_ to further the cooperation which has been carried
out since 1970 in the InCA Global Radio P,eteor _/ind Studies Project, and the
" URSI/IAGA Coordinated Tidal Observations Progra=n, whiLh included incoherent
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scatter radar results. This }_P project, GLO_._.T (Global Keteor Observations
System; for details see l_P llandbook Ha. 7, p. 20), while oriented towards
meteor research, is seeking the cooperation of experimenters using t_any
different techniques (partiat reflection drifts, mesospheric scatter radars,
lidar, rockets, satellites, etc.) to contribute to the atmospheric dyna=ica
portion of the progr_n_ since all available data will be needed if a truly
globat picture of upper _esosphere/lower thermosphere circulation is to be
realized.
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BASIC FEATURES OF GLOBALCIRCULATION IN "_dE}rKSOPAUS -LONER THERMOSPHERE REGIO
Yu. I. Portnyagin
I _ Institute of Experimental Meteorology
USSR State Co.it tee o_ I|ydrometeorology
• and Control of NaturL1 Environment
• Obninsk, USSR
Circulation models, which cover heights up to the turbopause, i.e,,
prac:'ically up to the natural upper border of the homosphere, play an important
part in the studies of general features of global atmospheric circulation. At
.present there are a number of circulation models for the height range up to
100-120 kra. For the heignts above the upper limit cf standard radio sounding
('30 km) these models are based on rocket sounding d_ aj with non-systematized
I- data of meteor radar observations and ionospheric drift measurt_nents used only
in particular cases.
}leanwhile as continuous 24-hour meteor radar wind measur_ents convincingly
indicate the resultant wind at 70-110 km (mesopause-lower thermosphere region)
is a superposition of daily prevailing wind and of the winds originating from
diurnal _.nd semidiurnal variations of atmorvheric par_=etrrs. And significant
day-tu-day and sea=onal variations are observed in anaplitudesand phares o[
diurnal and semidiurnal wind oscillations.
o _ Thus average velocities of prevailing wind at 70-II0 _zlcan be obtained
: reliably enough onl_ on the base of the methods which allow for daily and
/ shorter period observations of resultant wind velocities with further selection
I of diurnal wind velocity means from the data obtained. These are first of all
the radar _eteor trail technique (D2 technique, according to URSI classifica-
tion) and some _,ersionsof ionospheric methods of spaced receiver drift
i measurements (Sl technique), such as partial reflection method, drift measure-
-"" •._eotsin the long-wave range, etc. But earlier circulation models for the
f: heights of mesopause-lower thermosphere developed fror_ DI and D2 measur_ents
_" were based on scanty data.
! "
" By.now DI and D2 techniques have been used and are being used for observa-
..... tions at a lot of station_ located in the high, middle and low latitudes ef both
hemispheres° The systematical wind velocity measurements with these techniques
• #
i make it possible to specify and to refine esther s,esopause-lower thermospherecirculation mod ls. Nith this in vi w w have aadean e_.'ort to obtain global
i long-term average height-latitude sections of the wind field at 70-110 k_ using
the analysis of long-period DI and D2 observations. Data fron 26 rzeteor radar
and 6 ionospheric stations were taken for analysis.
Observational periods at different stations do not al_.'ays covpletely
coincide and in several cases they even do not overlap. Thus the wind field
rmdel based on these data can be considered as a long-term average (climatic.)
: model with the accuracy characterized to a first approximation by _o;,l.hly mean
velocity variance'D resulting fro=_ year-to-year variations of the velocities.
! The estimates from long-period _easureraents at P.eisIsland, |!olodezhnaya
! Station, in Kuhlungsborn, Obninsk, Jodrell Bank and Adelaide have shown, that on
the average the value .... ,'D. can be taken as o. : 7 =,/s (for the
• 1 1
['orihernlibya|sphere'_i_ 5 n/s, for the Southern '_i= 9 u/s). ;
r •
! An ir,_portantpoint in developing the model was the asstn_ption of zonal _ean ,_
I " approximation being acceptable for a climatic description uf the wind regin_e in i
& raesopause-lower thermosphere. The assu._ptionwas established on the comparison
o.
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of season_l variation of zonal and meridion_l wind _elociti_s at observational
stationscloselyspacedalonglatitudesbut significantlydiffcren_withrespect
to longitude.
Figure I a,b,c,d shows monthly mean velocities of zonal (v) and _eridioaal
; (u) winds fat the staticns located in two latitudinal belts of the t:orthern
Hemisphere: 52°-57"N and 45°-50°H. (52°-57"N latitude belt includes the
stations:JodrellBank(2"E),Kuhlungsborn-Collm(12°E),Obninsk(38°E),Kazan
(I_9=E),Tomsk (85"E), Badary (102°E) and Seskatoon (IOT°N); 45°-50°N: Budrio
(12°E), Kiev (31_5), Kharkov '(30=1), Volgograd (44°E) and K[mbazuvsk (135_E)).
It is easily seen, that despite the -'ignificantdilferences in longitude the
features of seasonal variations of wind par_eters remain es_entially similar at
all the stations. The respective .variance of values over longitude D_ is
characterized by oAt'_: 7 m/s, o)''S: 5 m/s, which is co_parable with Ji"
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Figure Z, .Seasonal variation of zonal (uo) and
meridion_l (We) components of the prevailing
wind velocity at 95 _ height, averaged over
various longitudes for the two latitudir.al
zones: 52°-57°N (a,c), 45°-50°N (b,d).
It is necessary to point out that at a number of stations distributed well
enough over the latitudes the measur_ents were taken with equipment enabling
the measurement of altitude wind profiles in the height range of 70-110 km.
(Kiruna, 68_N; Saskatoon, '2°N; Garchy, 48_N; Atlanta, 35=N; Pun:a Borinqueh,
18°N; Townsville, 18°5, Adelaide, 35°S; Birdlings Flat, 44°S). As for the rest
of the stations, measurements refer to the a_erage meteor zone "95 km and make
it possible to specify the character of latitu ,inal dependence of wind
velocities in the cross sections obtained.
Besides, for the 70-80 km l.eightrange, rocket =easurt=ents were also used.
Comparison has sho_'nthe monthly =ean wind velocities fr== rocket data to exceed
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(by 15-50_) tho*e frou DI and D2 I'-e_surc_cnt$. ha:it regularities of leason_l
variation however eh_v a _ood qualitative a_:re_ent for all the thr_e _ctheda.
Ileight-latitude _ections of zonal wind field yore constructed as fellows.
For each tlooth of the year wind velocity neons obtained frea eaperx_e_tal
evidence were plotted on a two-dL=enalonal coordinate grid over the range of
90"_1 < ,+< qO'$, 70 it. • h < lid ha. Isotacha "_eredrawn on the obtax_.ed
heit, ht-latitude aecttens taking account of the data pierre4, and in t_x-e cases
the data were _oothed withgn the tango of acceptable cereal in t_e.-x_valuta.
The _xper:r_-ntal evidrnce available showed quite good agre_e_t and en the whole
enabled the basic circulation _yst_a to be identified and their seasonal trsne-
format|cos to be traced.
P_onthly r.ean wind velocities at )a, ight-latitude grids with a height atrp
.',h " -_ kn and a latitude atop :" " _" were taken frot_ the obtained _nt_l? _sPP..n
l;ei_ht-latitude sections by r_ean_of i_trrpolatxoa. T_'e |atttude _le?¢r,_%nce at
each height towel was apg.roxxt.ated by a Fourier series up ".o the [ourth
ha:sonic, used to eatlr-Jte latitudzr_lly s:.oothed valuel [or V(,,, z). tqeight-
; latitude sect|sos of the xor._lwand field constructed in thxa canner Jre
presented in Figures 2-S. Tt..y show that the spatial structure of the xeral
wind field has a number of regularities and tmdergoea a_pr_ciable aea_enal
variations. These rcgula:itiea a."e briefly discussed belo_ for the e.s_n aealona
of the year.
Dece_.__.frr_JaJanua+r__g_bLU_ayLy(rigut_2)
Zonal con[_nent _ectionz e_ the prevailing wind for winter in the Eorth_ru
Ih-_isp_ere and at_--r ia the Southern Ileaisphere exhibit five basic dyr.aaical
_tructures.
(1) A region of westerlies in the ,';orthern |!,=isphere, dyr.,anically conr.e_te_
""- with the strato-,_esespheric winter low. An addit'.onal circulation celt
develops in the upper part ot thza dynamic structure.
(2) A region of high-latitude easterly circulation in the lever thernosrhere
of the P;orthern l|_isphere.
(3) ^ lo_-latxtuJe ralston of e_sterlv circulation.
(h) A region ef easterl_es in the Sou:horn I!,_isphere. .. ".
(5) A westerly circulation cell in the Southern HeraisFhere. (
Ea.r.ch_.6.pr._;.l__P,ay (Figore 3)
f
. . . . . These are the _ontha of the aeisonai recx:nstruction of the circulation iv.the
._eteor zone. They are charactcri:ed by the following d)'naaic _tructures:
(1) A region of easterly circulation in the Northern Hemisphere.
(2) A re,ion of westerly circulation in the t;orthern Ihsaispbere.
(3) A le_-latitude region of easterliea.
(_) A xegion of westerlies in the Southern II¢_ispt:ere.
Jg.ne_ 3ul..y.,_.AuKust_ (Figure _)
, The I.eight-latitude structure of lee aor.al wiuo field in these =onths i_ to _c_e
extrnt sinilar to tb.at it. Dect_ber-Yebr_ry in the he-_ispheres with rear.clive
season.-. Itowever, the circulation patterns in the su_,,r (,_erthern) and vie.tee
(Southe-rn)h*'_isFheres r_ssesa sc_e _culiaritie¢ wh'.ch di_tir, guish th_-_ ft_'_.+
similar seasonal structures of tt_ circula'io:, in Decc-_ber-g_br_ry. Tb.e
£ollowi_g dyr-aviC structuresare clearly seen.
(1) A region of easter:y circulation in the t/orthern I!e-_isphere.
(2) A region of westerly circulation in the lower thermosphere of the Eert,_e_a
l:,_:i sphere.
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,. Fi_ltll'e,2,: II._i_.ht-l=titude strt, cture of the
zonal _'iud [ield (=_/s) for Decct'-ber-Ft•l_ruary
(=-Dec_ber, b-January, c-February; pozltive
va|uet are _estcrly rind).
(3) A large region of ,'esterliea in the Southern Ilt-ni_phere,
(&) A raglan of easterly clrculatton in the lover thet'_o_here of the Southern
II(misphere vhich couples to the zone ef lov-:atitude easterlies. St_h
field _tructure u[ easterlie6 in the uinter Southern |lt_atsghere ditfcri
ire= the structure of eastrrlies in the vinter t;orthetn l_ttat=phere
described above,
._e.;,.t.e:=l_,_rt.Oc.tob_er, l_ove_h_.y,.(Figure 5)
l_ove_.ber €^n be ranked _ong the =oaths o[ steady circu|atiota, In Srl, tt_ber/
Oetober_ beveral tran6f(,.r_ntions of the circulttton ayet_t t,ke place.
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Figure 3. Ilei.ght-l---'ti_:ude s[ruc[ure of [he ' "
zonal rind fieI¢[ (r_/s) for [larch-tray
(a-Harch_ b-&prZ!p c-I_ay).
The cross _ectlons considered above L_vea[ that despite so_.e analogy in
eea6onaI variationb ef basic dyna_i_ _tructuree in tL,e /:orthern and Soutt,ern
}iemlspheres a complete =irror _y_=etry, _uggestt_d earlier, is **or ebserv-2. The
" circulation _y_t-r._ of the Southern II_i_I, hert" arc di_-tin_ui_hed ircm _he
_vst_¢ of the I:ortt_ern IIec_i_pher¢ by a nu:A_ero[ [eaturcs. "l'hemost
si_:niticant geculiarity of the circulation in t_e Southern I1t'c_i_phere is
pez_r,,anently larger values of wind veloci_ie_ _ co_pared to [hoae for respective
_" teason: of the. Ilorthern Ih-r_ispher_.
The hei£ht-latitude seclion, st_o_ in Figures 2-5 reprevent _n e_|,;.rival
zonal m_aa t_odcl [cr the -'onal hind [ield in the _eteor zone oi the at=oaphere.
vhich describea c[Ir-atic reLi_,e of tl'e :onal _lnd at 70-110 ku I_eights.
I!
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In contrast to tiledata on zonal wind, statistically reliable data on the
latitudinal structure of the aLeostrophic _eridios_._lwind are _ostly available
for 95 k_ hei|,ht, t.'e have r_ade an ef£ort to par_eterize Reynolds viscous
stresles in the equation of t-,orionfor the _eridional wind using the data on
_,eridional _ind velocities a_ 95 k= and the hei_,ht-latitude sections of he.an
zonal wind. The r_aincontribution into the divergence of }',eynoldstresses is
[,rovedto be given by the tur_s _ssociated with the vertical eddy transport o£
the =c_.entu_. The result[at,,,xpression for a.erldional wind t, ss as follows:o
•v ,2v
: (_i --_' - -';>') • 12_ _'os,*) -I (1)Uo I:eff ' Z
ff-_.
\
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Figure 5. lleight-latltude structure of the
zonal wind field (m/s) for Sept_ber-Nov_ber
(i-Septemberj b-d3ctober,c-l'ovmber).
where g .. ia a value with the dimension of the diffusion coeflLcient, v
is the _al wind velocity, Z is the height measure in the log-isobaric _yst_
of coordinates° H is the scale hei&ht, _ is the angular velocity of the Earth's
rotation, and 0 is the colatltude. Using equatiou (l} for parn-_terization i6
justified by the fact that for seasonA _ith steady circulation (winter, it_m,r)
at 95 k_a height there il a significan_ correlation between experimental values
3v j'v
I iI t!of u° and the value of 1 " ( _ _{_ - ----7), Ihieh was obtained Iron height-
latitude seetion_ of the zogal wind field, _n i_portant r,oi,ent here is that the
changes in the sign of uo with latitude are followed by similar changes in the
sign of the par_eter r gnd as a result K ,. is essentially positive at all
the latitudes (except at the latitudes ne_tthe equator0 where par_-_eter_zntion
(1) is not valid). At about 95 k_, accordin& to our estir_tes Keff : I0_
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m2/s. vhich is in agr,_ent with other data -'tthe heights above lO0 k_
Kef f reaches the value of eddy diffusion coef,_icient at the level of the
tu_l_opause. _he dependence of Kc_¢ on height, normalized to K,,ffat 95 k_
height, is €onsidered here to be t[_e sane for all Iatitude_. _aLin8 into
account the values of K _f obtained for various heights and latitudes frc_ thedata on the _'ertical andeZlatltudinal structure of the zonal ,,ean wind field
applied to equation (2) ve calculated the values of ageoetrophic meridior_al wind
velocities in the zor_l r_eanapproximation.
_igure 6 preJents helght-lstitude sections of the a_eostrophic _erldional
wind field for January (a) and July (b). obtained by the method discussed above.
It clearly shows that on the average at all heights of the Horthern meteor zone
the wind is southerly in January and northerly in July, which agrees with the
average mov_en_ of air r,,_s_es fror_ the summer hemisphere to the winter one.
In January. a region of northern winds is distinctly r_arked in the
equatorial latitudes of the lever therm.ospherr. The picture is different, how-
ever. in July. Nhile the regions of southern wind_ are well pronounced in the
low and high latitudes ) another region of southern winds is observed in the
middle and subtro ical latitudes of the Southern l|(_isphere. On the whole.i i , i
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Figure 6. lleight-latitude structure of the
merldlon_l wind field for January (a) and
July (b).
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how_.ver, the height-latitude sectior.s of the nerldional wind field given here
should be considered as estimates which mostly give information about the sign ,.
of the meridional wind and to a lesser degree characterize the absolute velo-
cities at the heights significantly different from 95 km.
tleridionalwind calculatlous were used to obtain respective values of
, vertical wind w° by Deans of integrating the continuity equation.
Calculation results of field v are shown in Figure 7 (a,b). They show
" that at 75-105 km heights there are°rather large-scale structures of upward and
. , downward flows, which can significantly affect many physical processes in this
height interval and in particular the processes important for understanding D
and E region aeron_y and formation of the caesopause therr_al structure, The
zones of downward and upward winds alternating along the latitude indicate there
are global circulation cells in the meteor zone of the atmosphere. The _ost
significant are direct circulation cells connected with the ascent of air _as_es
in low latitudes and descent in middle latitudes. Indirect cells are likely to
exist along with the direct ones in the middle latitudes. Despite a rather
complicated structure of the vertical winds in the meteor zone of the atmosphere
their regularity is clear.
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Figure 7. Ile_ght-latitude structure of the
vertical wind field for January (a) and
July (b).
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. WINDS A_;D WAVES (4 }tin - 11 YRS) IN _IE UPPER HIDDLE ^THOSPBERE
! (60-110 Klt)AT SASKATOOT(, CAfIADA(52°N. 107"W):
| H.F. PADAR (2,2 _IZ) SOUNDINGS 1973-1983!
• i A. It. Eanson. C. E. Meek and J. B. Gregory
F
Institute of S_ate and Atmospheric Studies
(- • University of Saskatchewan
Saskatoon, Sask,, S7N ONO Canada
INTRODUC'rIOI(
_. The Saskatoon MF Radar has been operating since "1968, but in its present
, continuous-sounding, real-ti=e processing mode since June 1978:2.2 _i=; SO kv,
20 _s pulse; 7.5 Itz pul*e rate; 1 profile every 5 =in; 32 heights. 49. 52 ....
142 tan. The real-time "full correlation analysis" ia made possible by con-
F versing the 8-bit _plitudes to binary (0,1) with respect to the _ean in "$0
t see blocks: partial correlations form.ed by the AI(D instruction are accmaulated
i continuously for :he vh_le record; crost-correIograns and autocorrelations
result. In a secon,! microcomputer the "proper" peaks are selected and their
_aplitudes and poslt_ons are found; these data plus the nean autocorrelogrma are
then used to calculate the velocitie_ and pattern patterers -- the _ethod is
efficient and of high quality (P_EK and SOIFER_tAN. 1979; LEEK, 1980; HEEK et
al., 1979. GREGORY etal., 1979).
; Host of the atznoepheric data shown here were obtained since 1978. Prior to
_-_ that time the limitations of computing systems usually allo_ed only noon data (1
' "' hr) each day -- our interest has alway_ been on the full climatology o£ the
t region. However now that we operate continuously each day, waves with periods ."
- fro= "10 _in to 5 years are a-c_ilable for study: gravity waves (GW). tides. '
t , planetary waves (PN) _nd circulation effects. We will show ex.-_pleo of all of ,
t these. t
MEAE WINDS ABD LONG PERIOD (_lOd) OSCILLATIONS
The basis for mo,t analyses are lb nean _inds at 3 kra intervals (Figure 1):
_- such plots reveal tb mean wind and its variations, the 2_- 12-h tides, and
C.W. fluctuations. The basic analysis is to fit a mean, and 24- 12-h harmonics .--
to each 24-h of dat_;'_nd then obtain means for monthly (30-d) and (toneti_es)
10-d intervals.
) Zonal and meridional cross-sections (10-d averages) are available £or al1
years, but ve show 1980 (Figure 2). Comparisons with CIRA (1972) demonstrate
the need to update tha_ model: e.g. October, Hay, June fEW) are usually
stronger than CIRA; Dcce_aberweaker. Hagnitudes may differ by ;actors o£ 2-3
within the vortex (GREGORY etal., 1981; Vdd_SONetal., 1981a). Important
i di_[erence8 £rom an expanded data set (GROVES, 1969) also ex£at_ his reversed
y , =ot_l flow above-90 km appears too strong, probably due to tidal contamination.
!
/ _ Morn seriously the =eridional flow at Saskatoon is inconsistent with Groves and
also simple circulation modets that require poleward/equatcrvard flow above -80
• km in winter/su_er to be consistent with the thermal winds. ?he role of
gravity waves in depositing _entum and balancin_ the €oriclis torque is being
actively studied at Saskatoon -- winter is a puzzle because of the equatorward
flow above -85 km.
The 12-, &-m 3"_th osc£11ationa (Figure 3) are consistent with the zonal
: cross-sections, and are stable from year to year (HANS,( etal., 1981b). Ourt
! results (12-6-mth) are consistent with CIRA below "100 k_a, but differences
above are probably due to tidal contr_ination in CIRA, By using good quality
r. noon data the strengths of the summer and winter mesospher£€ vortices have been
r
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Figure 1. Wind' during the November 1981 ICMUA Tidal campaign (-5 km).
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Figure 2. Zonnl nnd meridional winds (10-J avern~cs used): 1980.
studied from 1974 -- the vortices have strengthened by factors of >2, largest in
winter_ as the sunspot nu=ber has increased (GREGORYet al., 198t). This effect
is believed to be independent of, or not caused by, tidal fluctuations.
Finally fluctuations of the mean winds and tides occur during STRAT_'ARHS :(F_NSON et el., 1981a,c; SHIU[ et el., 1982), There are frequently oscillations
, with periods of =veral days up to "[00 k_, as well as strong reversals of the t
zonal flow below "80 ko. We are involved with DX}IAHICS/SWA_ of f_P,
"Z_ Comparisons of hourly and monthly mean winds from the Radar and from rocket
data (e.g. GREGORYet al._ 1981) obtained fro_ Primrose Lake (3&O "k_ HW), show
• excellent agreet_eut, _hese data_ and the r_ture of the wind field discussed
i : demonstrate the of the winds data from the H.F. radar.
here. quality
_" SPECTRAL ANALYSIS (10d - 6h)
I" Various ferret of analysis have be_ applied to the continuous hourly data,
divided into -3DO The result of covariance(monthly) sets, a swept-frequency
• calculation is shown in Figure _, for a typical winter _onth (February I_81).
The 12-h tide is do_irmr0t,and 24-, 8-, 6-h tidal oscillations grow with
_ _ altitude. There are strong oscillations of 16d period also, possibly associated
with the _TRATNARIIof 1981. Seasonal variations are shown in the Fourier
l analysis £or 89 km (Figure 5): the 24°/12-tide becomes largerls_aller in summer
t months; and 2.1, 5-d oscillations are evident especially, but not exclusively,
in summer. These oscillations and others with periods of 1.25 - 16d are
frequently observed; these are consistent with the planetary normal modes
I investigated by SALSY (1981). Careful study of the spectra .I_o show the
• presence of 16h (16.2±.7) and lOh 19.7±.4h) oscillations whic_ may be due to the
modulation of the 12-h tide by the 2.1d wave (_SG_; et al., 1982).
' The P.W, oscillations are being compared with meteor-radar wends from
: Honpazler (France) during 1979/1980, and there is excellent afferent between
: the occurrence of such osc£11atione, and also their r_plitudes and vertical
wavelengths (J. L. gellous - private communication, to be published).
i
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TIDES (12- 24-h)
i The monthly semi-diurnal tides evidence a clear seasonal variation in their
characteristics (ttANSON et al., 1981a,c). Figure 6 shows the so-called spring-
equinoctial months of }larch, April, Hay. March is typical of a winter month,
{ with short vertical wavelengths and large _plitudes (Nov-]larch are winter-
! , like). }lay is s_er-like in phase, and its wavelength is usually inten:ediate
between winter (43:6 kin) and stammer (IF0'-90 kin) (}L_NSONet al., 1982; .ua%SS04etal., 1983). The transitions from winter to summer-like states (june-August) are
very regular and rapid being centered on Ilarch 30 and lIovcmber 1--10 and
l" " requiring only 15d. A summery of these features is shown in Figure 7.
i Sophisticated non-classical theoretical models like ]ha: of %'ALTER3QIEID andI
t DEVORE (1981) and FORBES (1982b) produce some of these features, e.g., longer
t wavelengths in sum_er (2,2 mode dominant) and shorter in winter ((2,3_-(2.5)modes effects); but their phases and the magnitudes, rapidity and regularity of
I the seasonal changes are not explained. Comparisons with French (J. L. Fellous)
and New Zealand (H. J. Smith, G. J. Fraser) data show bas:cally similar
ii behaviour to the Saskatoon 12-h tide. The daily tidal fluctuations are
discussed elsewhere (MANSON et al., 1982): possible causes are non-migzating
tides, local tidal forcing and gravity-wave coupling.
",.
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i Figure 6. Semi-diurnal tides (_mplitudes are arithmetic mer.ns;
s.d. shown.
1 " _ The 24-h tide is more irregular on a daily or monthly b_sls, iTheory (e.g.
I FORBES 1982a).suggests that modes such as the evanescent S 1 ' S _ and
• propagating S* 1 should be prese- There is actually a sea_onal-_ariation, ;
with longer wavelengths in summt _onths, and a die]it;c]phase variation (Figure
8), which theories have not successfully predicted. The New Zealand data for
1978-1980 (H. J. Smith, G. J. Fraser - -rivate communication, to be published)
shows a similar seasonal morphology _.losely involved in ATPJLP (VAP) and
the ICh'UATidal Worhing Group.
GRAVITY WAVES (4 _in - 6 h)
: Ever since the elegant and perceptive paper of C. O. ]lINES (1960) on
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Fieure 7. Sp.ci-diurnal tidal variations •
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city (Vg): l<Vg<lO m/s. TEe _,rofiles of ,_, ( - O,05-0.3 _tkg) al,ree Veil
with tho_ederivedindependentlyfret _ _tadingti_e seen _v a _oving
obscrvt'r)" V IS the "-.d, of tt:e randot_ erie€sty of the scatterers assu_,tng
- isotro|,_€ turbulence; and t, Kd the energy dt;sipation hy turbulence and eddy
d_ffusiun respectively (ZltL'_LL_ and VUR_IIY,1917). Values of Kd (_00-600
g'/¢) cor_pare well with other cbse_.atiot_*.
t_e have earlier data. which also illustrates interacttons between the (2._.
and the _ean flow. Variations of the heights of tmxi_a frr the r.rJ.s.
deviations of the _iod correlate- very veil w_th heights o{ re_ersa', ottt, e r_ean
t flew, on a r_onthly basis, 107=-14 (V_2,'St_,+et al. 1975. lq_6). This is (on-. I
si_tent with G.t_. _.hose phase velocities are anti_arallel to the direction of
the t%ain vortex (40-,_0 L_), _'htch reach the revereal hetgt_t, and th_n experience
critical levels, l._r_e w_|,litudes _d ev(_t_al dissipation result, _n_ their
_.ot_tmtt_ is deposited into the _low. _he telx_rtance of such a process has only
recently beco=e evident, at zonal and _eridtot_l cross-tecttens fro*, _,b_er_,atton
(Figure 2} and circulation _odcl_ have ap;..arrd. As di|cus,ed by Llh l_=_N t1981)
and others, sees tao_.,¢ntt_._dr[osttlon its rc-qutred to clots ¢1t the str._er at_d
winter vortices and balance the considerable €oriolis torgue. As noted t_r_orc,
the winter equator_ard flow (>_0 k=} ts a I'roblm, as its tcrgue would be
additive to any ¢€ _c_rntu= deposition!
Fir.ally for _veral years we have cobb,areal the energy densities of F'd,
Tides and Gt# (t'd_SON etal., IgSla,c). Nea_ tO I_ all waves are cot:parable,
with t,_ (<lh) largest; but by 100 kn thei: erder (increasing) is i'_; t_des;
_t¢ (>l.Sh), (2',/((l.Sh): values are larg.est in winter and late s_=er.
Fstitmting vertical group velocities, the values of _ ate "10.3 -I0-'*1
<0.05; "0.1 tc/_g, respecttv¢l_.
Considerable effort is r,¢v going in to ,'e_suring C€ characteristics uith a
_-- spaced wind€ system (Gf_AV,_ET),to contribute to the I'._PG,_,_.gP project. Trois
should help our understanding of all scales of _tion in the upper _tddle
atmosphere.
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E. S. _azimirovcky
SiberianInstituteof TerrestrialEaEnetis_
..-- Ionosphereand Radio Propagation
Irkutsk, USSR
AgSTRACT
So_e _ain resultsof eXperi=entatinvestigationsof the dynamicalregimeof
the ionosphericD-regionover East Siberiaarc [,resented.Regularmeasur(_ents
of huri=ontalionosphericdriftsby the radio_ethod of closelyspaced
receivers,usinga longwavelengthtransmitteroperatingat a frequencyof 200
kHz, have been carried out near Irkutsk t USSR, since 1915. The seasonal and
inter-annual variations of prevailing wind (roll and meridio_l), and
amplitudes and phases of _e_i-diurnal tides are investigated. Evidence is
I presented to show the res_nse of D-region dynamics to stratospheric varmints.
Planetaryand gravitywaves are found in the vi_d field. _parison with
results of _alogous _easure_ents in C(,ntral Europe (Col_, CDR) reveals a
longitudinal effect on the dynamical regir_ of the mid-latitude lower thermo-
sphere.
"" The structure, composition and radiative properties of the middle
atmosphere cannot be completely understood wiO_out full consideration of the
role of atmospheric _otions on all scales. Relatively little is known about the
large-scare circulationb in the 60 to 100 kn region, their interaction with
ionospheric p_nomena, and their role in vertical transport of trace s_ciea.
There is observationalevidencefor the broad s_ctrtraof _otions i_ the D-
region. These include zonal and nerldional mean motio[,s, planetary waves,
.'._-_ tides, gravity waves, synoptic scale motions, turbulence. The _ost important
results of measur(_ents (structure nod composition) include the finding that the
lower ionosphere exhibits not only a solar but also a strong non-solar control
which i_ partlyof =eteorological nature.
The _iddle Atmosphere Progr_ O_P) involves the investigation of the
globat wlnd field in the height r_ge 15-120 k_n and, in particular, in the upper ..
mesopsuse region. This region (85-95 -k=) has until presently been comparatively
"\ poorly t_derstood, while its dynamics and structure determine the r_anner of
interactionbetweenlower-a_ospheriemeteorologicalphenc_enaand ionospheric
processes. Ne believe that continuous _onitoring of the dynamical regime of the
ionosrhdric D-region is'one "of the most urgent tasks of the up_r atmosphere
_ physxcs.
_here ar_ some significant difficulties with tmdertaklng of such
monitoring. Host of the eaperimental data have been obtained from rocket
experiments, _eteor trail radars, spaced-receivers (Dl) using vertical pulse
rada_ (includin_partialreflections)and a _odificationof the DI methodwhich
includes the use of broadcasting long-ave tran_itter signals, reflected by the
lower ionosphere during the nighttime. The last method offers sc_e advantages
(comparatively simple cq'_ir_ent, no additional radio noise sources) and in
principle measures the horizontal drift velocity of ionospheric irregularities.
But there are good reasons for int_.rpreting these _easurments as an information
on the ocutral meteorological wind in the reflection region (85-95 k=). This
method has been calibrated by independent radar geteor nnd rocket wind _easure-
meats and its physical €(ficxency is proven.
The available regular experimental information about the uidlatitude iono-
spheric wind ha_ _til recently been confined solely to the American (GREGORY
?
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and }_N$ON, 1975) and European (PORTNYAGIN and SPR_IGER, 1978) continents.
There were no data on the dynamical regime of the lower thermosphere for the
Asian continent. For the investigation of the general atmosphere circblation at
ionospheric heights and of local behavior of the dynamical regime over East
Siberia. regular wind measurements have been made by the 01 _ethod (200 _{t)
near Irkutsk (USSR) since 1975. The _ethod we apply _ields the wind velocity
averaged over 30 minutes. The vohme of data ('13xi0 half-hourly values)
. permits to as_rs with great confidence the averaLe characteristics of
prevailing windsp of _xaplitudes and phases of the semidiurnal tide, and the
specter= of planetary and internal gravity waves.
Observations are possible only at night (the data intervals depending on
season, is 8-16 hours long). The instrumentation and processing techniques have
been described by KAZIMIROVSKY and KOKOUROV (1979).
It is evident that the wind velocity r.odulus in the region under investlga-
tion is quite stable. Host of the values are within the range of 20-60 _/s so
that a wind velocity of 40 m[s can be considered typical for this region. It
should be noted that this value is in good agreetnentwith wind measurL_eots at
similar heights _ade in Canada (GREGORY and }_NS_{. 1975) and Australia (STUBBS
and VItlC_iT, 1973).
Both during su_er and winter, the eastward wind prevails, but during
equinoxes the westward wind. The seasonal variation of the velocity is not very
large, _aximtm values of the zonal velocity being observed during solstices.
The spring reversal of circulation is as a rule longer than the aututan reversal
(KAZIHIROVSKY and KOKOUROV, 1979; KAZIHIROVSKY et el., 1979; KAZI_IIROVSKYm
1981).
These winds exhibit both seasonal and interannual variability. Intergnnual
variability is most pronounced during equinox periods and is associated with the
r_-. circulation reversal in the upper _esospheric region. The winter retiree(_ovember-December) is noat stable, although some interannual variability in
winter is also indicated. These variat:ons, we believe, should be interpreted
as a conseqtzeoce of the effect of stratospheric waminga (the number and
intensity of which are different for the _ame _cuths of different years) and as
a possible effect of variations of sOlar and geomagnetic activity.
In fact the dependence on solar cycle of both prevailing and tidal wind in
the height region between 90 and 100 kin during winterm as found at first by
SPR_;GER and SOIHINDER (1969) from ionospheric drift =easure=ents in the LF ._
range, has been confita_edby PORTNYAGIH et el. (1977) by similar results from
radar meteor wind neasurtxnents. GREGORY et el. (1980) has revealed a complex
pattern of trends in zonal dad meridional flow. The ll-year cycle response of
sensor-el zorml flow was sho_n to vary with altitude. Steeds increase [rata solar
minimt.._ to oaxim= by factor_ of 2-4. Response in the upper =eaosphere and
lover thermosphere was present in summer aa welt as winter.
_e have found also fro_ our drift _easur_ents that zonal prevailing wind
increased from 1975 to 1981, but not so fast as in Canada and Europe. This _ay
be connected with the lover geomagnetic latitude of our observatories.
In addition we found a strong coupling between the dynamical regime of the
re_ion t._der investigation and stratospherxc tt_aperature. We can track strato-
spheric warming effects upon the ionospheric dynamics up to E-raglan winds
(KAZIHIROVSKY et el., 1982).
We have investigated _tratosphere-ionosphere coupling both for the winter
solstice _nd for the spring circul_tlon reversal. During the periods of sudden
stratospheric varmints there are effects in the ionospheric V-region dynamics
F'x
1-2 days after the time of maxim_ temperature at the 30--mb level. :he velocity
modulus increases, the southward transport gets stronger, the _-_ptitod_ of the
semidiurnal tide for the meridiona l wind increases too, and the zonal wind
decrease and even changes its sign. In winter the meridional wind is more
sensitive to stratospheric temperature variations but during spring reversal the
zonal wind is. Statistical analysis allows us to find out that for the most
prevailing wind directions at the 85-95 k_ level we have almost always the same
' regime of stratospheric p:essure and temperature. We found that the most
t' favorable conditions for coupling fro= below occur in winter, when stratospheric
zonal winds get weaker and the meridional extent af disturbing processes
increases. The character of coupling varies not only from year togear but alco
from one warming to the other and is determined by the height ana location o_
anticyclones generation.
Simultaneously with our _easurcments, a coordinated study of upper
atmospheric winds has been carried on by the same rethod in Central Europe
(Geophysical Observatory ColL_, GDR). Cooperative analysis of the data
(SOIMI_DER etal., 1918a, 1978b, 1979, 1980) shows a difference in the wind
field despite the fact that geographical latitudes of both stations are nearly
equal and the procedure of data treatment is practically the same. We can find
longitudinal effects manifested in a distinct character of histograms for the
wind directionD a systematic excess of the prevailing zonal wind in East Siberia
in comparison with Central Europe. a weaker semidiurnal tide during winter
months over East Siberia, and different periods of equinoctial reversal of the
circulation (spring reversal is observed respectively later and autumn reversal
earlier over Siberia than those over Europe)t etc. Thus, we have obtained the
experimental evidence for a change of the midlatitude general atmospheric cir-
culation at ionospheric D-region heights not only with season but also with
region. We may interpret this as an effect of the dependence of the lower iono-
spheric dynamics on the clir-aticcharacteristics of the region under investiga-
ff_ txon and on the state of the lower atmosphere.
The reasons for real geophysical variations of the monthly mean values have
been discussed by PORTNYAGIN et el. (197B) and attributed to synoptic
fluctuations of wind velocities having periods of several days. Such synoptic .,'
fluctuations are associated with strato-=esospheric war_ings and planetary wave
propagation. In addition to these processes we believe that variations of the
reflection height, which are associated with variations of the character of the
vertical distribution of ionization, may also be significant. Regrettably, we ._
lack informatiou about the three-dimensional global distribution of D region .-
ionization. Ne lack even a complete two-dimensional picture for any height.
" • -. Evidence for the electron density in the D region is deduced from rocket pro-
files and data obtained by the =ethod of partial reflection. Large seasonal
differences and variation from year to year are observed. Longitudinal
gradients in the distribution of electron density in the D region are also
possible (in the ionospheric F region these effects are well documented). This
will lead to variations of the radio wave reflection height in the long wave-
length range at dlfferentradio frequencies and at different locations and even
at one frequency and one location during different years. Ne also know that in
the mesosphere region, the dynamical regi_accan vary rapidly with altitude.
Therefore, it is clear that although the morphological study of the space-
time variations of the dynamical regime on the basis of coordinated progr_s
using the radlophysical methods is of great value, these measur_ents alone can-
not reveal unambiguously the cause of the variations observed without
simultaneous careful control of the reflection height with an accuracy of the
order of a few kilometers. There is a need to organize complex experiments
combining r{=ote sensing and in silo rocket methods of _easur{_ents of all para-
meters of the plasma in the height range tmder investigation.
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Essential part of the dynamical regime of the ionosphere with the exception
' of the prevailing wind and tides are the planetary waves and internal _ravlty
waves. We studied the spectrum of these waves on the basis of our wind _easure-
• ents in the upper meEopause region (KAZIHIROVSKY and OIEIt_OBROVKINA, 1979;
KAZIHIROVSKY et al., 1980) and found waves with prevailing: periods from 20 to 80
minutes in zonal and meridional wind variations. Frota the daily values of the
prevailing velocity and mplitude of semidiurnal tide, we determine with high
' statistical reliability the presence of t_axima in the spectrum corresponding to
periods 50-60, 32-34, 27-30, 22, 16-19s 10-13, and 4-B days. The wide range of
prevailing pe.riods may be explained by the nonstationarity of the processes
being studied. Actually, a special kind of dynamical spectral analysis
con£irmed the change of the wind field spectrum with the time.
In conclusion, we may say that we have obtained some netJ information about
the dynamical regirae of the ionospheric D-region over East Siberia. This
information can be used to improve atmosphere models, such as CIRA-72, which
have neglected longitude di£ierences above 60 ks. For the Hiddle Atmosphere
Progr_n, morphological study of space and tide variations of the dynamics, based
on coordinated observations by a network of stations using the radar-incisor and
; spaced receiver methods, is invaluable.
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Figure I. Hap of the r_idnight wind direction distribution
in the ionospheric D region for different the.-'_obaric
zones. _/inter, 197811979.
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Figure2, Longitudinal effects in the results of _..
upper atmospheric wind measurements (Dl, 85-95 km)
obtained over Central Europe and East Siberia:
ceasonal variations (Novmber 1978 - Hay 1979) of
the wind £ield par,_eter in the upper t:esopause
region. Vo =/s - prevailing wind. positive
towards E and 1_, respectively; V2 1a/n - _plitude
og the se_idiurnal tide; t 2 (L_'r) - phase of the
meridlonal setaidiuraal tidal wind component de-
fined as the local ,_eaa time o£ the occurrence of
the northwardtaaxim_.
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Figure 3. Longitudinal cffects in thc rcsults
of upper-atmosphcric wind mcasurements (Dl,
85-95 km) obtained over Central Europe and
East Siberia: mean nighttime variations of
the measured wind, zonal component.
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' }f_ASURE_[ENTOF HIE VERTICAL GRADIENT OF THE SEMIDIURNAL
! TIDAL WIND PltASE IN WINTER AT _E 95 KM LEVEL
. R. Schninder and D. gursehner
, Karl F_rx University Leipzig
• Department of Physics
Colin Gt_physical Observatory
DDR-7261 Collm, GDR
ABSTRACT
When supplemented by absolute reflection height measurements, low frequency
wind measurements in the 90-100 km height range become truly competitive in
comparison with the more widely used radar meteor wind observations. For
example, height profiles of the wind parameters in the so-cal'ed meteor zone can
be obtainedue to the considerableinterdiurnalvariabilityof the average
nighttime reflection heights controlled by geomagnetic activity.
The phase of the semidiurnal tidal wind is particularly height-dependent.
j : , The measured vertical gradient of 1/4 h/innin '#inter corresponds to a vertical
" wavelength of alan, 50 ha.
. Wind measurements in the upper atmosphere, at heights between 90 and I00
4 A km, have been carried out _t the Colin Geophysical Observatory of Kar',Karx
, University Leipzig for a number of years now. These measurements usu the
/ closely-spaced receiver method and three measuring paths, on 179, 227, and 272
kHz. They take place every day between sunset and sunrise, i.e., nightly. A
' night in this sense may last as long as 18 _)urs in winter. Both the measure-
ments and their evaluation are completely automatic, and the prevailing winds
/ /_- and tides are separated.
This technique has a number of advanteges which, apart from being able to
assign wind readings to accurate heights, could be described as follows:
(I) Daily measure=ants can be =_de over longer periods with comparatively
simple equiFment and give very good information at low cost.
(2) Wind measurements are possible on several _easuring paths from one point. .,
This gives representative data on :he average wind conditions ever large areas
" such as Central Europe, from one observatory. The transmitters are broadcasting
stations which can be used free of charge over decades and whose operation is
guaranteed by governments. That means we neeJ ,o powerful transmitters of our
own, and interference is avoided.
(3) Wind variations with very short periods can be studied because of the high
measuring density of one readi:g per minute and zeasuring path, or even more.
For example, the average in 1982 was 1.7 trading per minute on 272 kllz;eight
readings per minute are possible over shorter pe,iods of time.
(4) The zonal and meridional wind componer.:scan be measured at the same ti_e
and in the same volt_e in the upper atmosphere.
(5) The wind records are available on-line. Aut_=atic=llyope-'atedequipments
allow the parameters of circulation to be provid_,dwith a ti_e delay that is
_ determined and limited only by the period of tidal winds and which is acceptable
'_ for a synoptic meteorology of the upper atmosphere; and
"I _ "/ _ (6) The whole arrangement lends itself to mobile use easily, so that an entire
"_ measuring network could be standardized on this basis.
't
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_roblma have as far bern encountered in deternining the reference l_etght
since these are not tulsa _eaaure=rnta at vertical incidence but ueaaurt_enta on
continuous-wave tr_mra_ttera at _blzqum lncld_n_e. ]t wan possible to calculate
'" the reflection _x£ht [roa the electron de, airy profiles only in the paste a=d
there van no way to deter|sine interdLurnal or short-time he_&ht variations.
That handicap van overture last year vzth thn help of a new _ethod developed by
Eurschner et our observatory. Tl_ absolute value of the reelection height ta
obtained frou the .zt=_ delay betvee_ the sky wave _d the ground wave tee.as~
mission of re_rcttve t_odulatton burtta in the frequency ra_Ke around 1o_O0 II_0
and thta ta presently do_ on the 179 _|t r_asurznz path. $eyond our
_pplicatzon_ the t_ethod could be used in €11 cases where ionospheric research ia
conducted _tth the aid of the s_y wave co, portent from 1. [. broa6¢astLn_ tr_ms-
sitters. One azaEa_le is A3 absorption _aourments,
V'_e_1. f. ionospheric drift _eaaor_e_tl ire suppl_,ented in thls manner
they become €o_etitzve with the radar _teor _ind method, and thin all the _ore
a_ce the advanta:es ul [he latter are hardly used to the full in any field.
The only dtsa_ventaKe of the method ia that I. |. drift _eaaurment_ are
restricted 1o the nltht houri so that problems stile in _eter_ining the diurnal
tidal vi_d component which in. }_vrver. _all _yvay in eediu_ and hi_her
latitudes.
To _ive an ea-,_ple of the results that can be obtained with this _ethod, we
would like to present our wind cea_re_ents of Deceaber 1982 and J_mu_ry 19_3
and draw , few conclusiune. TEe translator distance ia 170 k_ for the 179 I_z
•_ea_urinK Fath, _60 am for 227 _l[_, and _OO It= for 272 kHt. The reflectio_
points ate over Central Europa near _2"H and l_'[ and ate about 203 kn apart at
heiEht r_z.te between QO a_ I00 k_. The oversee inte£ral _eaaurin& density
vsa uore th_ 3 values _r m_nute.
/: FiEure I shova the results of the vind ceasurments for _n indivld_-a| _i&ht
_n December 19_2, at the top f_r the gcruli cosponsor, belay for the merid_onazl
€omponent. The ne_-t nighttime reflection height is 90 k=. The table gives a
survey of the reaultt _bt=_ned fro_ _he harmonic analysis of the wind records
for each night durin_ the two _entha, usin_ the averages fro= all three
_easurint paths. As it ia _een, the roll prevailing wind is _osrly directed
tovarJ the east, and the neridz0r_l Frevailing wind toward the south. Even a
cursory look at the table sF_vs that there is a elope connection betveen the
phase position of the €_idiurnal tidal _ind and the _eaaured height - £reat
hei£hts see equivalent to _'t early pha_e, and vice versa.
Figure 2 shays the average daily wind variation at two average height
levels of 90 and lO0 k_a for DeCeaber 1782.' The wind and heizflt values have been
arranged hourly, in two groups belay cad above Q_.5 k_. _e can see a clear ' "
phase difference tn the se_idiulm_l tidal wind which is sonevhaL above two t_ura
for a b_ight difference of 10 k_.
Ue_n_ the &nalyses for individual days fro-a the table, one ca_ calculate
exact re_reasion lines. An e_ple would be this _rticular phase of the so=i-
diurnal tidal wind. Figure 3 shows the rezression lines for all three _easur_a_
paths for the rural co=_onent ouly, _nd for the average from all three paths, in
the latter case for the zonal €.nd _eridioru|l components. The vertical gradient
of the rha.e results from the slope o( the regression line on 179 _I: and ia a
quarter-hour ppr kilc_eter, or 7"II_. Thls is equivalent to a vertical wave-
length of about _0 _=.
The slope se_s to fall off slightly as the equivalent frequency is
reduced. This apparent reduction results fro_ the fact that the absolute
heights are only _easured on 179 _lz and the rcflectio_ height variations are
a_aller for 8 steeper }l(h') profil_ and lower equivalent frequencies. T_
!
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Figure 1. _.ily wind variations in the upper oesopause
te_ion over C€ntral Europe obtained fron LF drift
©easure_ents at thz ¢o11_ Gcophysica! ObmervatorT, .
.... equivalent 'fr_quency'is 140 ktlz for the 179 kllz reaeurin_ path, ItS kl[x lot t_,o
2?2 Idl_ =easuring p_th and 70 I_llg [or the 227 Idl_ _easuring path,
It is typical for va|u_l o,_ the vertica! gradient o[ the phase o_ the _ez_i-
diurnal tidal _ind to _e in t_.e range of a quarter-l_our per kilometer, ar.d such
values are found even where the usable heiKht range increases upward in tee
presence of r-_znetic storms. _.e re[!ection t.eizhts depend Ear,ely on gec,-
r-_Enetic activity. To calcu!ate _ re_,ression line we used the su= of the g I
va!ues for the _ix t_.rre*hour intervals fro= 15 to 9 hours UT. It turned out
that _n the ran_.e from KI -|0 _o t:I - 30 the height increases by a half
kiloaeter for each _it that is tdded to the su-, of KI.
!"
During, stratospheric wsroing effects in the upper _esopause region when the
prevai!ing zonal wind direction is reversed, the vertical _:rsdient of the phase
of the s_aidiurnal tidml wind is _Iso 15 min/_, but the sign is quite opposite:
the phase im chilling [ro_ the evening to midnight hours with increasing i •
reflection height, ju0t now obmerved during the l_0t event in February 1983. 1
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Figure 2. Penn daily wind variations in the 90 k_ and
lO0 kn level over Central Europe (_2*H, I_°E) in
December 1982 deduced fro= LF drift _easur_ents on
3 neasurin_ paths (179, 227. and 272 _Lz) at the
CoI I_ Geophysical Observatory. vo - prevailing wind;
v 2 - _*_plitude of the se_idiurnal tidal wind; T_ -
phase of the _eoidiurnal tidal wind, tie_e of the
occurrence of the eastward and northward wind
_xi_. respectively.
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Tabte I. Results of upper atmosphere rind _easure'_ents over
Central Europe obtained fron LF dzift _easure_entm on 179,
277, and 272 kliz at the Collm Geophysical Obser,_atory.
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Figure 3. The vertical gradient of the phase T 2 of the
se_idiurn_l tidal rind in December 19_2 and J_nuary
1983 deduced fror_ LF drift =easurment s on 3 ._eamuriug
paths (179, 227, end 272 kliz) and fro_ reflection
height _easure-.en_s on 17_ Idi_ over C_-ntral Europe
at the Coil:. Geophysical Observatory (z - zov.sl
r.o..poaent, -- ._eridiov.sl component). ..
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AnSTKACT
/
In Hove_bar 1982 the HEATIGGand the PR£ (Partial _eflection Experi-
ment) facilities near Treble (t;orviy) vere o_erated to_ether in • pulsed _ode •i
• radar syste_ to investi_.ate structures in the middle •t_olphere. For the
first ti_e. echoes £;Qn the upper troposphere _Lndstratosphere hive be_
: detected or • frequency of 2.75 l_Iz.
The paper vill be published in full in: Jou_n•l of At_ospherl¢ and Terrestrial
Physics.
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STP.ATWARHEFFECTSIN TEEIONOSPHERICD, REGIONRIND FIELD
G, V. Vergasova
Siberian Institute of Terrestrial Magnetism
Ionosphere and Radio Wave Propagation (SIblZHIR)
Siberian Branch of the USSRAcademy of Sciences
• Irkutsk_ USSR
s
ABSTRACT
An analysis is made of the wind field structure in the strata-thermosphere
over Eastern Siberia during the winter stratwarms of 1975-1977. It is found
that coupling between dynamical processes in the stratosphere an.d lover theruo-
sphere is affected through changes of the temperature regime of the atmosphere,
The circulation regime both in the stratosphere and lower thermosphere depends
on location of the source of perturbations that cause stratospheric var_iogs.
The effect of varmint-induced perturbations on the dynamics of above- and m_der-
lying layers and the _eridional extent of the processes are determined by the
altitude and re_ion where anti-cyclones originate. In conditions of a vamer
stratosphere, there is a considerable loss of wind stability in the ionospheric
D-region. A time delay of I to 2 days of lover-ther_osphere processes is found
to occur with respect to stratospheric processes of temperature variation at 30
_b level.
Re have investigated the ionospheric circulation pars=stets and the
meteorological conditions at the troposphere and stratosphere. Rind measure-
¢ents in the D-region yore carried on at the SibIZHIR since 1974. Re believe
that there is a response of V-re_ion dynamics to the stratospl_eric processes,
especially to the stratospheric varmints. _e have found (VERGASOVA,1978;
VEROASOVAand KAZIHIROVSK¥,1979) high correlation between D-region winds and
temperature variations at the 30 mb level during stratospheric warmings. As a
f_ rule we had zonal vlnd reversals from westerly to easterly, increasing of south-
ward wind or even reversal of the _eridiona! wind, and increase of _emidiurnal
tide _mplitude. The response of the wind field is delayed by 1-3 days after the
_agimum of temperature at the stratosphere (T x) The cross-correlation..... _
coeffxcxents for xonospherxc vxnd and stratosp_erxc temperature were sometimes
very high (-0.95).
The results derived by the superposed epoch method provide an average _.
pattern of the interaction of the D-re,ion dynamical regime with stratospheric
temperature, revealdelay effects but do not give us any details about effects
of each individual waming. We havd been interested in examining the extension
of the influence of each individual warming on the ionospheric dynamics, with-
out limiting our attention only to temperature, but using the entire set of
par_eters varying during the perturbation (pressure, temperature, wind velo-
city, wind direction, zonal and _eridional winds).
We have examined seven varmints, including also local ones, observed over
Eastern Siberia sinceDecember 1975 throughHatch 1917 (VERCASOVA,1981). In
order to evaluate the variation of ti_e D-region wind structure as a f_mction of
the wind profile shape in the troposphere, we constructed the maps of the wind
field in the trope-, strata- and thermosphere and incomplete wind profiles (data
on the height range 30 to -85 kra are missing and the linear interpolation has
therefore only a cOnventforml character).
To evaluate the effect of each individual varralng a preliminary
meteorological analysis was made. _e considered the region giving rise to
anti-cyclones, connected with the warming wave, the height of their upper
boundary, further propagation of a warm region and warmlng-induced changes in i
i
?
the stratosphere at 30 mb level over Eastern Siberia. For example, during the
warming o£ 31 Dec_ber 1975 through 25 January 1976 there occurred a pene-
tration of awam region from the Atlantic anti-cyclone into high and t_perate
latitudes (ChO BULLETIN_BUGAEVAand RYAZANOVA,1978). The Atlantic anti-
cyclone was a strong one, with its upper boundary above 70 km. In the strato-
sphere at the end of December a kind o£ a three-cell baric field appeared. Over
, the poles there is an observable cyclone with depressions extending into the
Eurasian and ku=erican continents while over the northern parts of the Pacific
and Atlantic Oceans, two active anti-cyclones occurred with high upper boundary.
_here were no strong winter varmings in the stratosphere but there were scr_e
• local varminge.
At Irkutak the warming attained its maxlm_ stage on 6 January, the
tec_perature at 30 mb level increasing by about 20"C. The formation of anti-
cyclones had significantly increased the dynamical instability in 20-60 km
layers, vhlch is apparent from Figure I_ shoving wind field _aps for the tropo-w
strain- and thermosphere. In the _tratoaphere this dynamical instability occurs
as a decrease of the modulus iV /V. [ (ratio of the zonal to meridional com-
Ponents), i.e., as an _ncrease of _er_d_onahty w_th _ncreaa_ng temperature and
pressure in the stratosphere. In the period of interest the disturbed region
(h _ 70 l_) van rather close to the lover thermosphere and _ay influence the
ionospheric D region dyn_ica (Figure l). _e have seen the signlficant decrease
and reversal of the zonal flow and a significant increase and reversal of the
meridional c_ponent of the wind. Figure 2 shows the in£1uence of temperature
and pressure fluctuations at a height h _ 25 k_ upon the wind profile structure
in the tropo-strato-thermoephere. For the higher values of t_perature and
pressure the profile seems to be narrower, approaching the vertical axis. These
changes are connected with a decrease o£ the '_elocity gradient" (grad_ V) cf
, zonal and =eridional flows when temperature increases. The %elocity _radient" "
for the incomplete _ind profiles _ay roughly be estimated as a velocity
./_ difference at the ionospheric D-region and at 30 mb level, attributable to a
relevant height difference o£'60 km. This is particularly typical of the zonal I
flo_. !|
A change of the modulusof the ratio of the zonal to meridlonalwind
componentIV /V Ifor 30 mb level and in the ionosphericD-region_as the
warmzngevolves_xs Illustratedxn gzgure3. For comparisonthis figurealso
shows the state o£ the thermobarlc field at h _ 25 tan for each of the two
measurement times. For the maximu_varming phase this ratio is minir.al. Thus,
at the highest values of pressure and temperature in the stratosphere in winter,
meridionalflowspredominateboth belo_ (at h _ 25 k_) and above (in the iono-
• , .. • spheri_ D region). For this warming the action of perturbation maybe penetrates
even above the ionospheric V region.
The analysis o£ the seven varminga permits the £ollouing conclusions:
_I) Evidentlywinter tropo-,strato-and ther_.ospherecirculationsystms are
affectedby a cortmonsourceo_ perturbationsthatgenerate stratospheric
warmings.
(2) ?he characterof meteorologicalimpactvaries not only from year to year
but also from warming to warming.
(3) ?he circulationregimeboth in the stratosphereand in the loverthermo-
spheredepends on localization of the source o£ perturbations that cause
stratospheric uamlngs. The force of action of the warming-induced perturba-
tions on the dynamics 0£ above- and underlying layers and the mcridional
extension of processes depend on the altitude and localization o£ anticyclones.
Shnilar inferences have been reached by _UTgOetal. (197g).
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Figure I. Hops of tropo-strato-theruospberlc wind field
during the warmingo: 31 Dec_nber 1975 through 25
January 1976 (botts) and 17 Dect_ber 1976 through
20 January 1977 (top) at 0600 Ltrr.
(4) The experimental data obtained over Eastern Siberia eonfir= the
theoretical prediction of C}I_R_EYand DRAZIN (1961), that the winter provides
most favorable conditions for perturbations to propagate upwards fro= below
because at that time in the s_ratosphere stron_ zonal flows are weakened and the
meridionAl extension of processes grows. The decrease 0£ the modulus of the
ratio of the zonal to meridion_l wind components (Figure 3) is £11ustrative in
this regard,
Ne '_i ass_._e that the energy of perturbations through planetary _avea, can
be relayed also into higher ionospheric heights, thus causing relevant changes
in its dyna'_ical regime.
In April 1976 when a local-scale warming was observed only over Eastern
Siberia, D-region winds and E and F2 region drifts were slmultz_neouslymeasured
by the DI method. The experimental data thus obtained proved the possibility of
meteorological contro_ of the dynamical regime of the ionospheric O and E
regions. (The correlation Coefficient of the zonal component of the vlnd veto- . ,
city in the D region with stratospheric t_perature is 0.77 and that for the E
region is 0.95, see Figure 4. _'ehad, however, no effects in the ionospheric F
region dynamics (VERGASOVA and KAZIHIROVSKY, 1980).
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Figure 2. Zonrl and meridional vind profiles
for the wsrming 31 December 1975 through
25 January 1975.
Figure 3. T, P, IVx/Vy130~b and
\Vx/Vy l90kn for different phases
of the warming 25 December 1975
through 24 January 1976: I -
initial pbase, II - D3in phase,
:11 - recovery phase.
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Figure 4. Correlogr_s for zonal and
30-rob level temperature.
On the basis of the experimental results obtained we can draw a general
conclusion that during periods of very strong perturbations of the thermal field
of the type o£ sudden winter stratospheric warmings the structure of the
dynamical regime in the D and E regions of the ionosphere over Eastern Siberia
is largely influenced by the meteorological situation from below•
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' OROGRAPHIC DISTURBANCES OF UPPgR ATHOSPHEREL-HISSIONS
N. N. Shefov and N. N. Pertsev
Institute of Physics of the Atmosphere
• Academy of Sciences
Hoscow, USSR
AFSTRACT
Therearesomeincreasesof thetemperatureof thehydroxylemission(AT
20 K, z % 90 kn) and of the intensity of the 6300 oxygen emission (AI/I _ 20
per cent, z _ 250 km) for the lee of the mountains at distances about 150 km i_
the ease of the latitudinal direction of the wind (D%10 m/s) at thJ 3000 m
• level.
Airflow motions over mountains may be one of the possible processes of
generation of wave disturbances penetrating into the upper atmosphere (_INES,
1974; LINDZ_p 1971). The purpose of this paper is to study the penetration of
orographic disturbances into u_pet atmosphere. Airplane measurements of
mission variations of hydroxyl and atomic oxygen 6300 A near the Northern Oral
mountains were made. Several nocturnal flights have been carried out in March,
1980 and January - February, 1981 at heights about 3000 m along 64 ° northern
latitude in the Oral region. Spectrographs SP-48 with electronic image
converters registration for Oh ((9,4) and (5,1) bands - 7700 - 8100 A) and OI
(6300 A) missions were used. The zenith region was observed, and exposure time
was 2 minutes. This corresponds to averaging of the emission intensities along
the airplane trace over a distance of I0 km. Simultaneous measur_en_s of
atmospheric temperature variations at the flight altitude have also been made.
_ " Data during 13 nights were obtained. The direction of wind was west to east
during 5 nights, teat to west during 4 nights, and nLarly meri_ional during the
rest of the cases. During some nights oLservations were disturbed and blended
by aurora. These data were withdrawwn.
In Figure l mean variations of the increments of hydroxyl emissio_
i rotatlor_l temperature ATq0 and relative intensity of oxygen emission 6300 A
, for meridional and latitudinal wind directions are shown. A distinct increase
of hydroxyl mission temperature (maxim_n intensity level is about 85-90 km) and
of oxygen emission intensity (maximt_nintensity level is about 250-270 km) is _
clearly seen in the lee of the mountains at distances up to 300 km. There are °
wave disturbances in the atmospheric temperature with wavelengths abut 10-50 km
and amplitudes up to 0.4 K in the case of latitudinal directio_ of the wind at
3000 m level.
i
A comparison of various characteristics of the lower and upper atmospheri_
parameters of the measured data is shown in Figure 2. Circles represent the
1980 data, and dots those for 1981. It should be emphasized that numbers of
dots and circles are not the same on all _igures as for several fligbts there
are no simultaneous data of hydroxyl and oxygen emissions.
Figure 2 shows that there are some connections between processes at the
various altitudes. The horizontal distances_ Xq^ and X250, of the maximu_
disturbance of emissions are the same in many ca_es. IIowever, there are som_
data of 1980 (circl_s) when X is greater than X At these times ors-
• 9 50"
graphic effects were _bserved _o the west of the _ral betas:st of westward wind.
The observed decreases of the X_ o compared to Xqo may be explained by an
eastward zonal component of the'_ermospheric wiRd for thiJ season and diurnal
period (IIILLER,1981; SEF_NOV, 1982).
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Figure 1. _ean variations of incr_enta of hydroxyl
rotation1 [_rature _T_0 near 90 _. *_d relative
/"_" int_sity _I/I ot (he 6]00 A oxygen missLon _ear
250 k._, in defendants oQ th_ distance X [ro_ the
_orthera Ursl _o_t_tns alon_ tbt £eogr_?hi¢ _arsllel
(a_ut _4"t;) for varirua win4 dtlectieus (s_o_ by
ar_vs, U _ I0 u/8). T_ ve_ice! lines are er_r bars.
It _J alas notable test there _re correlations betve_ the veloci_ U of '
wind at the flight altitude sad the _easured vails of X_ and X_ n for the
obse_ed finite of _. as yell a_ correlations _tve_ tee hat_w_[_e of the
re_iona of disbursed _iseions. :_ and _X2_ 0.
The dislocation of Urat _o_taine _nd _ _._ospheric t_reture di,tutbt=ce
re_ion reveal sc_e criteria el interconnectio_ betve_ _roceases in tee lover
and up_r a_nsphere _d alh_ to _aly_e the _esults of tee t_rature v_za" -
ties _easur_ents at the flizht altitude near 3000 n, distorted by tee Doppler
effec_ cau_d by airplane nove_en_ (velocity is _ut 60-90 nls).
• T_re ore standing and pro_gatln£ waves in the v_e disturbances, _s
obtained by • h_onic _naly_ia of _s*ured ti_ _eriee of _rstures a_ tee
height o_ 3000 _. T_ exis_ce of s _t_di_ v_ve has been revea;ed fro= the
phase coincidence of ti;e raves relative to ground s_rface _uring ten,entire
flights over t)_e =o_taina. A=_plitvdes .'T. _risontal vevelenKths _x and
periods t for the et_ndin_ waves obse_ed on J_uary 26, 1_1 in the as;sward
lee of the _ountains are given in T*ble I. $_e estimations of €orres_ndin_
val_s o( the vertical vsvel_s_the _ for standing _avea _nd _Iso the group
velocity co_n_ts C E _nd Cz_ in t_e ground s_st_ ohtmincd fro= the
dis_rsicn relation eze also ;_rrt-ntedin _able'|. _e rind velocity vSI 1_
his. Accordin_ to 111_5 (197_), wave disturbances with such patterers can
penetrat_ up to tl_e =esopause.
{
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Figure 2. Comparisons of _easured data: :(, _origontll
distance of the _xiu_t= interests of the upper
llt=ospheric :issioa _ar_eters, .'X, hslfvidth of
disturbed rezion ,',T_Oand ",I/l, :seen i_plitudes,
U viud velocity and _T temperature disturbance
/_ i_plitudes at the 3000-n level. Circles represent
data of 19BO, dots are data of 1981. The cress
In the result for the ILavaiian Islands, triangles
' are the i._e for Yokosula (see the tez_). '
i
' For all these ex_ples the horizontal €o=pooents o£ the group velocity
! C g are directed downuind, the vertical €oaponents C g are directed uP-
w_td and their valL,,es are al,-ostequal. Such wave d_scurbaoces nay reach the
i_etopauae within 4-8 _urs. _ccordin t to the _eaoure_ents, disturbances in the
u_per a_=ospheric i_is_ions were observed during the whole period n! night
:easur_ents (i.e., aboilt 7'hours usually). T_ vale.as of vertical energy "-
flvxee F - _P • £I.'/2 (<JPand _ll, beir._ r._plitudes of _ressure and vertical
velocity_ for i_easured t_perature P_plitudes _T _ere _onpu_ed on the basis of
linear theory. The results are also included in Table I.
Ic follows fro= FiKure 2 Chat the values of disturbances at various levels
of the _ti_osphere depend u_n the wind velocity in the lover scsosphere. One
can note that there is a_proxi=ate proportionality betveen the temperature
incr_ents, :,Tg0, at the height _ear 90 I_ (and alto the relative increments
of the _300 ec_ssion, :.I/I) and the vi_d velocity, U. Such type of correlation
is in atrer_ent wi_h theoretical esti_tions of the orograpbic disturbance
_plitude in the up_r atmosphere (near 90 k_) in certain li_,its o_ used para-
-stets (ELAIIg, 19_0).
It is interesting €o coupare the obralned results with the observed data o_
the _i_sioa behaviour in the vicinity of other _ountsin rashes, i'_asurenents
o£ the spatialdistributionof the _3GO €:_iseioninteositynear the Xavaii
Isl_mds (P.OA_! et al., 196t,; [O._C_!and GO_.DO_:,1973) revealed a stable sp_t
structure very similar to the geographic structure o_ the_e islands. Fro_ this
fact gramsovsky scggested that the obler_i:d emission t_orphology is caused by
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Table 1. Parameters of four wave trains of atJnding waves
for January _6, 1981.
QUanTITY 1 2 3 4
Period t, )fin 12"2 13.5.2.5 19'3 23_4
Horizontal _avelength 8.5"0.9 9.5,1.0 13.8rl.2 16.3.1.7
X I
Vertical Wavelength 14.0'0.9 9.2"2.2 7.1'0.9 6.9'0,8
k kmE t
ltori_ontal Group Velocity 7.3.3.3 5.8.2.5 2.9"1.1 2.010.9
c g u/seX
Vertical Group Velocity 5.5.1 5.8_1 5.0.1 4.3"1
Czg, _/s
Temperature A_plitude 0.05 0.09 0.08 0.08 •
61,
Pressure A_plitude 'P, Pa 1 2 2 2
/_plitude of Vertical 0.1 0.2 0.2 : 0.2
f- Velocity 'W, =Is
Vertical F_ux of Energy 70 200 200 200
Fz, erg/cn'S
orographic disturbances penetrating into the upper atmosphere (SL3_NOVetal.,
1981). Supposing that the expected a_aplitude of such disturbances is propor-
tional to the _luare of the nodnt_in height (_L/_K, 1980), the data for the
Hawaii _ountains ('3000,4000 and 4200 u) after reduction to the altitude ('900 --"
_) of the Ural have been represented by a cross in Figure 2. The mlze of the "'
.... " cross c'or'resrondi to the uncertainty of the data of the _rizontal dimension of
the observed emission region (ROA_! rt al., 1964, 1973), and of the wind in the
troposphere, which was ass_ed to be equal to the seasonaE uean for this geo-
graphic region. Nevertheless there ia a satisfactory agrement between these
data.
There are also sons examples of si=ultaneous variations of cxaissions of
ato=ic ozygen 5577 A (z "100 k._) and 6300 A, observed in Japan (HISA_A etal.,
1981). Analyses of the _eteorological situation in the troposphere shoved that
there was wind flowing fro_ west to east with a velocity about 10 n/6 at the
isobaric levels 850 _bar and 700 _bar. In this case the relief of llonsu Island
=ay be adopted as a single mountain with a height of about 3000 m and a
horizontal di=ension about 280 L_, with its center located about 150 km iron the
observing station Yo_suka. _he obse:ved intensity variations of b300 A
e_i_alon can be reduced for mountain height in the same way as in the case of
Ilava_i Inlands. The re_ulta are represented oa Figure 2 by triangles. They are
in _.tisfactory agrec_aent with the other data. Of course it would be necessary
to take ir_to account the hydroxyl rotatiot_l tc._g_rature data which unfortuna-
tely are absent in the paper of HISA_A etal. (19_1).
The nature of the 90 km level €-_iasion dimtu_hance differs from that for
the 250 k= level. _he increase of the temperature at 90 kn i_ caused by
dissipation of waves, generated by the ai:flow _ver the _ountains. The
,._- •
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disturbances at heights abollt 250 Im rise possibly as a result of so-_e dynamical
transfer fro_ 90 Im up to 2_€ k_ level, _ybe in consequence of apiston effect.
The increase of the disturbance region dido,ion in case of the 6300 A e_Ission
intensity compared with that of the 90 _ level is obviously the result o£ in
increase of the diffusion rate at greater altitudes. According to the experi-
mental data the bean ratio of the disturbance region di_enslons is about 1.5.
Usin£ the temperature increnent It 90 kn level one can conclude that the
total energy of the disturbance observed along the X axis (in the case of I0 m/s
velocity, Figure 2) is
3 1012
._£ " _ H k H _ T90 da _ 1.6 • erg/cm
uhere N is the particle density of the mt_osphere, H is the thickness of the
disturbance layer, k is _oltz--_/nn's constant_With a_isturbed region di_nsion
of about I_0 kin, _e get the energy density I0_ erK/rm 2. The average ti_o
for generating a stable disturbance is obviously several hours. Since the
recorded vsristions it, the _esopauee and thermosphere have existedaduring the
whole |_r_od of the flight, the lifeti_ _._y be esti_ted to be 10 s.
Therefore the vertical _nergy flux of tea orographlc disturb^nee is about
l0 erg/c=2s. On the other hand, the measured ._ptitudes of the temperqture
varlat_ons at the flight level give a vertical energy flux of about I0"
ergl¢_ a according to the linear rave theory (see Table I). Such estimations
show that heating of the layer near the mesopause takes a _all part of
_ountain lea uave energy.
The authors would llke to thank Prof. V. I. Krnasovsky for his advice and
attention to this work.
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TWILIGIITINTI_SIT¥ VARIATIOHOF TIIE INFRAREDHYD_OI_/LAIRGLOW
R. P. Love, g. L. Gilbert and R. J. Eiclejevski
Dep_rt_ent of Physics
The University of Western Ontario
, London, Canada _6A 3K]
The vibration rotation bands of the hydroxyl radical are the strongest
features in the night airglow and are exceeded in intensity in the dsyglow only
be the infrared atmospheric bsnds of oxygen. Since their discovery over thirty
years ago. the b_nds have been the basis of many studies of the behavlour of the
regxcn near the mesopause such as its te_per;;'-';_, composition and the effect of
gravity waves.
One aspect o£ the hydroxyl airglow behaviour which has not been well
stud_ed is the variation of intensity during evenin_ twilight. There are two
reasons for this:
v
(I) Scattered sunlight has made ground-based measurements only possible when
the sun is _ore than 6" below the horizon. Thus the only measurements available
have been from aircraft or balloons.
(2) The rapid ch_ges which occur st twilight require a ti_e resolution of a
few minutes. Few airglow spectrometers have the sensitivity to provide this
time resolution x,hile _iutaining the good spectral resolution required to dis-
criminate satisfactorily against the scattered sunlight contribution.
_" Using a ground-based Fourier Trancform Spectrometer, we have been able to
make hydroxyl in,easily measure=eats as early as 3" solar depression. As will
be been below, models of the twilight behaviour abew that this should be
sufficlent to provide measur_ent o£ the rain portion of the twilight int_nslty
change. Our instru=ent is equipped with a liquid nitrogen-cooled ger_anltza
detector whose high sensitivity co=bined with the efficiency of the FTS
technique per=its spectra of _he region I.I to 1.6 _m at high signal-to-noise
to be obtained in two minutes. The use of a polarizer at the entrance aperture
of the instrt.-._ent reduces the intensity of scattered stmlight by n factor of at
least ten for zenith observations.
.... _-_UL'_...... _.
Three spectra of the region of the 4-2 and 3-I C_Ibands are shown Ln Figure
I. _ome of the individual lines o£ the bands can be readily identified in the
spectrum taken at 3.02" solar depression and the r_sinder of the band is
clearly visible by 5._9". The feature at 6320 cm- is the 0-1 band of the
infrared atmospheric syst_ of oxygen.
1;e have prepared a co,,puter model of the behavlour of the hydroxyl
intensity for comparison with the observations. Although the model is
relatively simple, it is not poeslble to provide r_ore than a brief outline here.
Excited hydroxyl radicals are asst_ed to be produced exclusively by
11+ 03 _. _Kv<9) + 02 (I)
Ozone ts produced by
0 ",. 02 + H" 03 + H (2)
and destroyed through photodiscoc_atlon by eunllght
..... . .._ .
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/ _ 03 * I_ _ 02 + 0 (3)
as yell as by process (I). At evening twilight, the cessation of process (3)
; leads to an increase in the ozone concentration and hence in the hydroxyl
production rate. The extent of this increase depends on the atoc_ic hydrogen
• profile _ss_ed. _e have ass_ed an initial hydrogen profile with a peak ofi 1.6 x lO _ ato_alcm at 85 km. The model has also been run with various
' multxplea of this profile, One i_portant feature of the model is that the
photodlssociation rate as a fenction of altitude is recalculated at each step to
alloy for the increase in the ozone concentration.
The model calculation nnd observations taken on an evening in H.rch are _-
! shown in Figure 2. The observations h_ve been noraalized to give agree=eat at ""
large solar depressions. The agreement of the observation with the model is
quite good although the fit is better with a _odel calculation for which the
; atomic hydrogen concentration is doubled• Data for three other spring nights is
available. For two of these, the increase is comparable to the night shovm. On
• the third, only partial data is available due to cloudy conditions at the start
of the observin_ period. The increase observed is more rapid and fits the r._del
calculation for the normal hydrogen profile.
DISCUSSION
s
; _e have shown the feasibility of making ground-based observations of the
! evening _wilight increase in hydroxyl excitation. The principal value of such
observations is the infor=ation they provide on the hydrogen ato_ concentration
i near the mesopause, a quantity (or which there £s only _canty data available.
!
Preliminary data are_consistent with hydrogen ato_ concentrations at 85 kn
in the range 1.5 . 3 x I0 _ c= -_. • ,
(
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INVES_ICATION OF AGRONOMIC PROCESSES ON THE BASIS
OF IONOSlqiERIC SPOPADIC E
_. Bencze
,. Geodetic and Geophysical Research Institute
, Hungarian Academyof Sciences
H-940!Sopron,Htmgary
INTRODUORION
The vertical sounding of the ionosphere by means of radio waves is even
nowadays the most widely used method of ionospheric research. From the para-
meters sealed fro_ ionogr_ns only the characteristics of the sporadic E layers
are directly related to dynamical processes. It is now generall_ accepted that
at mid-latitudes Es ionization is produced by wind-shear in the lower thermo-
s.phere.
It £a also known that the lower thermosphere is an important region of the
atmosphere, processes of which affect almost the whole atmosphere. Namely, in
, the lower thermosphere forms the "surface" called the bo_opause separating the
houosphere from the heterosphere, respectively the turbopsuse, the boundary
, between the turbosphere and the diffusion region. The turbopause is defined as
• the altitude where the coefficient of turbulent diffusion equals the coefficient
of molecular diffusion which increases with increasing height. _he changes of
' the height of the turbopause result in variations of the composition of the
neutral _aa in the upper atmosphere. Tb.ealtitude chm_gea of the turbopause Rre
mostly connected with variations of the turbulent diffusivity. At the same
_ ' time, turbulent diffusion is also one of the factors establishing the vertical
' transport of atmospheric constituents produced in the thermosphere to the ,_eso- ;
" sphere and vice versa.
_' Realizing these two facts a _,ethod has been developed, by means of which
the characteristics of turbulence can be determined on the basis of Es para-
S. meters. '_
i! NETIIODAND DATA USED IN TtIE INVESTIGATIONS
v It has been assumed that the wind-shear theory of mid-latitude sporadic E ! ---
is valid First, the ion-convergence is computed by means of the formula (REDDY _"
'-- andHATSUSIIITA,1968) I
dVlz no
- n ( - i)
: dz -aeff r_ax _ ..2
- nmax-
• where v..izis the vertical component of the Ion"drift velocity,.. .ae_'"is the
effective recombination coefficient outside of the srrattf_catlon, n_ax and
n are the maximum electron density within the layer, respectively t_e
: e_ectron density in absence of the layer. The maximum electron density of the ....
E layer is obtained fro_ the _easured blanketiug frequency fbE The
.S"
electron density, appearing in the absence of the layer, that _s the background
electron density is computed by means of formulas defining ionospheric models
." (e.g., RAWER and RAMAKRISIINAN,1972). In these relations the maximum electron
densityof theE layerwas calculatedfromthesimultaneouslymeasuredfoe
value, considering the measured virtual height h'E ss height of the E
• s . . .
layer. Then, the vertical shear of the horizontal wlnd is dete._m_ned_y mesas
,- of the equation i.. :
1
,,...
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Vin 2
I + (-----) 2
du _i no
= aef f nmax(---- _ - 1)
dz vl--_ncos l nmax
tO ".
where v. and u. are the ion-neu*.ral collision frequency, respectively the• g
• xon gyro_requen_y, I being the magnetic dip angle. The ion-neutral collision
frequency has been computed frets the formula given by CtL_PPAN(1956). The
mmber density of the n_utral gas, necessary for the determination of the ion-
neutral collision frequency has been obtained from ClRA (1972).
For the determination of turbulent patterers, first the gradient
Richardson-number
_9
Ri . g _z
0 (_u)2
iscomputed, where the vertical gradient of the potential .t_pernture has been
determined on the basis of CIPA (1972). According to the investigations of
ROODS (1969) *.urbulence sets in, if the value of the gradient Richardson number
is less, then 0.25. Testing the fulfilhnent of thle €ondition, the vertical
turbulent wind w £a calculated by mee._sof the relation (DEAC_I, 1959)
. Ri)I/2: v- [--0.15( + O.08]u
where u is the horizontal wind velocity. The latter can be co=puted fro= the
thermal rind equation using att:ospberic =odels, or t'-easured values are used.
The turbulent diffut, ivity is detemined by me_s of the formula
2
K m <'4 >
_0)1/2 _-..(0_ _ ....
given by ZIP_ZRK_}Iand _RP_¥ (1977)'.This relationis valid, if the vertical
turbulentspectrtuais inertialend limitedto the buoyantli=itedscale. Since
the dimensions of inho=ogeneities in the E layer, inferred free the waves
length of radio waves reflected fro= the layer are between1 1.5 and 15 ,% this
_ . . condition is fulfilled also iu our case.
For the illustration of .the quality of the data, obtained by _eane of this
method, the E_ parP.netersof the ionosphericstationsBekescsaba,Hungary
(46°40'N,21°_0'g)and Juliusruh,GDR (54°38'I_,13°23'E)have been used.
Further,the horizontalwind velocityhas been determinedfro_ the driftvelo-
city measuredwith the spacedreceiver,_ethodin Kuhlungsborn,CDR (54"07'Np
II'46'E), extrapolatingthe data to the height of the £e layer.
RESULTSAND CONCLUSIONS
Figure I shows the turbulentdlffusivitydeducedfrom ionosphericspcradic
E in differentaltitudesabove the ionosphericstationsBekescsabaand
Juliusruh. llere the wind data measured by =enos of the spaced receiver =ethod in
guhlungsbornwere used assumingthat the horizontalwindvelocity does not
significantly change with latitude. In the Figure the values of turbulent
' dlffusivity given by other authors are also given. It can be seen that our ,
, results agree very well with the data of other e_peri_euts.
I
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Figure I.
' In Figure 2 the seasonnl variations of the turbulent diffusivity deduced
from E par_neters in different altitudes above the ionospheric stationS
' Bekescsaba are showu, Uere again the drift velocity measured in Kuhlungsborn
was used, The turbulent diffusivity displays below 115 "km a seasonal variation
_. with maxima in the equinoctial months and minima in sum_er respectively in
. i . . , winterp ,Above I15 Pana eeasonal variation with a minim,_- in s,_-.mere_nda
maximt=n in winter appears. It" should be mentioned that the seasonal variation
of the turbulent diffusivit- agrees with that obtained by ROPER (1966) from --"
,, r._dlo-_eteorwind-shear observations. ""
'. An atte=pt has also been made to determine the variation of the turbuleDt
diffusivity during and after geomagnetic disturbances. The turbulent
'_, diffuviviry was obtained this time by cor=puringthe horizontal wind velocity
from the thermal wind equation. The mean variations of the turbulent
diffus£vity helen and above the turbopause (I00 k_, reap. 120 Ion)during and
, after 12 geomagnetic disturbances of the year 1973 are shown in Figur_ 3. It
can be erated tha_ the change of the turbulent diffusivity below the _urbopause
is opposed to that appearing above the turbopause. Since the turbulent
diffusivity increases below the turbopause during geouagnetic disturbances, this
would indicate a rise of the turbopause and composition changes in accordance
with theoretical considerations (SINIiAand CIIA_DRA,1974) and satellite measure-
ments (PROLSS, 19_0).
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SPACE /_D Tll_ V_RIA'_IO_S A_lD T_RI_OPAUSEDY_AK%_L ST_UCTI_RE
O. G, Ovezgeldiyev, L, P, Korsu_ova end Yu. Karadskayev
rhysico-Techn| cal Institute
• Tureen S_R Academy of Science€
7/,/.000 Ashkhabad, US£R
Studies of different characteristics of turbulence in eiddle atuos_hera are
bsln_ carried out at present by aetna of HaT-radars, by pdrtial reflections (up
to 100 _), radar _d photo£raphic obs#rvationa of ¢.eteor trails (_0-I00 ks),
and also by rocket (_0-1t.O _-'.) and _renade (30-_0 kz=) _eaoure_e_ts. _Fe l_aat
studied level l_ere is a turbopau_ - a _r=nsicior, al retie bctvee_ LkS reLions of
turbulent and non-turbulent ¢otion at the I_ei_ht uf _ora than IC0 k_. At ".ha
sa=e ti=_, reRular ionospheric observations of [he _poradic E layer _ke i_
possible to £©t infor_tion of the turbopauoe beh_iour,
Indeed, the £s layer is the o._ly large-scale for._atioa in tha _i_latitud*
ionosphere _hose parm_et_rs are for the _ost part deter=areal by dyr_lc41
characteristics of the _ddle atmosphere (CEESilFPJ; et al,, 1976). The region of
_ost frequent occurrence of E coincides vith the :o_e of rind shears r_xi_
(OV_ZGELL_IYT.Vet aS., 1975), _nd _hesra beinx th_ sources of hydrodTUa._ic
turbulence at h>100 L_. Thus, the conditions of E re:nation a_d those of
• II
dynamical atab_lity con_eP_atiu_ prove to be Interconnected, •fsct _.hich _llova
• us to consider E to be a naturM indicator 0£ the turbopau_.
s
,F An i=r_ortsnt prope_'ty of £ is transparence, caut_d by the scatterxn_ o£• d . o
radio eaves at s=all-scale _rrei:ular_t_es uf electron density, those arc fr_
r_do_ turbulent =o',xou_ (GEREt[}LU_and OVE7.CF.LDIY£V, ',973), _t_e increase of
turbu_enc_ intensity leads to the i_,creass of £ inh._ogeueitv extent emd to
the increase of toe scattered e_',r)cy _.¢rto It _,.,_.ds to the increase of E
transparence ran_.e (_:fh/fb). _ze ray iu this res_'_.ct _hat -'he value ef thes
: traJasparence ranze i_ n censure of the turbulence intensity at the _.ei_ht o£ the
sporadic layer. Thus, studyini¢ £ behaviour one <an realize _:_e of the
characteristics t,_ Ivver ther_o_i,_ere turbulence. _brse _tate_ents are :on-
firmed by ioveeti_:st-;n_ the dyna_-ical structure of the turbopause by _.eans of a _.
spectrt.-_ analysis _ethod.
"To illus'tr'_te the'above .-entioned, see F_p.ure I _here the V_'ofiles of £
-; trLnapurence r_',_e are l_ivea for AshLhabad, the d_ta havin_ bec:_ obtained by s
hourly observatienu in 19_7-65 _t daytime (_olld line). T',;e dotted lir.e
represents th_ pcobabil:ty of £ occurrence at various heights. A co.=on
featu_'e for all profiles i_ theatrans_arence increase at the height ot 90-IC0
_, indicating turbo:lance intensification at this heilcht level. Since a trL_o--
(. partmce renge of lees zha-n O.l (in relative traits) is in_uced by, radio v_ve
, re_lection fro= a lhin tayer but not by a ec_tterio_ oo the irre_,ularitiea
(._RSUEOVA, 197_.), its corresF_ndin_; heig|Lt indicates a level where turbulence
:" does not play Lny ei_n_.ficant part. i.e., the turbopause. It i s evident that
the he_£'r,t of r_axi=_.m F: occurrence coincides with .hit level vi'-hin a fewa
kll c_eters.
TL_e _ectra of the critical frequenty foEs and bl#aketin_ frequet)cy
f.E for the records of a spaced chain of icn_,sphere vertical lo_t_in_
• a_a_ion_ have been steadied by v,ce.n_ of a _sxiv.t_ entropy r,rthod, while coherence
spectra were analy_e.d with the Blact.-_an az,d _ukey _,_,thod (€.ARA_EHA_EV, 1982).
It has been found out :hat the frequency par=_eters s;.cctrt=: of E within the
: range of l-lO cyclea/h is discrete uith one or two _xi_._ (riaure 2). _he
first, a lov frequency _axi=_r_ vith T'a0 uin. is of lar_er _plitude. stable and
...,: _ .... .
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exists per=Shoofly; t_:e _econd one vith T-IO ,_in is less =table, occurs
irregularly and nora o_ten no within foes spectra. Further, the first
=aximu_ corresponds to a higher level o[ coherence which decreases as the
diotr.nce betve_ th6 st=tlon= increases. Analysing these results in ter_s of
the theory of E fo."-.._tion at ,_id-lstitude=, one can conclude that the lov-
• 0
frequency r--_xx=u= is induced by cellular eddies, usually interpreted as rind
shears vith horizontal di=ensiono of not =ore thr_ 300 k_. Irregularity, s_=,,,,ll
anpLitude and Icy cohererce in the r_ge o_ the _ccor_i ,_axi_: =re indicative
o_ the fsct thnt turbulence _uo_ be its only source. Horizontal di:_ens_on_ of
the corresponding eddies, vhich ate about 40 -tun, r_ay be re_arded ms sn
indication of the cu[er scale of turbulence. A corresponding sl_c[r,,_ of
turbulence in the re_ion of the outer scales is _.efined by the expressionE(k) -_k- .
Figure 3 =hou* diurnal variation= of (a) the =oct probable hei_ht= o£ E
and (b) transparence range characteri:ing the behaviour of the turt,o_suoe he_gt, t
and o£ turbulence intensity for su=::er solstice conditions. It is obvious that
-I
s.0 • { t |
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Figure 2. /_X povcr Jl_ctra f_F._(l},
fh£.s (2) end coherence spectra of
these parmeter_.
_ _t nid-latitndes b_r varies with a seal-diurnal period, reachin_ its maxi_u_ •_
! 0600 and I_00 LT v_th _n _r_plitude of °I0 k_. As it is clear frcn trans-
parence range variations, turbulence intensity wries vith a d£urn_l period,
; reaching ire r.ax_mu_ at nizht. The _plitude of variations frc_ day-tL_e till
night ia by a factor of 3. _-
Annual variations of the above-_entioned turbopau_e parameters for nigh_
hours are represented in Figure 4 vhere the vertical lines give the dispersion
_ben computing the average. Figure 4 chars that the character of _ varia-
tions depends upon latitude. At _<50*X the turbopau_e heiEht varies vith an
annual period, increasing in su_-_erand decreasinR in winter. At aYS0"S
besides a stoner r_aximt_ there e_ists a _inter r_xi=t_ as _ell. The _plitude
of variations increases vith latitude, but does not exceed 7 l_n. Turbulence
intensity has a seni-snnual variation vith _xi=.s at sol_tlces, the _inter
maximums _r_plit_e increasing am the latitude incresses. Circles in the figure
repreeent the resul_s o_ the turbopau_e heigh_ re•surfeits in the rocket
experiments and • sr.sll-_caleturbulence (I-5 ks) intensity, define_ by the
fading meteor trail reflections for the corres[1_ndinElatitudes (_£r_l_, 19761
VaN Z_IN, 19701 S_IOLZ and OFFER_A.NN (197_); _OSENBE_G et at., 1973); GOLOl_Z,
1974; S_IAE_ER, 1969; TRIN_S et al., 1978). It _-_ybe noted that there exists a
satisfactory agreement in the order of values of the turbopat_se height and vith"
the character of the annual variations of turbulence intensity, _essured by
different methods. _e_ularities of the turbopsuse space and ti_e variations
deduced, are also characteristic of the southern hemisphere atation_, situated
in other lon_itud_rustzones.
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Thus, from the above, one can co=e to the following conclusions:
(I) tur_dence intensity is higher at night than £n the dayti=e;
(2) the height of the turbopause iu latitudes 30-60"R is hiEher in sucker than
in winger end at equinoxes;
(3) variations of the intensity of the turbulent processes are cheracterized
as =e=i-mnnual, with _xima at solstices and nini_ at equinoxes;
(4) the _plitude of both turt_pau=e patterers increases as the latitude
increases.
t
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Figure G. Annual variations of the turbopause heights
and intensity of turbulence for nighttitae. Circles
refer to the results of rocket ceasurc_aentt.
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TIIE_IGII-LATITUD£D-REGIONDURINGELECTR_!PRECIPITATIONEVICTS
J. K. H_rgreavea _, P. N. Collis" and A. Korth t*
, _rVepsrt_eut of £_vlrov._ental Sciences, University of Lancaster
Eailrigg, Lancaster, England.
t*Hax-Planek-lnstitut fur Aerono_ie, Postfach 20,
D-3411Katlenburg-Liudau 3, FRG.
The paper is concerned with the fluxes of energetic electrons entering the
high-latitude at=osphere during auroral radio absorption event_, and with their
e_fect on the electron density in the auroral D region. We attempt to calcu-
late the radio absorption during precipitation events fro_ the fluxes of ener-
getic electrons _ea_urtd at geosyucbronous orbit, and then consider the use of
absorption measure=ants to indicate the _agnetospheric particle fluxes, and the ._.-
production rates and electron densities in the V region,
Although riometers have been operated at high latitudes since the Inter-
national Geophysical Year of 1957-58. and deaplte a general acceptance that in
the auroral zones they register the effects of energetic electrons which reach
the D region during precipitation events, there has persisted a lack of hard
evidence on the cause-and-effect relationships involved. It has not been
clear, for ex.._ple, which part of the electron spectrt_ causes _omt of the
auroral radio absorption, or how ex_Ictly one can account for the absorption
quantitatively fro_ knowledge of the electron cpectru_. Further, it has not
• , been established whether radio-absorption _easurc_ents using rio=eters can
f'_ serve to indicate the _guetoapheric fluxes, the fluxes reaching the at=o-
• . sphere, or the resulting electron density distribution in the lower ionosphere -
though useful results fron rockets have recently be_ published concerning the
last point (Friedr/ch and Torkar, 1983; _liyaz_kl etal., 1981). Considering
the advantages of the rio'_ter tecl_ique as an auroral _onitor (simplicity and
continuity of operation, and cuitability for use in a netuork), a_d an increas-
ing tendency to combine ric_eter data with _easurenents fro_ other ground-based
techniques such at c_erae and _a_gnetc_eters in auroral studies, it would be a
• great advantage to have • _vre _ecific interpretation of riometer data. The
comparison which we att.-_t here therefore has a practical aspect as well as
the scientific one. .,
There are _everal links in the chain of events connecting _agnetospheric
particles with auroral radio absorption:
Particle fluxes at geosynchronoua orbit
Ionospheric particle precipitation
Electron production rate
Electron density profile
Radio absorption profile
Total radio absorption.
The ionospheric production rate has been calculated fro= the inco=ing spectrt_
of energetic electrons using the _ethod of Rees (1963). The conversion of an
electron-density profile to an absorption profile is stralghtforvard given an
appropriate neutra_-at=osp_ere _odel, _nd the final inteEratlon to total ab-
sorption is trivial. _ince there are uncertainties about the ionospheric loam
rates linking pzoduction rate to electron density, we r._y be able to n_rrov the
i
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possibilities here; however, it turns out that the_e are also _jor effects in
the relation between magnetospheric particles and tho_e reaching the iono-
• sphere.
s
Pennmn etal. (1979 a, h) attempted to calculate auroral radio Lbs_rptlon
using particle data fro= the Eeosynchronous ATS-6. Those data included elec-
tron energies only up to 80 keV, and one result of the investigation vas that
although the 40-_0 keV band was i_portant in auroral absorption production,
extrapolation of the spectr_ st_.gestedthat the 80-160 key band should also be
inportant. Although reasonable agreement betveer calculated and obserced ab-
sorption yam obtained for sc=e events, the miler _euts presented greater
difficulty.
The present study uses the medium-energy charged-particle spectrometer on
GEOS-2, which covers the energy reJnge 15-300 keV. The detector reception angle
is rectangular_ _ 2" by ± 3", and the stJndsrd data processing sorts the fluxes
into blna according to pointing angles (with respect to the gtc_agnetic field_
whose orientation is knovn from the _gueto_eter) of 0* - 5", then every tO*,
up to 17_* - 180". There are 15 energy ranges, the energy being determined by
pulse height analysis. The events studied yore selected using the University
of Lancaster riometer network in Scandinavia. To try to ensure that th_ GEOS
footprint was close to the _rouod stations events were only used if there was
similarity of ti_e variation between the absorption event and the satellite
particle fluxm and if the absorption event was fairly uniform over the rio_eter
network. The absorption was calculated from the =ea0ured 0° - 5e fluxes for 37
i • ,, occa0ions between September 1978 and June 1979, two thirds of th=_ during the
• _ winter months. The absorption =ensured at 30 l_: r_,ged between 0.I dE and
•.: 6.0 dB. Initially, a height profile of the effective recombination coeffi-
;: cient, as. vaa assu_ed on the basis of published literature.
•_ Calculations of the absorption assu_ing that the measured O" - 5" flux is
: indee_ the flux precipitated into the atonal,here give values that _re about
• right for large events but are consistently over-estimates for the e_all
events. Taking the ratio R - A _ /A . ,vhere A - and A - are re-
OD_ C_lC . Oba COLC ,
spectively the observed and calculate_ absorption values, _€ zs found that the
variation of R with Aob s is yell represented by a relation
R - 1.15 tauh (Aobs/3.3). ~'"-.
_ The use of the ft_nction re,oh is purely empirical and at this stage has no sig-
nificance other than that it fits the data. The constant I.I_, whose value in
any case depends on the _agnitude of as(h) . represents the fact that vide-be_
: rlc_neterdata tend to overestimate the true (or zenithal) absorption because of
the obliquity of so_e of the received cos:ic-noise signals. Its precise value
is not germane to the present analysis. We note in passing that of the data
Points about one-thlrd represent daytime (i.e. sunlit ionosphere) and two-
thirds night (dark ionosphere), but the sa_e procedure works equally well for
both sets and it appears, therefore, that solar illt_ination has no significant
effect.
It seems likely that the departure of R from a constant value stems from
the asst_ption that the flux recorded by the CE05 detector within Pointing
angles O* - _* is the flux actually precipitated into the at_nosphere. The.
theory of pitch-angle diffusion givrn by Ecnnel and Pet.check (1966) shows thai:
there will be a distribution of pitch eagles within and just outside the loss
cone. Since the theorctlcal loss Cone in our case is 2.6", the detector will
record particles outside the loss cone that do not reach the at_.osphere, ltow
serious this is depends on the pitch angle diffusion coefficient, D. If D is
sufficiently l_rge ve have serous diffusion, with the loss cone re-filling
rapidly and an al_ost uniform distribution of pitch angles. In this extreme #
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the 0" - 5" flux indeed represents the flux in the loss cone. But if D is
s_all, diffusion is weak and there will be a hole in the pitch-angle distribu-
tion, a depletion to which the _ 2" by _ 3" detector is relatively insensitive.
Q
Calculations based on the Kennel and Petscheck theory have been carried
out to predict the response of the detector as functions of pointing angle and
diffusion coefficient, and by going back to the raw particle data ex_ples have
• been found which tend to confirm that the loss cone is more depleted (relative
to the region just outside the loss cone) for weak absorption events than for
stronger ones.
For an o-ty;_ loss process the radio absorption should be proportional to
the square root of the _duction rate. We therefore identify the term tanh
(A^_s/3.3) with (g/g n) " , where F. is the flux precipitated (i,e.
wi_n the 2.6" lois cone) and F i_ the 0'- 5" measured flux. From this
• . o n , ,
relation _t _s seen that F /F_ exceeds 50% xf A__ s • 3 dg, but xs only 10.
if A k" = 1 dB. To get th_ r_tio over 90Z, approaching an isotropic particle
distribution therefore, the observed absorption must exceed 6 dB. Absorption
events as large as this are infrequent. (During the whole IHS period of 4 years
there were only about 35 events > 6 dS in Scandinavia)• It se_s, therefore,
that most auroral absorption events occur under conditions of less than strong
diffusion.
It is also possible to relate the magnitude of the absorption ev_t _
that of th_ diffusion coefficient. Values range between about 1 x IO " •
to 3 x I0-_ s- from strong to weak absorption events.
flaying derived a method for calculating the radio absorption from particle
fluxes _easured at geosynchronoue orbit, we now consider what absorption
measurements using a tinkerer can tell us about magnetospheric particles and
about D-region electron densities, and what reliance can be placed on such
estimates. For this purpose the precipitating electrons are considered in
energy bands 20-40 keV, 40-30 keV, 80-160 keV and 160-320 keV. Plots of the
energy flux within a given bend and over pointing angles O" - 5" show the as-
sociation with the measured radio absorption to be best for the 40-80 key and
80-160 keV energy bands. The band 160-320 keV show no significant asso:iation,
indicating that these particles do not usually pxoduce much auroral absorption.
• . . For.the 40-80 keV and 80-160 keV bands it appears that the _easured auroral ab- ..:
sorption provides a worthwhile indicator of the energy flux if the absorption
exceeds 2 dB. Below that level it places an upper limit on the energy fluxes.
Equations have been derived for these relationships, both for 0" - 5" and for
trapped (85" - 95") particles. No day-night difference is evident.
The procedure has been carried through to estimates of electron-ion pro-
duction rates and electron densities, both as a ftmction of height in the D
region. As an exm_ple, the estimated prcd_ctlon rate (Q) at 8_ k_.is related
to the 30 }91zabsorption (A) by Q - 4620 A', where Q is in on- 8-i and A
is in de. The scatter of the data points suggests that a prediction using this
formula would be correct to within a factor of 2 on 95Z of occasions. In con-
verting production rates to electron densities.several profiles of the effective
recombination coefficient, o (h), were tried, and the final choice (which is
entirely consistent with published estimates era ) was influenced by reference
to rocket data on D-re_iou electron deusities during auroral absorption events.
The procedure eventually arrived at gives electron density profiles that agree
reasonably well with the analyses of acc_ulatlons of rocket data by Friedrich
• and Torkar (1983) and by Hiyazaki et al. (1981).
This study is being published in full in the Journal of Atmospheric and
Terrestrial Physics.
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HIGH-E_ERGYPARTICLEFFECTSINTIIED-REGIONDURING
AND AFTER GEOPAGNETIC STORMS
E. A. Lauter and C. -U. Wagner
Academy of Sciences of the G.D.R.
' Central Institute of Solar-Terrestrial Physics
(Heinrich-ller t z-lnstitut e)
DDR-II99Berlin-Adlershof,G.D.R.
The precipitation of energetic particles fro_ the _agnetosphere produces a
remarkable modification of the mid-latltude D-region structurt' during daytime
and at dawn and dusk conditions. Beside the heavily fluctuating precipitation
during the main storm phase there exists a more continuous input of high energy
electrons into the mesoophere in the belt between €- 50" and the auroral zone
up to ten days after the disturbance. The excessive D-region ionisation, the
after-effect of geomagnetic storms, is caused at least partly by addltio_l
nitric oxide production. Especially the winter anc_aly effects are _plified
and prolonged by this effect. The source of this mid-latitude particle precipi-
tation is thought to be situated in magnetospherlc slot region processes.
f --
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SOLAR FLARE AND I_ SECTOR STRUCTURE EFFECTS IN THE LeNER IONOSPHERE
J. Lastovicka
, Geophysical Institvte, Cz_ckoslevak Academy of S_iences
141 31 Prague 4, Czechoslovakia
ABSTRACT
About I% of all SIDs observed at the Panska Ves Observatory (Czechoslo-
vakia), has been found to be not of sol_r-XUV origin. Ame_g the'_ the very
rare SW_ events (observed at L - 2.4) of corpuscular origin are the most in-
teresting.
The II_ sector structure effects in the midlatitude lower ionosphere are
minor in comparison with effects of solar flares, geomagnetic stor_s, etc.
There are two basi_ types of effects. The first type is a di_turbance, best
developed in geomagnetic activity, and observed in the n_.ht-time ionosphere.
It can be interpreted ss a response to sector structure related changes of geo-
magnetic (- _guetospheric) activity. The other type is best developed in the
tropospheric vorticity area index and is also observed in the d.a.y.-time iono-
sphere in win_er. This effect is _uietenin_ in the ionosphere ar well as
troposphere. While the occurrence of the former type is persistent in times
the latter is _verely diminished in some periods (e.g. 197_-77). All the
f- effects are stronger for so-called "proton" sector boundaries. As regards the
' stratosphere, the lO-r_b level temperature and height above Berli_-Te_pelho£ do
not display any observable IHF sectox structure effect.
t
• SOLAR FLARE EFI_ECrS
:' }
Are all sudden ionospheric disturbances ($1D), recorded at high midlsti-
, tudes, of solar flare origin (or more precisely of solar-XUV origin)? About
: I% of all SIVa, observed at the Pan,ks Yes Observatory (Czechoslovakia) during
the period 1960-1973, has been found to be not of solar XUV-origin. The SIP
monitoring system at Pan,ks Ves consists of SWF, SFA, SEA and SPA. Almost all
peculiar SIgs, however, have been recorded by one SIP monitoring merhed only.
Among them, the very rare SWF events of corpuscular origin, observed at ..
L = 2.4_ are most interesting. They are shewn in Table I. The first event was . ,
! observed tm_er quite calm solsz conditic_s. The _econd e_ent was associated
with a very weak radio bvrst at _he beginning of the event, and _rith a very
weak radio burst end subflare near the end of the event. The _:.irdevent was
accompanied by an unconfirmed flare with its _aximt_ before the beginning of
the event. Hone of these three event_ was associated with X-ray bursts. On
the other hand, these events were observed tmder considerably enhanced geomag-
netic activity, which is favou_able for precipitation of high-energy electrons
(E > 20-40 keY).
A slmilor event was observed on 17 June 1970 near noon (I048-I055-110 _T)
as a SWF of a r_edium importance and a very weak SFA accompanied by a weak flare
with quite insufficient X-ray flux to explain the obser;ed S_. The c,,entwas
observed near the maxim_ of a moderate geomagnetic storm. Fortunately, _e
COS_DS-3_8 satellite, which measuxed hlgh-ener_y electrons (both trapped and
penetrating fluxes, crossed L - 2.4 at 1052 UT (i.e. dating the even_). Figure
! I shows energetic spectra of trapped electrons observed at the same local ti_e
i and place at L - 2.4 during the event and during a strong ge_agnet£c stor_ a
•. few days later. These spectra demonstrate well the extr_-_elystrong and unex-
pected enhancement of high-energy electrons during the event. Fluxes of .re--
: clp£tating electrons were sufficiently large to _xplain the observed SWF
Table 1: Peculiar 3_g events of corpuscular origin, recorded at 277S _z (re-
flectio_ point 52"21 _. )2"27 E. L - 2._) an_ :bl_ _}Iz (re_lection point
52"08 t;. |I'00 E. L - 2.4). x -.unconfirned liar,.
Date start _x ¢nd L_p g-rays Optical {lsrv RadLo burst gp
S_F (l._) start end lop start _nd i_p 7K_
1971 0602 0610 0627 1 no burst no flare no burst 5-
09/25 29.
1972 0637 0737 2 _o b_tst 071E 0736 -ti 0633 0638 ueak 5-
08126 0706 O712 ueak 25-
1973 1249 1330 I no burst 1236 I=S_ IFx no burst
10118 _ax 1238 28+
- i[_ " n* It.3o
-" _ _ \ Figure 1. Energetic s_ctra of tr_pped electrons be-
i _ _ t_e_ 20-200 ke_ at L " 2.€. (or t_e SID event i_
It'S _ question (top curve) and for a sevcre [;ect._gnetict_:.- _. stor_ (botton _.easuredonboard COSHUS-3",8
[ 't (after LASTOVICKA and |'LDO_,OVA. 1976).i ,
[ ',1 "I0' " " " "['IS
o 1o0 2o.o
(LASTOVIO_ and FE_OROVA. 1976). Unfortunately. this result is not full proof.
because the satellite =easur_ents vere performed over the Southern lle_.is_heres
but it strongly supports the corpus:ular origin of such peculiar S_Fs.
LI_E"SECTOR STRUCTURKEFFE_S
There are _everal effects of the interplanetary u-_bnetic field (ITS) -
tho_e of the north-south co_poncn[ _z' those of ch._ngcs of Folarity ef t_e
az/=u_hal. _ . and radial B co_F_z_ents, and those of cros_ing of the IEFV ° XS
sector boundary. T_ effect_ of _hanges of [¢lar:ty and _a_.nit_de of all _hree
IHF cc_cne_ts in the lower ionosphere are e_tentially a reliance to the I_F
generated changes it_ geocagnetic (i.e.. cagnetospher_€ _ubstoru) activity. This
not the case. however. _e_ the l_g *error boundary crossin_ effects are con-
cerl_ed.
I
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The IHY sector boundary is • well developed physical structure, a war_.ed
current sheet (t.'ILCOX, 1979) dividing the interplanetary space into two parts
with opposite prevs_linK Bx Polarity. A crossin_ of such a well-developed
space structure, accompanied by an increase of the IHF ,_agnitode D (LASTOVICKA.
t979) an_t of its r eoactive southward €o=paeanS Bz (5C'}IEEI_EE_ 1977), affects
the Earth's _sgnetosphere, ionosphere and even troposphere.
There are two basic types of responses to tl_e I_.F sector boundary crossing
(Fi£. 2), both beinp, oi_served, _onR others, in the ionosphere. The r.eOc_sR-
netic type is nanifested best in _eou_netic activity. This effect iea dis-
.turb_ance ar,d consists in a ch*nF, e across the lector boundary and in a signifi-
cant difference betwern the level before and after boundary crossing,. In
equinoctial _eriods, the effect of IMF polarity changes (B) becor.ee co.par--
' x
able to that of the sector _oundary croa_ing xtself. The effect has t,een ob-
served in P,, southward _ and cosmic rays (I.ASTOVIC}IA. 1979), The tropo-
spheric type is _x_nigest_d best S,n the tropospheric vorticity area index (VAI)
and consiat_ in a narrow deep depression centered st the day of boundary cross-
inK. This effect is _pieten&ng, not a disturbance.
} !-'
VAI _/" Figure 2. The IMF sector boundary crossing effect_t0
• of the _eooagnetic type in A (lor.acith--ic _ean)i
t_ i and of the tropospheric typerin VAI (tropospheric
: i _ vorticity area index at the 500 mb level). The10_ data are expressed in ratio to the zero-day values.
r w _ Vertical line - boundary crossing (reported to O0
._: : o_ t_T).
a.,! "--..I-' i
•) -_' ,I o I 3 l
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Figure 3 shows the _eo_x_gnetic type effect in the nighttime radio wave ab-
sorption in the lower ionosphere over Central Europe in winter. The absorption
it hi_her after the cro_sing than before at both frequencies. The effect in
absorption is _uch weaker than that in A , _inor in comparison with gearing-
netic storm or solar activit: effect_ inPthe lower ionosphere. . .
In order to estic_te the statLtt_cal significance of dat• points in Figs.
3-_, the significance of the difference between extreme mean data point., P, and
the probability of this differen¢e being positive in individual crossings, _
are Elves in Table 2. P represents mainly the reliability of the effects,
while Eta airily t_eir i_portance. _he effect at 245 k|tz is statistically
significant _nd i_portant but the effect at 272 _{_ appears to be _ni_port•nt.
This is caused by different L-shells of reflection Points - 2.7 and 2.1.
Fluxes of precipitating electrons controlled by _ec_aa_netic activity are con-
siderably weaker at L " 2.1.
The geomagnetic-type effect is observed in the lower ionosphere in winter
only at night. In equinoctial periods, we can •fain observe the geo_agnetic-
type effect in absorption _nly at night. Ro significant effect is observed
near noon. The boundary crossing effect itself is a Little weaker than that in
winter, but the effect of ch_Eea in IHF Folarity is conlmrable to (or even
stron_er than) that of bound•ry crossing (LASTOV10_&o 19C2).
Figure 4 shows the tropospheric type effect in the noon radio wave nbaorp-
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Table 2: Statistical significance of the difference betveen extreme _ean data
point.. P. the probability of this difference being positive in individual
,-/_ crosslnga. 5, and the number of boundary crossings used. n.
., night day
272 k_z 245 k_z 2775 '_lz 2_5 k_ _k_z
P 862 99,5Z 58.5_ 99.5_ 99_
8 57X 64_ 62Z 64Z 622
q t
n 41 69 _6 70 61
tion in the lower ionosphere over Central Europe in ranter. The behavlour of
the absorption is siffiilar to that of VAI - a narrov decrease of absorption
(even if considerably s_aller th_n that in YAI). i.e. quietening in the lover
ionosphere, just after boundary crossing. Table 2 shows that the effect ia
statistically signi[icant and important tt both frequencies. The effect of
such type is observed in the lover ionosphere in vinter during day-ti_e only.
Figure 5 shoos the IHF sector boundary crossing effect at the 5 kHz and
27 _la integrated level of atmospherics observed in Central Europe in winter.
In viev of differences in the patterns fro_ different observatories, o_ the
shape of curves and of the lo_t statistical significance of the results, h_rdly
any effect can be observed at 27 _l_. Hoverer, the 5 _1= a_osphe_ics display
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FiILure _.. Tim tropospheric-type effect in VAI_80_.._ and noon
radio rave ,bsorption in the tower ionompher_-o_r Central
Europe in vinter (1966-73 - _ftec I_TOVICT,A. 1979).
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a sharp =sxi_u_ just after crossing. The shape of the 3 _Iz cur_e relt-_bles an
inverse form of the VAI curve fro_ Fig. 4. Unfortunately, coopering the aID,
gec_agnetlc stor_ and Forbush decrease effects in the 5 _lr atmospherics, it ie
difficult to say definitely, whether the observed effect is quieteninK or not.
As regards the stratosphere, the IHF gector structure effects were studied
ir the 10-_b level temperature and the lO-_b level height _bove Berlin-6
Tt_pelhof during day-time (LASTOVICKA. 1979). No significant effect yes ob-
served in either quantity in spite of the Sect that statistically aiRnificant
effects were observed in the lower ionosphere in the s_.me _eographic region.
General solar activity (Fln 7) increased qv_si_onotonicaly from the -3 to
the _2 day by about l.SZ. Thus _e solar XOV radiation did not affect the ob-
tained results significantly.
The foF2 response to the IRF sector structure is quite ai=ilar to that of
the lower aonosphere. We observe si_ulte.neously the geomagnetic-type effect in
the lower ionosphere _nd the F2 re_ioo, and the sa_e is valid also for the
tropospheric-type effect (LASTOVICKA. 1962, 19831LASTOVICKA and SATORI, 19821
TRISKOVA, 1982). There is only very weak (if any) effect of the I_F sector
structure in the E-region over Central Europe (LASTOVICKA. 1992; LASTOVICKA and
SATORI. 1982). Thus the vertical pattern of the IRF sector structure effect in
" the F2 region, _=all effect (if any) in the E- region, a significant effect in '
the lever ionosphere, no effect rather than any in the stratosphere and signifi-
cant effect in the troposphere (only of the tropospheric type).
TI.e geo_0agnetic type effect is ionospheric response to the IHF sector
structure related changes in g_o_.a@netic activity. It €onsists of two compo-
nents - IHF polarity changes and the boundary crossing itself. According to
._'. ny opinion, the latter effect is caueed by crossing-related changes of _ or
Eeoactive southward gz"
The tropospheric t_pe effect is quite a new phenomenon. It cannot be ex-
plained in Seres of geor_agnetzc, cos=ic ray or _eneral Iolar activity. The
effect see_s to be caused by _n action of the sector boundary (- warped current
_heet) itself. The _ain probl¢_ with finding the =echsnis= is tha_ the effect ..
is ui______eni.._n_. The effect fool's like switching off, not switching on, an
energy source, floweret, thi_ is not acceptable to solar, solar wind and meg- --.
netospheric physics. .
There are two factors, wh[ch_ke studies of the IH_ sector structure ef-
fects _ore difficult. The t_opospheric (but not the ge_'_agnetic) type effect
practically disappears in so-so periods. I_LSTOVICF_ (1981) showed that, in the
period 197_-1977, the tropospheric-type effect practically disappeared not only
in the troposphere (VAI), but simultaneously also in the lower ionosphere.
ffowever, the situation in the year_ 197_-77 (_olar _ini=_a) was quiet e_ou_h.
Perhaps no other i_portant quiett_ing yes possible.
The geosctivity of different sector boundaries varies. SVESTKA et el.
(1976) found so=e _ector boundaries (coiled proton boundaries) to be followed
by stre_s of low-ener_y protons. _[LCOX (1979) found the effec_ of such pro-
ton boundaries in VAI, as well a_ _n geo_._gnetic activity, to be considerably
stronger th_n that of non-proton boundaries. Figure 6 shows the effect of pro-
ton aa veil a_ non-proton boundaries on radio wave absorption in the lover iono-
sphere in winter. The effects of proton boundary crossing are considerably
stronger and evidently _ore i_portant than the effect_ of crossings of non-
proton boundaries, ffowever, as far as I know, infor_etlon on proton boundaries •
is available only for the period 1963-1969.
r
In conclusion it can be said that the IHF _ector structure effects in the
I
uidlatitude ionosphere are =inor in co=parlson with the effects of solar
flares, gec'_agnetic stor_a etc., and are of two different types. The geomag-
netic-type effect is a disturbance, representing an iooompheric response to
changes in Eeo_a_.netic (- r.agnetosp_ric) activity, and its nech_ni_'_ is at
least qualitatively t=derstood. The tropospheric-type effect is developed best
. in the tropospheric vortlcity area index with possible relations to weather.
It is a quietenln_, not a disturbance, in the troposphere as _'ell as in the
ionosphere. Its =echanis= is not tmderstood. T_ IHF _ector structure effects
are partly different for different _eaeons and they are considerably stronger
ff_'. ' for proton than for non-proton sector boundaries. I think the =ain task of this .-
field of research is to discover the =echanls_ of the tropospheric-type effect
and to dete_ine th_ role of the IHF effects a=on_ various _olar-terrestrial
relations.
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DEPE_|DI_CE OF TIlE IIIGH LATITUDE MIDDLE ATt_OSPIIEREIONIZATION
ON STRUCTURES I}! INTERPLAN,";TARYSPACE
Q
J, Brewer and E. A. Lauter
Academy of Sciences of the GDR, :
Central Institute of Solar-Terrestrial Physics, z!
Observatory cf Ionosphere Research, DDR-2565 Kuhlun_sborn, GDR
/
As known frou LAUTER etal. (1978) the precipitation of high-energetic
electrons during and after strong _eoma_netic stor_s into heights below I00 kln
in middle and $ubauroral latitudes is markedly _odulated by the structure of
the interplanetary magnetic field (I_). In the present paper we want to show
that also tmder relative quiet conditions the D-region ionization caused by high
enerBetic particle precipitation (energies greater 20 - 50 keV) depends on
changes of the interplanetary _.ognetic field and also on the velocity of the
solar wind.
Fo_lowln$ investigations by D_{GEY (1961) and by RUSSEL and HcPHERRC_
(1973) the negative B component of the interplanetary _agnetic field in theZ
solar magnetospheric coordinate syst_ should play an importan_ role for the
f_\ interaction of the solar wind with the raagnetosphere and the aces=partying
acceleration processes. Such negative B co_ponente are induced in the solar
• . z .
magnetospherxc coordxnate syste_ by the normal IHF sector structures only ,n de-
pendence on regular daily and seasonal ch_ges of the po_:._n of the dipole
, ' axis of the Earth's magnetic field in respect to the solar axis. If ve assu_e a
_ean IhT f£eldstren_th of 5 nT we obtain a _easonal _ar£ation of the vertical
I _gneti¢ fieldstrength in the solar t_agnetospheric coordinate system as shown in
, Fig. I. IIerewe have calculated only daily _ean values, neglecting the daily
variation of Bz. _ereas T-sectors induce in spring _aximum negative an_ in
autumn maxi_u_ positive values, A-sectors cause opposite results. As we believe
that negative B -values should favor particle precipitation into the lower
ionosphere but [_aitive B -values should reduce precipitation we define A- """
sectors in autumn and T-sectors in spring as so called 'pro-sectors', and T- . • "
sectors in autumn and A-sector_ in spring as 'anti-sectors'.
To test this ass,_ption, we have investigated the influence of I_[F-sector
boundary crossings on ionospheric absorption data of high and middle latitudes
by the superposed-epoch ncthod, with the first day of a nc_ sector as "zero"
key day. The dates of the sector crossings were taken from the catalog of
SVALGAARD(1975), or from Solar Geophysical Data. In Fig. 2, the result of
this analysis can be seen for noontime absorption measurements at vertical in-
cidence on 1.75 t_Izand 3.0 _{z as well as O_A observations on 22.4 l_[z,ob-
tained by the GDR participation groups during the 21at - 23rd Soviet Antarctic
; Expeditions at _ovolazarevskaya (II.83"E, 70.77"S). A total of 67 sector cross-
ings between June 1976 and _ovc_ber 1978 have been used. In the upper part of
Fig. 2 the influence of all sector boundary crossings on the absorption data is
presented (dashed-dotted lines) whereas in the lower part these data are sub-
divided into transitions fro_ pro- to anti-sector (dotted lines) and from anti-
to pro-_ector conditions (full lines). In cunts t to the small variations of
absorption if all sector crossings arc superimposed, a very pronounced influence
of the IHF sector structure can be observed during the transition from anti- to
i pro- or pro- to anti-sector conditions. Absorption differences of about 8 -
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Figure 1. Heart seasonal variation of the _ -component in
anlar-_agnetospheric coordinate system fo_ an undisturbed
interplanetary r_agneticfield (_gnitude B = 5 aT) with
A- end T-polarization.
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: Figure 2. Variation of ionospheric absorption at high latitudes
,'. Oiovolazarevskaya:70.8°S; ll.8°E) during IHF-sector boundary cross-
: in&s
-.-.-.-: all sector crossings
• • • , - . , __.___.: only crossings from anti- to pro-zector
. . . . .: only crossings from pro- to anti-sector
: 10 dE at 1.75 or 3 _tz, and about 0.4 dB at 22.4 }_z, d_onstrate the haportance
of negative B -values of the IHF for the precipitation of high-energetic par-
, ticles in hig_ latitudes.
For the sane sector boundary passages ve have also investigated the be-
havior o£ f • -data from ionosonde measur_ents in different latitudes. Fig.
_In , . .
3 shows the results. Vhereas zn ||xgh _,atttudes a strong dependence of the
fmin-data on pro- and anti-sector condition could be detected, thi= influence
is smaller in middle latiLudes. A somewhat larger effect can be seen again at
Port Stanley where particle precipitation is more effective because of the
South Atlantic anomaly of the Earth's magnetic field. In lower latitudes there"
seems to be also a retardation of about 3 or 6 days of the ionospheric effect
in respect to tl_ sector crossing, =oat clearly seen for the anti- to pro-sector
: transition at Juliusruh and Port Stanley. Th_s effect may be caused by the
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[_J _l _J Figure 3. Variation of fL:.-data during IMP-sector
boundary crossings in d_ndence on laCltude (geogr.
fql_ fat. in brackets)
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diffusion o_ hlgh-energetic electron_ from high to _iddle latitudes, an effect /
; which we know also from investigations of post star= events (LAUTER et al.,
I 1979), /
i
l Besides the IMF sector structure, the velocity of the solar wind could be
im_rtant for particle precipitation, especially in high latitudes. Therefore,
we have also tested the influence of solar "high speed plasma streams" after a
catalogue o_ LIND_LAD and LUNDSTEDT (1981). llighspeed plasma stre_s were
mainly defined as solar p!as=a screws which increase their velocities by more _'I
than 100 _Is within 24 hours with simult_eous enh_cements of their ion den- -:
sity and/or chenges of the interplanetary ¢mgnetic field. From the period be-
twe_ 1964 and 75 we used 171 such streams with a duration of more than 4 days
and investigated their influence on f . -data of Halley Bay, and on the geo-
magnetic AE index, m,n
Tn Fig. 4 the results of a corre;ponding auperposed-epoch analysis _ith
the f . -data are represented. The "zero" key day is the beginning of the
hzgh speed plasma strew. The data znalysia was made for two _ata sets: high
speed plasma streams with smalllVelocity changes A_ _230 k_s- (a) and large
velocity changes _v _ 300 kms- (b). With the beginning of the plasma stre_
also the ionospheric absorption increases, rather slightly at low velocity
stre_as (a) but very pronouncedly with high velocity streams (b). In the lower
part o_ Fi_. 4 the two _llcctlves of data were again divided into stre_s with
l_F of pro- and anti-sector conditions. For low velocity stre_s (c) the influ-
ence of the sector structure dominates m.rkedly, e.g* plasma stre_s during
anti-sector conditions cause far less particle precipitation than before the
occurr_ce of the stre_s. At high velocity streams (d) the precipitation _ "
" " during the strem is always higher than before_ but again markedly modulated by _ :
the I1_ sector str,cture. _ .
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Figure 4. Variation of fmin-data (lialley Bay) during high speed plasma
/ • • streams(lISPS)with2,v_30 km/s(aandc) era u >300k_/s(bandd).
In (c) and (d) the data of (a) and (b) are subdivided corresponding to
their IHF polarity during pro- and anti-sector conditions.
: For investigatinga co=parabledependenceof the lowerenergeticparticle
,. precipitation we have chosen as indicators the ge_agnetic A index and the
' auroral electrojet index, AE, which are minly produced by i_nospherlc currents
'" in polarlatitudesbetween about I00 and 120 km correspondingto I - 10keY
electronprecipitation,in contrast to the absorption measurements whichmay be
influenced below 1OO k_ corresponding to energies of =ore than 20 keV. Fig. 5
shows the result of a. superposed-epoch analysis of AE-values for the Fame high _-
speed plasma streams as in Fig. 4. The lower-energetic particle precipitation " "
":_' is positively correlated with the velocity changes o£ the plasma stremns, too_
but in contrast to the f . -values the influence of sector structure changes
is obviously not so domuxant. For instance, with low velocity plasma stre_s
the AE Index is enhanced also with IHP anti-sectvr conditions, contrarily to the
f . -_ariations in Fig. 4. These differences in particle precipitation at
dxl_erent energies indicate that the higher-energetic electron precipitation is ..
stronger controlled by sector structure changes than the lover one. This can he
a hint that the IHF structures do differ_.tiate the magnetospheric acceleration
prate, sen of energetic particles. Finally the following conclusions should be
mentioned: _he presented results on the dependence of particle precipitation
on the negative B -component of the interplanetary rmgnetic field and on the
velocity of the s_lar wind support the concept of AV_SOFU'a energy transfer
function (PERREAULT and A_.SOF0, 1978) as a first approximation for the de-
scription of the energy transfer fro_ the solar wind into the at=osphere. The
observed differences in the precipitation of particles in dependence on their
energy, however, cannot be explained by this energy transfer function.
_" For investigations of the influence of ItlFsector boundary crossings upon
the plasma of the middle atmosphere the diff£rent physical behavlour of the
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Figure 5. S,_e as in Fig. 4 but for AE-data.
l_-sectors during the spring and autumn halfyear should be taken into consider-
ation. Our classification of IHF-sectors after their B -components in the so-
lag magnetospheric coordlr_te syste= (pro-_ anti-sectors_ see_s to be more ap-
propriate than the usual classification after the direction of the IHF in re-
lation to the arm (A- and T-sectors).
As the excessive D-region ionization due to precipitation of high energetic
particles markedly influences the radio wave propagation especially in high ~..
latitudes, the derived d_pendence of particle precipitation on structures of the -'.
.... • .interpl_netary _gnetlc field can i_prove the prediction of radio propagation
conditions in polar region,.
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SOLAR-TERRESTRIAL Ih'FLU_CE$ ON HIE D-REGION AS SHO_
BY T_E LEVEL OF AtmOSPHERIC RADIO _IOISE
G. Satori*and B. Schaning _'*
*Geodetical and Geophysical Research Institute of the Hungarian Academy of
Sciences, 11-9401 Sopron, Hungary
*aCentral Institute of Solar-Terrestrlal Physics, Observatory of Ionosphere
Research, DDR-2565Kuhlungsborn, GDR
Measurements of the integrated atmospheric radio noise field strength at
27 kHz, used here, were _nde in tileperiod 1965 - 75 at three unified European
stations: Uppsala (60"N), Kuhlungsborn (54°N) and Prngue-Panska Ves (50.5"N).
For some cases, also measurements at 5 _iz from Prague-Panska Ves w_re avail-
able.
• In earlier papers it has been shown by the supcrposed epoch method that
' during Forbush-decreases the level of atmospheric radio noise also decreases at
--. ._ middle latitudes. In case of occurrence of both Forbush-decrerse and geo_ag-
i_" _. nerve storm, the level of atmospheric radio noi_e generally increases (SATORI,
. 1976). In course of the theoretical interpretati,_, using the VLF waveguide
mode theory, the attenuatio_ of _F electromagnetic waves has been computed con-
•. sidering electron density changes due to the £orbush-decrease. variations of
the cut-off rigidity and particle precipitation (SATORI. 1978).
Ne consider the large-scale meteorological situation by comparing solar
! disturbed and undisturbed periods under similar weather situations. In order
to show the effects of the precipitating high-energy particle (IIEP)flux and
of the Forbush-decrease on the noise level of all three stations simultaneously,
the correlation of the noise level between pairs of stations were computed as _"
deviations from the monthly _edisn. _E (dB), day by da) for all six |_rxods
studied here. Ne computed the ccrrelatlon coefficients for noon as well as
for night values. These correlation coefficients were compared with those for
solar undisturbed _riods.
- As expected, the correl_tion of the noise level is highest when the HEP
and the FORBUSR-decrease during disturbed periods predominantly control the
propagation conditions. The influences on the noise level are more distinct
at Oppaala than at Panska Ves.
- The average correlation coefficient between Uppsala and Kuhlun_sborn for
the disturbed periods is r = 0.72 (u = 22) for the day-tire (1200-1600 L_r)
and r " 0.71 (n = 21) for the night-time noise level (2200-0200 L_). It de-
creases to r = 0.4 (n = 26) and r = 0.43 (n = 26), respectively, for undisturbed
periods.
- For the correlation betwe_ Kuhlungsborn and Pnnskn Ves there were no slg-
nificant differences between the analo_;ouscorrelation pairs r - 0.69 (n = 22),
r - 0.75 (n - 22) sad r = 0.68 in - 27). But the noise level variation for a
' . disturbed perioa is very similar at all three stations.
it,
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ry sone case-studies of tb- level of atuot0heric radio noise it has belm
dr'_onstrated that after _eoacttve flares the nearly st=ult_neous effects of
rort,ush-decrease and that _,f the iost-ztor_-event (Psr.) result in _tffesent
tsetse level chilies, d_end_nl_ on the atrenr.th of the Fort.sh-'decrea_e and that
of the gec_.agnetic ator_ (the energy s_ecera of precipitative, electrons), as
Yell _ta on t_e onset _nd 12"e_uratlon of evcnte as coupared to each ot,_er.
lrig. ! shows the extre_..ely stronv, event of August, 1972 frc,_ the point of
viev o[ both }Orbueh-decreasr and geo_aLnettc storm. The geomagnetic activity
is chtracterired by Ap-inJtces, the Fort-ash-decrease is given in percent of the
basis of Hosco_ neutron r.on_tor tats. v'e s_udied both the day-ti=e (1200-16U0
Ll_) a_d the nttht-tiue (_00-0_00 L_fX')notre level changes As derivations .'reel
the r,onthly €*dtans .2. (dB). Tt_ seasothtl v_riation ts also re_oved fro-a the
nedianaof _oiae level.
Using tLe tenainology of d_fferent phases of Vest-storm event, ha.ely
I'SL I, PSE It, PSE III (aSter L_U][E etal., 1979), it oay be seam that _;uring
rS_" I the nota_ level at th,, different ob,ervatories decrease€ on 2? EEl and
$1so on _ LIIz. simulf_neo, sly with the taain depression of l'orbush-decrease't, oth
day _nd night. During leg.r II. the noise level increases at day, depending on
lagitude and frequency, b_t its enh_nc_ent ts much _ore _,od-rate as €ompared to
the rSE tl in absorption (LAUTtRst" al.. 1q79). This circtmstsnce may be con-
nected both with the differential ener_.y spectra of precipitating electrons and
with the modzfication of :zoi_-e h, vel by the still lasting lrorbush-decrease.
During PSg III. the noise heel increases azsin and it is ,_ore developed th,n
_Sg III in the LF Absorption. ?his increase ray be connected with the hsreening
of energy s?ectra of prect_ttatin,g electrons and with tlxe fact that t_:e gorhush-
decrease alread.* ended. At n_ght the picture is siuilar, but the PSE II is
lon_er, th_n at day; its first part is destroyed, but the second part of PSE II
/-_" is well developed, when the Forbush-decrease ended. Tt_re is a _oderate noise .....
level rise cortesIonding to rsE III.
gi_. 2 sho_s the extr_otdit_ar_ event ef _ece=her 1971, when _ strong geo-
t:agnetic _ton_ (r_x. Kp - 7+) occursed _'ith a very weak a_sorl:tion response
uaioly at higher latitudes, when the precipitation ef particles has also been
observed by _atellit¢ 1971-O89A (LA._SE_/etal., 1976; LASTOVICKAand KAPOPOgT.
19797. It has to be noted that ever O,tswa the quasi-trapped fluxes _ay be 3 -
4 orders of _At_tude larger t,_ those eve: other _id-lAtttude statzons in
central Europe (IO'E). The g_'r_,s_-decrease was Also _trong and it _nded only
after the period studied here, T_'_"noise level chs-_ges ahoy the dayli_.ht re-
slGnses to the For[_ash-decrea_e. which have been _oderated at higher I*titudea
by the opposite effect of the geor._agnetit s'.oru. The€elate a viztu^l cp;_osite
latitudedependence of the e/fect of Fort,ush-decreases ray be aee_. Tt_ night
noise level cha._ges are _bi_uous.
Fig. 3 shows an event vlth a r.oderate gerbush-decrease and geomagnetic
storm. The Forbush-decrea*e begins three _aTs earlier than the geo_ag.netic
stor_. I_; this case the ch._.ges of the at_osrb_ric sadie noise level show a
picture quite similar to t_e LF absorption post-storm effect both day and night.
In the noise level at daylight hours the |'._E1 i, leas. the FSE III is =ore in-
tensive as co=r_ared to the LF absorptionin Kuhlungsborn.
Fig. 4 shows a collectio_of differtnt events referrirg to the effect of
the _;eo---.aKr,etic star= and the Forbush-decrease for guhlunr.sl,orn in daylight
hours. "rim days of occurrence of the g,eon_a_=netir storms are indicate_ by the
vertical line. In case of the event of Earcho 1970. the op;_osite effects of the
Forbush-decre_a¢ _nd the geo-.agnetic _-tort_|.ractically cancel each other.
t
!
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Summarizing we c_n see that the VL_ _oLee level ch_mge_ due to the joiat
e£fect of Forbush-decre_ses and geomn_netic storms _bow a much more varied pic-
ture as corapa_ed to the LF nbeo_tion post storm effecta in case of different
events. But by ,_eane e_ the VI.F noise level the direct influeace of the g,_lac-
tic €osmic rays i,_ the lover D-reGion .my be studied.
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: LATITUDIt_ALDEPENDENCE OF THE _IERGY INPUT INTO
TIlEHESOSPHERE BY IIIGII-L_BERGYELEffrR_IS
t
C. 11.Nagner*, B. Nikutouski* and II.Rants**
*Central Institute of Solar-Terrestrial Physics, DI)R-lI99llerlin-Adlershof, GDR
**Geophysical Observatory Sodankyla, SF-99600 Sodankyla° Finland
Night-time ionospheric absorption _easur_ents (A2, h3) give the possibi-
lity to study the precipitation of high-energy electrons into the resosphere
during and after _gnetospheric storms. The uniform Finnish rio_eter network
together with A3-=easur_ents from Kuhlungsborn and Co!im (GDR) have been used
to investigate the night-tlme absorption as a function of latitude (L - 6.5 -
2,5) and stor_-ti_e [or seven storms (WAGNER et al., 19_2 a). The cos_taontrendl
visible in all these events can be st_r_zarized in a schematic overage picture
(see Figure). showing the distribution of increased ionospheric absorption as a
function of latitude (L-value) and stor,.-time. During tim main phase of the
storm enhanced precipitation of high-energy electrons has been [{,und for all
L-shells (2.5 < L , fl.O). During the recovery phase the precipitation ie au-
roral latitudes can be relatively low° but in medit= latitudes an electon pre-
cipitation belt starts to d_.elop. The position of the poleuatd boundary of
,,_ ", this precipitation belt is found to be a function of storm-time. It reaches
L : 4°5 at the end of the recovery phase. The ionospheric absorption increase
is only a rough indicator _or the flux of precipitating electronsi because it is
only a height-integrated and energy-integrated information. Either ie-situ
measur{_ents unheard of lo_e-altitude satellites or pitch-angle distribution
measurements =ado in the equatorial plane nay be used to gain more detailed in-
form,ation about the energy input into the region below 100 km by precipitating
electrons. Heasureraents of the pitch-angle distribution of electron_ for four
energy channels (35 - ?0. )5-120. 120-240, 2_0-560 keV) made unheard of Explo-
rer-45 for 2 • L * 5.2 in the equatorial plane have been used to study the
variations of the electron population for two storms in August 1972 (_XGNER et
al._ 19_2 b).. During the train phase of the storm the slot region is filled _-
up totally and the electron fluxes increase by one order of ragnitude for the ""
35-70 keV electrons and by three orders of _agnitude £or the 240-550 keV elec-
_-- teens. Some energy is at once released to the ionosphere by precipitation, but
a great _ount of this energy is stored in the electron radiation belt, During
the recovery phase the i_put of ne_ high-energy electrons into the tadlation
belt decreases and the stored energy is transferred to the ionosphere by pre-
cipitation. The number of high-energy electrons inside a magnetic tube of
1 c_" area at lO0 Z_ altitude t the so-called flux tube content, has been de- ..
termined in dependence on L, energy ch_nnel_ and stormtime. During the re-
covery phase the flux tube content decreases exponentially in a rather _teady
way. The time constant of this decrease is deter_nined by the lifetime of the
electron_ against pitch-angle diffusion processes a,d by the time constant of
the electron input due to radial diffusion. The lifetime against pitch-an_;ie
diffusion and the flux tube content just after the _ain phase control the pre-
cipitation into the ionosphere.
, /
.•
The energy input rates for the recovery phase of the magnetospheric storm
August 9 (15.15 UT) throuEh August 15 (10.00 tiT). 1972 have been estimated for - "
L = 3 and L - 4 in dependence on energy. The total energy input by high-energy _ :
electrons (35 < E ¢ 560 keV) for that part of the recovery phase has been found . . •
;'t t
.3 '
to be more than I00 erg/cm 2 at L = 3. Electrons with high energies (but lower
fluxes) transfer more energy into the ionosphere than electrons with 35< E < 120 keY.
At the beginning of"the recovery phase the energy input from electrons w-it_-
120 , E < 560 key is higher by a factor 2-3, During the recovery phase . 'e , . -_€
the ene_gy znput^by electrons with 35 - E < 70 keY decreases from 2 x I0 to- Z - e .
x lO erg/cm s, _nd that by_etectron_ from the highest energy channel de- -
creases from 7 x lO" to 0 x lO-_ erg/cct_'s.The higher the energy of the
precipitating electrons, the lower the stopping height (tee, e.g., REES 1963).
For the energies mentioned above the energy input maxi_=t=_occurs between 95 km
(~ 40 keV) and about 75 km ( ~ 500 keV)° As has been shown above the energy is
transferred only to a narrou belt (2 _ L < & to /..5)in midlatitudes. For the ....
part of the recovery phase (Au_;ust9-14, 1972), which has been used to estimate ".
energ_qrates, the total energy released in this belt has been estimatedl_O be
3 • 10-- erg. During the whole recovery phase of that storm about 5 • 10 "
have been transferred to this belt by high-energy electrons.
In _mparison with o_her storm processes such as ring current injections(some 10 erg), auroral particle precipitation or Joule heating (sane lO er_)
the energy input by high-energy electrons which had been stored in the radiation
belt is small. But the special properties of this energy input are interesting: ."
(a) The energy is directly deposited below 90 km altitude. (b) Energy is r.rans- /'
ferred into the lower ionosphere for many days up to sareeweeks after storms.
¢_\ Thr ener_,yinput scours on!y in a t_idlatitudinal belt (2 * L • 4 to 4.5).
Ret,=, _. it, (JOb3), Planet. S_ace Sci_, ]._L_ 1209.
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OZONE I_ASUREHENTS IN _IIE _SOSFHERE DURING A SOLAR PROTOn: EVICT
W. Lipl_rt and D. Felske
' Institute of gpace Research, DDR-2080 NeustrelitV, CDK.
Academy of Sciences of the German D_ocratic Republic
INTKODUCrION
Charged particle precipitation in the Earth's atmosphere produces odd
nitrogen and odd hydrogen. These species take part in catalytic reactions
which destroy atmospheric ozone in the stratosphere and mesoBphere. Hodeling
efforts regarding the impact of these ionization events on the'_eutral atmo-
sphere (e.g. SOLOHON and CRUTZ}_, 1981; _IORNE_ 1980) describe ozone depletions
in good agreement with observations in the stratosphere and mesosphere.
CP.UTZ_ and SOLO}tON(1980), discussing the photochemical effects of the
solar proton event (SPE) of August 1972, presented calculations for higher
altitudes (70-90 km) indicating that after a brief reduction during and im-
mediately following intense particle precipitation, ozone will later reach
higher concentrations than those present before the event.
.... " : HESOS_IERIC rHOTOC_E}IISTRY
". In order to study mesospheric photoch_raistrywith regard to ozone we follow
: the discussions of CRUTZD_ and SOLOMON (1980). Wa_er vapour p_tolysis is the
major source of odd hydrogen (P, 0_, HO2) under normal conditions. The odd
hydrogen may then be convoxted to II9 by the reaction II+ l[O_.}{?+ 0_. This
process is responsible for the decrease in the I120mixing r_ti_. -
Charged particle precipitation events are calculated to cause the same
effect of producing odd hydrogen. The odd hydrogen has a lifetime on the order
of hours for altitudes of 70 - _0 km. For the first few hours followi_g a par-
ticle precipitation event, odd hydrogen concentrations will re_ain high. Odd
hydrogen is by far the most irportant factor in the destruction of ozone or " _.
more generally of odd oxygen via reactions such as V ]
II + _1 _'0
+ 03 " 2 _:
0 + OIt + II + 0 2
The increased odd hydrogen concentrations are therefore expected to yield a re-
duction in ozone durin_ and within a few hours after the event.
_e normal supply of water vapour by eddy diffusion from lower altitudes
is too slow to _ake up for the rapid depletion of water vapour taking place
during the SPE. A decrease of odd hydrogen concentration and eventually an in-
crease of ozone a fe_ hours after the event will be the result.
EXPERI}_NTAL RESffLT_
It is the aim of this paper to examine our experirental ozone densities as
' to a possible influence by solar proton events according to the _echm,ism pro-
posed by _R_TZt2_and SOLOgON (1980)o Ne derived vertical density profiles of
ozone between 55 and 82 km from INTERKOS}_S - II occultation measurements during
loca_ stmset.
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The period between early September and early October 1974 has been chosen.
Three solar proton events occur during this Lime as given by Solar Geophysical
Data. Out data base comprises 37 ozone density profiles between I0 September
r. and 3 October 1974 (see Fig. J). The geomagnetic position of'the profiles
varies from lower northern latitudeR to medium and high southern latitudes.
I \ I| J%
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Figure I.
Our ozone densities seem in general to reflect at least some of the pre-
dicted features. The proton event with its peak on 13 September as well as the
one on 20 September seem to be followed by pronounced enhancements of densities
at 80 km height a few days after the event. Even the third event around 25 ....
September seems to contribute to the ozone e_nhancement. The densities t.t lower
altitudes possibly indic_e that'dt_ringthe first event the response to the
particle influx penetrates down to altitudes of only 70 iraand with increasing
time delay while,during the second and third events altitudes as low as 65 km
have obviously been reached. This ._ouldbe explained by different energy
spectza of the precipitating protons (KARSZENBAUH and GAGLIARDINI 19Bl).
Figure 2 illustrates the difference in ozone density for normal conditions
and those £nflt.encedby the particle precipitation event. The I0 September
comprising 4 profiles has been chosen as a reference. The curve for 16 Septem-
ber comprising 3 individual profiles represents the maximtma of enhanced ozone
density of the first event. The ratio _ (03) between both profiles £s shown
in Fig. 3. No enhancement has beer.,found below 70 ks. A maximum seems to
occur around B0 km with enhanced ozone densities of up to a factor of 2.4_ con-
siderably higher than value of 1.4 pre._ic_edby CRUTZEN and SOLOMON (1980). The
particulars of the measurements do not provide sufficient temporal resolution in
order to study the relatively short phase of the predicted ozone decrease during
and a few hours after the event. The behavior of ozone density during the
first event seems nevertheless to indicate that such a process is indeed taking
plac£.
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CONCLUSIONS
Ozone densities at altitudes of 55 - 82 km have been exacainedas to their
reaction to solar proton events. It seems that at least some of the features
predicted by CRUTZEN and SOLOHON (1980) are reflected in the data. Nh£1e the
shorttime decrease is not amenable to the experimental method used the ozone
density increase, lasting for several days, seems to be well pronounced around
80 kin. More data are however necessary in order to provide information on dy-
namic processes and on the role of odd hydrogen in controlling the ozone
balance in the mesospheric region. .--
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GEO_AGNETIC DISTURBANCES CAUSED BY'INTERNAL ATHOSPTIERIC DYNAMICS
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INTRODUCTION
It is commonly believed that geomagnetic disturbances are caused by ex-
ternal influences connected with the solar aind. The 27-day recurrence of per-
turbations seems to be a strong ..intfor this interaction. But frequently geo-
magnetic disturbances occur without any relation to sunspot numbers or radiowave
fluxes, This was one of the reasons for introducing hypothetical E-regions on
the sum and their relation to solar wind activities.
McHIERRNN et al. (1982) have reported that only one half of the variance of
the geomagnetic AL-index could be related to the solar wind. Therefore they
=oncluded that internal processes of the magnetosphere were responsible for
additional geomagnetic activity• This paper discusses arguments, which might
lead to the sugsestion of geomagnetic disturbances as bein_ .aused by internal
atmospheric dynamics and tries to establish a rather preliminary scenario of
those processes.
STATISTICAL STUDIES
- Fig. 1 shows median and arithmetic =e-_nvalues of the local geomagnetic
activity index £ K_ of the station Niemegk (GDR) for the October-November
period of 41 years: This period obviously exhibits recurring mesa-scale varia-
tions of remarkable amplitudes. Tb_ AK-index data presented for 26 years shay
a bimilar behaviour. Particularly the end of Oct. with a peak about October
28 posesses a distinct activity maxim,_ followed by a pronounced minimum about
November 6. The statistical certaint_ of the E Kl-data _nounts to 98.5 to
99.9Z. Such a distribution of rather strong perturbations is evident also
during other periods of the year particularly about and after the equinoxes.
Regarding individual years this statistical finding is not immediately -
evident, so that it proves only the'exlstence of periods with enhanced proba-
bility of disturbed or quiet days, but not an annual recurrence of such events.
Solar parameters such as the sunspot number or the lO.7-cm flux gave no hint to
explain this phenomenon. Although a period of 2 years very well fits a number
of 21 solar rotations, no 2-years' recurrence has been found. This may be seen
also on Fig. 2 showing similar variations of the AK medians during the April]
May period, but being out of phase of the 27-day rotation period. Rather
strong negative ionospheric disturbances frequently occur approximately between
October 25 and November 2. Ne have called this period the HID-period - period
of major ionospheric disturbances (SGNNE}U_NN,1983). Fig. 3 snows the ll-years
mean day-time level of the critical frequency foF2 co_pared with corresponding
values of geomagnetic activity. Clearly visible is the breakdown of the criti-
cal frequency after its seasonal peak. A proper ionospheric activity index
p-ocesscd in a special way, shown in the upper part of t:is figure, exhibits a
distinct maximum at the same date.
If we €on_ider other parameters such as radio wave absorption no signifi-
cant hints for a relation to the D-region parameters can be found. The air
pressure mean values show maximum values even before and during the HiD-period
with a s_l_ decrease simultaneously with the decrease of the critical frequen-
cy. Aldo the semiannual exospheric density variation has its maximum about
.,f!-"~ "', \
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Octobef 27, indicating an i~in~nt depend~nce.
~e wefe Able to d~five neutfAI E" rrofiles of the [ufopPAn sectof frcD
occultatiun cea£urlDcnti of the 501r5d-10 iAtellite for crrtain ionolphcfic
dilturbllncu related to Eero;a~n~tic l'erturb3tioni. Curinl: a ~jor distutbance
about October 29, 1971, we derived §oce felult5 un structural vari.tions of the
neutral gal (coL,('O"ition oind .len.ity) b.. t",rcn obout 90 And 300 \.:r: uling Solfad-
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molecular co=ponents decrease and arctic oxygen increases/the profiles are
,'_ - _trongly disturbed. T|_ day of negative stor_ is distinguished by a resor_nce-
like up.riling of the molecular co=ponentx, while thermospheric atotaic oxygen
decreases _elow about 250 kn _nd £urther increases above 250 k=. The =e_.n
thermospheric temperature deduced iron the density gradient reaches maxi6u:a
value_. The recovery pha_e ztarts with a sudden thermospheric cooling, the
molecular cocponents decrease _ut the atomic oxygen density above 250 km attains
_aXi_t,_ values.
DISCUSSIO_
In order to solve the,puzzle we _hall try to establish a scenario of _os-
-. sible relations. The 6bserved structural variations of the neutral gas are re-
lated to perturbations, which are evident even in nedim latitudes in the _eso-
sphere, below tho_._ altitudes which are sufficiently influenced by precipitating
particles caused by external geo::agnetic disturbances. This, together with the
above statistical results, leads to the suggestion that internal atmospheric dy-
ha=its it responsible for perturbations )[ this type. Geonagnetic variations
and perturbations could be connected with wind shears within the dynamo region_
particularly at high latitudes. It can be excluded, however, that they are
directly and completely caused by the dynamo region currents. Hore likely,
E-fields generated by the dyr_=o region currents, e.g. the auroral electrojet
could be responsible, af fectin_ plasma drifts within the =_gnetosphere. Accord-
ing to _ILLIAIIS (1982), only a certain part of the plasma of the ring current
originates fro= the solar wind, while the other part has an ionospheric source.
The _l_nitt_de of the ring current depends on the balance betwe(_ injection fron
the solar winO and decay by ¢har£e exchange of ring current plasma _ith neutrals
Of the geocorona (DES._ER et al. 1961, TIt:SLEY 1977). :lmt means that the rin_
currrnc grows with increaBin_ solar-wind flux (external influence) or _ith a
• decrease of the density of neutrals uhich could be under.todd by a respiration
_: - ,,:,_ ,4-...... . • '-. _._
•n •
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of the geocorona cau_d by dynstaical proces_e_ of the lover atnospheric layers.
Due.to theirshort lifetime of about 2 hours, hydrogen ions decay first, follow- • - •.....
ed by a decay of heavier ions such a_ heliu= and oxygen with lifetiues 6 ti_ea "-
larger. Therefore co_position cha_ges of geocoronal neutrals have to be re-
.... _ , ,garded, too. As TINSLE¥ et al. (1982} pointed our, fast neutrals of several keV
energy created by charge exchange, cross through the ,_agnetosphere on straight "
trajectories and precipitate within denser lsyer_, particularly influencing t_ean
and equatorial geo=agnetie latitudes. The neutral hydrogen penetrate_ to an
altitude o£ 200 - 110 ksa _hile atc_ic oxygen precipitating in the tecond phase
reaches only heights of 250 - 300 k=. The estiv.ated energy input by fast neu-
trals =haunts to.10'= or v.ore related to the KUV-input and may lead to an import-.
ant enh_..nce_ent of the nightti,_e ionisatlon. This =ight be deduced fro_ the
TEe-data during the night before the negative stn_. l Eut the possibili.ty of
downward plas=._ transports caused by equator-to-pole winds and a considerable
red_ctionof the dissociativerecotabinationdue to co_osition changehas to be
considered, t_ot regarding other details of the complex p_ocess, the neutral in-
..-. . flux causes on one hand .by its upper thert_ospk,eric energy input a positive.feed-
back taking into consideration the upwelling of atc_ic oxygen and the negative
reaction of hydrogen on an enhanccnent of eXosphe_'ic tmgerature. On the other
hand, the creation of ti.-inns and of vlbrationally excited I:? could be a
source of sufficiently _arge quantities of t;O particularly w_thi_ equatorial and
,_e_'_ geo_abnetic latitudes.
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The neutral density of the tber_0sphere, particularly at _edium and higher
latitudes of the winter hemisphere, shovs variations vitb planetary time and
space scales (SGNNEI_N et ai..(1982). T_se variations ar_ co,necked with
plasr.1variations of the lo_er E-region (S_;t;EttAJ;_et a1..1979). As analysed by
SATO (1981) SaC-events are folloued by excessive absorption airultaneously
within a large lougitudi:_1 sector explained by sectorvise precipitation of
' high energetic electrons. From cur reasur_ents, however, it _ollows that the
02 density changes sinult_neo-sly within a large lon_itudi_al sector, linked
with Og-_radient enhance_ent_ in the lower thermosphere in phases o{ low 02-
densit_ and lay radio wave absorption and vice versa. _his varyin_ gradient
: may explain the varying absorption of ionising radiation, but a certain in-
£1uen_e u£ precipitating particles cannot be eacluded.
The density variations, hoverer, indicate alto relations to processes of
the lover atmosphere, Particularly, the change fend s_r to _inter circula-
tion patterns could give rise to neutral i_pact to the thermosphere Lad _eo-
€ornets.
External and internal influences do _ot occur separate fre_ encL other
but rather combined, including the actual Farticle and EUV £1uxes of the Sun.
The internal disturbances can only be tmderstood by considering the _hole at-
mospheric dynamics iecludin_ _eteorological processes and wave phenomena, taking
into account various feedbacks.
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